
VISIT US ONLINE 
portland.gov/bps/cleanenergy

PCEF Grant Committee 
Meeting
December 15, 2022, 6 –8:30 p.m.

http://portland.gov/bps/cleanenergy


Virtual/Hybrid Participation Check
Guidelines for public participation

Guidelines applied to virtual/hybrid meeting:

Chatbox: open for introductions. All other times, 
host-only chats (PCEF Staff).

Raise Hand: used by Committee only.

Video: on for Committee only. 

Microphone: public members muted.

Recording: this meeting is being recorded.

Captioning: this meeting is being captioned; 
settings > show subtitles.

• Committee meetings 
open to the public

• Individual proposals 
will not be discussed in 
this meeting

• Opportunities for 
public engagement in 
other forums/meetings

• Committee meetings 
open to the public

• Public invited to 
comment at around 
6:05 p.m.

• There will be a break at 
7:00pm, online 
participants will see a 
break screen. There will 
be no online discussion 
available during break.



6:00 Introductions

6:05 Public comment  

6:10 Timeline update

6:15 Community engagement update on Climate Investment Plan

6:20 Portland’s 2020 carbon emissions and pathway analysis

7:00 BREAK

7:10 Portland’s 2020 carbon emissions and pathway analysis (cont’d)

7:30 Climate Investment Plan funding initiative template 

7:45 Update on strategic program to “raise the bar on new and redeveloped regulated 
multifamily affordable housing”

8:20 Report out on 12/8 ACEEE conference on Inflation Reduction Act

8:30 Meeting close

Agenda



Introductions



Public comment



Timeline updates



Committee briefing Timeline
Month CIP Briefing Additional Agenda Items Meeting Date

November 
2022

Committee Work Plan Overview
CIP Community Engagement Approach

Committee Co-Chair
New Committee Member Subcommittee, 
Bylaws Subcommittee Additional Member

11/17/2022

December
CIP Process Timeline & Community Engagement Update
CIP Program Draft Template
Regulated Multi-Family Affordable Housing - Phase 1 

Context; Climate Emergency Workplan 12/15/2022

January 2023 TBD Administrative Rule Making 1/19/2023

February

Regulated Multi-Family Affordable Housing - Phase 2 (2/2)
CBO Capacity Building (1/2)
Community Centers (1/2)
Equitable Tree Canopy (RFP roles, eligibility, workforce development) (1/2)

Mini-Grant Program Update 2/16/2023

March
*Small Group 
Briefing

Regulated Multi-Family Affordable Housing - Phase 2 (2/2)
CBO Capacity Building (2/2)
Community Centers (2/2)

3/2/2023

22



23

Committee briefing Timeline cont’d
Month CIP Briefing Additional Agenda Items Meeting Date

March

Housing and Small Commercial (1/2)
Transportation (1/2)
Access to Capital (1/2)
82nd Avenue (1/2)

Welcome New Committee Members
Heat Response Program 2023 Update 3/16/2023

April

Equitable Tree Canopy (2/2)
Housing and Small Commercial (2/2)
Transportation (2/2)
Access to Capital (2/2)
82nd Avenue (2/2)

Grantee Spotlight 4/20/2023

May Administrative Rulemaking (2/2)
Program Metrics Dashboard Preview
Specific feedback on Committee's approach to 
evaluation of outcomes

5/18/2023

June CIP Draft Iteration 6/15/2023

July Final CIP Recommendation 7/20/2023



Housing and small commercial 
energy efficiency, renewable 
energy, and embodied carbon, 
$300 M

Transportation Decarbonization, 
$100 M

Low-cost access to capital for 
carbon-reducing projects, $100 M

Resilient community centers, $30 M

82nd Ave, $10 M

Building community organization capacity, $8 M

2 Fast-tracked, approved strategic programs

CIP must include meaningful allocations for:
workforce and contractor development, 
regenerative agriculture, green infrastructure and 
other greenhouse gas reducing projects

Equitable Tree 
Canopy, $40 M

Raising the bar on clean 
energy upgrades in 

regulated affordable 
housing, $60 M

Funding priorities and programs adopted by City Council



Projects and programs that build
a climate-resilient Portland

Where We’re Going

Fall 2023

Develop Climate Investment Plan

Oct 2022

Launch 2 Strategic Programs
(1) equitable tree canopy and (2) clean energy in 

regulated affordable housing

Sep 2023
Vision and 
Program

Financial 
Resources

Climate and 
community 

benefits

Two, fast-tracked strategic programs:
• Input and feedback

CIP development and funding priorities:
• Input and feedback
• Deliberation and recommendation of 

a plan in June and July



Community engagement in the PCEF 
Climate Investment Plan 2023



Community engagement update

What are you interested in learning during this 
monthly update?

• December 14, 5-6:30p.m., Virtual Kick-off
• 83 in attendance (does not include City of 

Portland staff)
• 86 did not attend 
• 169 registered

• Accessibility survey open until January 4

• Topic roundtable application open until January 4

• Types of organizations

• Demographic information

• Want to make sure we’re hearing from the priority 
communities

• Both individuals and community organization.



• https://www.portland.gov/bps/cleanenergy/climate-investment/events

Upcoming events

Kick-off: Project 
Overview and 
Accessibility

Community Vision 
and Priorities

Preliminary draft Full draft for 
public comment

DEC / JAN 2023 JAN/FEB 2023 MARCH 2023 APRIL / MAY 2023 SEPT 2023

• 1/24 virtual info session
• 1/28 in-person 
workshop
• 2/1 nonprofit workshop
• 1/23-2/5 online survey
• 18

Climate 
Investment Plan 

approved by 
City Council

COMMUNITY INPUT (virtual events, online surveys, in-person workshops)

• 12/14 virtual kick-off

• 3/18 in-person 
workshop
• 3/22 virtual workshop
• 3/15 nonprofit 
workshop
• 3/16-29 online survey

• 4/25-5/9 public 
comment period
• 4/27 virtual info session
• 5/4 hybrid listening 
session

• Community 
celebration
• Townhall

https://www.portland.gov/bps/cleanenergy/climate-investment/events/2022/12/14/pcef-climate-investment-plan-kick-off-meeting


Portland’s 2020 carbon emissions and 
pathway analysis



PORTLAND’S 2020 
CARBON EMISSIONS 
AND PATHWAY 
ANALYSIS

Kyle Diesner
Climate Action Policy Analyst



Climate Emergency Workplan  |  12/6/2022  |  14



Carbon Emissions Overview

Solutions to the Climate Emergency |  12/16/2022 |  15



Carbon Reduction Goals



Solutions to the Climate Emergency |  12/16/2022 |  17



Solutions to the Climate Emergency |  12/16/2022 |  18



Solutions to the Climate Emergency |  12/16/2022 |  19



Solutions to the Climate Emergency |  12/16/2022 |  20





Metro area Daily VMT per person is flat.



Solutions to the Climate Emergency |  12/16/2022 |  23



Break
Committee meeting will resume at 7:10pm



Consumption-based Emissions

Solutions to the Climate Emergency |  12/16/2022 |  25



Consumption-Based Analysis Methodology
• Model developed by the Stockholm Environmental 

Institute’s US Center for the Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality and adapted for Multnomah 
County. 

• Model uses economic data on final demand from 
households, governments, and business inventory/capital 
formation. 

• Model also includes actual use and disposal phase 
emissions from Portland's sector-based inventory. 

12/16/2022



Global emissions 
as a result of 
local consumer 
demand are more 
than twice the 
volume of 
emissions 
produced locally.



Production phase 
emissions account 
for more than half 
of consumption-
based emissions





2050 Pathway Analysis and Tool

Solutions to the Climate Emergency |  12/16/2022 |  31



Overview

Portland’s Decarbonization Pathways Tool|  12/16/2022 |  32

The purpose of this tool is 
to help interested parties 
visualize the scale of 
climate action strategies 
needed to meet the 
community's goal of Net-
Zero Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) Emissions by 2050 
(and a 2030 goal of 50% 
reduction compared to 
1990 GHG emissions). 



Portland’s Decarbonization Pathways Tool |  5.16.22  |  33

This tool is really a visualizer, 
built upon and aligns the 
results from four distinct 
analytical resources:
1. Multnomah County 

Community Greenhouse 
Gas Inventory, 

2. Portland Bureau of 
Transportation VisionEval
modeling, 

3. City of Portland's Building 
Analysis and Projections. 

4. iTree Tool from USFS



Pathways is not prescriptive in 
precisely which strategies are 

taken and how those 
strategies will be 

implemented. 



Key Limitations and 
Assumptions

• Scaled to county level 
• Different emissions factors
• Only looks at 2017, 2030, and 2050
• Does not model industrial, waste, or 

fugitive emissions
• Limited EV adoption in Vision Eval
• Limitations to interactivity between 

strategies
• Does not account for load growth. 



Baseline Reductions



Portland’s Pathway to Net-zero
Building Baseline

Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)
.

Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)

New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)

Renewable Electricity

Renewable Natural Gas

Residential Electrification (existing homes)

Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)

Natural Gas in New Construction

Industrial Innovation

Transportation Baseline

Transportation Policy Scenario

Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables

Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables

Additional Forest Carbon Storage


Introduction



		Portland Climate Action Plan - 2050 Pathway to Net-Zero - Visualizer Tool

		 Version 3 (April 2022)

				Questions contact:		Kyle Diesner, City of Portland, Climate Action Program Coordinator

						Kyle.Diesner@portlandoregon.gov

						503-823-4166

				Created by:		Aaron Toneys, Good Company, Senior Associate

						aaron.toneys@goodcompany.com

						541-341-4663 x210

				Guided by:		Desiree Williams-Rajee, Kapwa Consulting, Principal

						Desiree Williams-Rajee <dwr@kapwaconsulting.com>

						503.473.2282





								 









				Worksheet		Description

				Interactive Dashboard		The Interactive Dashboard is the user interface and likely the only worksheet utilized by most. The Dashboard allows the user to change the scale of activity for a variety of commonly understood high-benefit climate strategies by setting the activity from 0 to 100% for two time periods; 2020 - 2030 and 2030 - 2050. The user may change the values in columns C and F. As the Action settings are changed the wedge graphic will automatically update illustrating the effect on GHG emissions reductions as compared to the community climate goals (yellow dashed line on graphic). In addition to the illustrative wedge graphic - the user will see the "talking point metrics" change below the climate strategy settings. For example, a commonly discussed climate action is shifting from gasoline powered to electric vehicles. As the user changes the settings for electric vehicles the talking point metrics will automatically update to illustrate how many vehicles would need to be substituted from gasoline powered to electric during the time period. 

				Buildings Data		The Buildings Data worksheet is a summary of the results from the City of Portland's Buildings Analysis and Projections Tool. The Buildings Analysis tool was developed by Architecture 2030 in partnership with City staff and allow users to change settings specific to building-related climate strategies in order to forecast emissions reductions. Residential strategies considered in the Buildings Analysis include use of renewable electricity; use of and natural gas; implementation of Oregon's Zero Energy Building Code in new building; fuel switching from natural gas to electricity in new and existing buildings; energy efficiency retrofits in existing buildings; and a natural gas ban new non-residential buildings. City of Portland staff used this tool to estimate the GHG reduction benefits for various strategies that are used in this visualizer tool. The Buildings Data worksheet summarizes the results and shows how they are aligned with the strategies included in this visualizer tool and the Multnomah County Community GHG Inventory. Industrial building energy use is not included in the Buildings Analysis tool and therefore was modeled separately by Good Company. Also summarized on the Buildings Data worksheet.

In addition the Buildings Data worksheet includes links to resources and graphics to illustrate the relationship between climate action and equity considerations for building energy use. Maps from Energy Trust of Oregon and Oregon's Built Environment Efficiency Working Group are provided that illustrated specific census tracts within Multnomah County with high concentrations of low-income racially diverse households. Resources are also provide that highlight specific properties within Multnomah County that provide affordable housing and represent opportunities to implement energy efficiency strategies to reduce burden on vulnerable households. 

				Transportation Data		The Transportation Data worksheet is a summary of the results from PBOTs VisionsEval modeling. The State of Oregon VisionEval model was developed by Oregon Department of Transportation and downscaled by ODOT and PBOT to forecast emissions to 2050 for Multnomah County. See the Transport Data worksheet for strategy details. The Transportation Data worksheet summarizes the VE modeling results used on the Dashboard.

				Forest Carbon Storage Data		The Carbon Sequestration Data worksheet is a summary of the results from the U.S. Department of Forestry's iTree database which inventories existing carbon storage within the County and average annual sequestration rates from existing vegetation. This worksheet also include Good Company modeling calculations to estimate future potential if plantable lands were managed to maximize carbon storage. Existing and future estimates of carbon storage are included for the Portland area only and for Multnomah County. In addition the Carbon Sequestration Data worksheet includes links to resources and graphics to illustrate the relationship between climate action and equity considerations for carbon sequestration. Specifically a map is provided that overlays existing census tract tree canopy coverage with the proportion of low income households within the tract.

				Portland_GHGs_1990-2017 (unhide worksheets to view)		The Portland GHGs worksheet provides a summary of the Multnomah County community GHG inventory results for 1990 - 2018 by inventory accounting sector. 

				2030 Goal Calculation 
(unhide worksheets to view)		The 2030 Goal Calculation worksheet is used to calculate the 2030 Goal and specifically 1990 emissions using utility-specific electricity emissions factors. Utility-specific electricity emissions are used in the PBOT and Buildings analyses, but not in the communities GHG inventory which uses electricity emissions calculated using regional emissions factors. Unfortunately utility-specific factors are not readily available for 1990; therefore this sheet uses the difference between utility-specific and regional average emissions for the time period 2005 - 2017 to estimate 1990 utility-specific emissions. This calculation was needed in order to calculate the communities 2030 goal as currently written (e.g. 50% reduction in 2030 as compared to a 1990 baseline). 

				Industrial RPS RNG		Calculates baseline emissions reductions for industry use of natural gas and electricity.







Introduction
This tool was created by Good Company in partnership with Kapwa Consulting and City of Portland's Bureau of Planning and Sustainability. The purpose of this tool is to help interested parties visualize the scale of specific climate action strategies needed to meet the community's goal of Net-Zero Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions by 2050 (and a 2030 goal of 50% reduction compared to 1990 GHG emissions). Visualizer results are presented in terms of GHG reductions compared to community climate goals and also in "Action Metrics" which provide reduction equivalencies in more intuitive units (such as number of vehicles or number of homes to need to be retrofit by certain dates). These equivancies offer information to support a fair and just transition as climate actions are implemented. 

This visualizer is built upon and aligns the results from three distinct community analytical resources. These resources include 1) Multnomah County's Community Greenhouse Gas Inventory, 2) Portland Bureau of Transportation VisionEval modeling, and 3) City of Portland's Building Analysis and Projections. These resources represent recent, high quality analysis that measure and forecast community emissions based on a variety of potential actions that may be implemented between now and 2050. The resources estimate emissions reductions for various strategies, but are not prescriptive in precisely which actions are taken and how actions will be combined to reach community climate goals. That is the purpose of this tool, which combines the information from these sources and allows the user to set the scale of implementation for various actions to better understand the potential combinations of actions required to meet community climate action goals. 

The foundational resource used in this tool is the Multnomah County Greenhouse Gas Inventory. The community's GHG inventory has been conducted for calendar years spanning from 1990 - 2018 and represents the community's accounting of historic climate impacts and goal setting and therefore is the basis for future emissions forecasting in this tool. The other previously mentioned resources are based on the City of Portland geographic boundary, not Multnomah County, and therefore were adjusted per capita to align with the community's existing GHG inventory. Good Company  performed modeling for emissions sources not included in the previously described resources - specifically, industrial facility energy use and forest carbon sequestration potential within Multnomah County's plantable lands. 



Description of Tool Structure and Worksheet Details

The following table provides a summary of each worksheet included in this Excel workbook. 



mailto:aaron.toneys@goodcompany.commailto:Kyle.Diesner@portlandoregon.gov

Interactive Dashboard

																																																						Year Count								3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33																								DO NOT DELETE - DATA FOR WEDGE GRAPHIC				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33																																		DO NOT DELETE - USED IN DROP DOWNS

				Interactive Dashboard - Inputs Table		Instructions

tc={00C94304-DE65-924F-8108-5F74092C96A1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    The values in column C and F, (light grey cells with black boarders), may be updated as appropriate for each Climate Strategy. 

Values may be changed for two time periods, 2020 - 2030 and 2030 - 2050. The values for the two time periods are additive with the total reduction (2020 - 2050) shown in column I. 

Some strategies have a limit, based on best currently available information, for the amount of implementation that may be achieved during the given time period. These limits are shown the columns E (2020 - 2030) and columns H (2030 - 2050). If the user input exceeds these limits the cell with highlight RED indicating that the inputs need to be adjusted to within the states limites. 																																																								2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050																								Year		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2020 - 2030 Slider Total		2020 - 2030 Total		2020 - 2030 Annual Ave		2020 - 2030 User Input		2020 - 2030 Slider Annual				2030- 2050 Slider Total		2030- 2050 Annual Ave		2020 - 2050 Total		2020 - 2050 User Input		2020 - 2050 Slider Total												Mode Shift Policies		New Gas Ban Policies

																																																						1990 Baseline								10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632																						1990 Baseline										10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632																																		None		No

				Climate Action Strategy		2020 - 2030 
Action Input		2030 Minimum		2030 Maximum		2030 - 2050
 Action Input		2050 Minimum		2050 Maximum		2020 - 2050 
Total Input %

tc={23BD65C3-A1E9-7540-BF4D-49892D726310}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Total Input % cannot exceed the 2050 maximum shown in column H. If the maximum is exceeded the cells in this row will highlighted in red. To remove the red - adjust the inputs to values that total less than the 2050 maximum.		Action Metric																																		2017 GHG Emissions								8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194																								2017 GHG Emissions								8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194																																		Pricing & Policy Alignment		Yes

																																																						0																																																																																																																																																																																																		Fuel Carbon Reduction 

				Building Baseline Reductions		31%		31%		31%		39%		39%		39%		39%		% reduction compared to building GHG emissions

tc={9E9E37AA-01BF-4B4D-82AE-9C9088526E72}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes reductions from utility integrated resource plans and energy efficiency from new construction consistent with ASHREA 90.1. Average annual growth rate (AAGR) used in Portland Buildings Analysis Tool is 1.3% for the period 2020 - 2050. 																																		Building Baseline Reductions								- 0		(177,699)		(355,399)		(533,098)		(710,797)		(888,497)		(1,066,196)		(1,243,896)		(1,421,595)		(1,599,294)		(1,776,994)		(1,809,759)		(1,842,523)		(1,875,288)		(1,908,053)		(1,940,818)		(1,973,583)		(2,006,348)		(2,039,113)		(2,071,878)		(2,104,643)		(2,137,408)		(2,170,173)		(2,202,938)		(2,235,703)		(2,268,468)		(2,301,233)		(2,333,998)		(2,366,763)		(2,399,527)		(2,432,292)																								Building Baseline Reductions								- 0		177,699		355,399		533,098		710,797		888,497		1,066,196		1,243,896		1,421,595		1,599,294		1,776,994		1,809,759		1,842,523		1,875,288		1,908,053		1,940,818		1,973,583		2,006,348		2,039,113		2,071,878		2,104,643		2,137,408		2,170,173		2,202,938		2,235,703		2,268,468		2,301,233		2,333,998		2,366,763		2,399,527		2,432,292		1,776,994		1,776,994		177,699		31		177,699				655,299		32,765		2,432,292		39		2,432,292												Programs, Projects, and Services

																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																								Strategic Electrification

				Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)		25%

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
		0%		25%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced

tc={4D2D9A1D-730D-2C44-91E1-4B0850BDC012}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all single family and all multi-family properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.																																		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)								0		(27,992)		(55,984)		(83,976)		(111,968)		(139,960)		(167,953)		(195,945)		(223,937)		(251,929)		(279,921)		(284,760)		(289,599)		(294,437)		(299,276)		(304,115)		(308,954)		(313,793)		(318,632)		(323,471)		(328,309)		(333,148)		(337,987)		(342,826)		(347,665)		(352,504)		(357,343)		(362,182)		(367,020)		(371,859)		(376,698)																								Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)								(0)		27,992		55,984		83,976		111,968		139,960		167,953		195,945		223,937		251,929		279,921		284,760		289,599		294,437		299,276		304,115		308,954		313,793		318,632		323,471		328,309		333,148		337,987		342,826		347,665		352,504		357,343		362,182		367,020		371,859		376,698		279,921		279,921		27,992		25		27,992				376,698		4,839		376,698		50		376,698												City of Portland Preferred Scenario

				.																																								2030 Emissions Reduction

				Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)		25%

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
		0%		25%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for commercial properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.																								from 1990 Baseline										Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)								- 0		(25,592)		(51,183)		(76,775)		(102,366)		(127,958)		(153,549)		(179,141)		(204,732)		(230,324)		(255,916)		(259,500)		(263,085)		(266,670)		(270,255)		(273,839)		(277,424)		(281,009)		(284,594)		(288,178)		(291,763)		(295,348)		(298,933)		(302,517)		(306,102)		(309,687)		(313,272)		(316,856)		(320,441)		(324,026)		(327,611)																								Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)								- 0		25,592		51,183		76,775		102,366		127,958		153,549		179,141		204,732		230,324		255,916		259,500		263,085		266,670		270,255		273,839		277,424		281,009		284,594		288,178		291,763		295,348		298,933		302,517		306,102		309,687		313,272		316,856		320,441		324,026		327,611		255,916		255,916		25,592		25		25,592				327,611		3,585		327,611		50		327,611

																																												60%

				New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%
		0%		50%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between 2020 and 2050. 
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all new residential and commercial construction between 2020 and 2050. The maximum total reduction for this strategy is 50% by 2050. This wedge is meant to illustrate benefits of various code options.																																		New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)								- 0		(3,264)		(6,528)		(9,792)		(13,055)		(16,319)		(19,583)		(22,847)		(26,111)		(29,375)		(32,638)		(42,278)		(51,918)		(61,558)		(71,198)		(80,838)		(90,477)		(100,117)		(109,757)		(119,397)		(129,037)		(138,677)		(148,316)		(157,956)		(167,596)		(177,236)		(186,876)		(196,516)		(206,155)		(215,795)		(225,435)																								New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)								- 0		3,264		6,528		9,792		13,055		16,319		19,583		22,847		26,111		29,375		32,638		42,278		51,918		61,558		71,198		80,838		90,477		100,117		109,757		119,397		129,037		138,677		148,316		157,956		167,596		177,236		186,876		196,516		206,155		215,795		225,435		32,638		65,277		6,528		25		3,264				225,435		9,640		225,435		50		225,435

																																												2050 Emissions Reduction

				Renewable Electricity		80%

Microsoft Office User: User may select a value between 53% - 100%. Default value is set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 
		53%
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Comment:
    2030 Minimum based on existing utility IRPs.		100%
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Comment:
    2030 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		20%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 19 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between 2020 and 2050. Default values for 2030 and 2050 are set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 		72%
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on existing utility IRPs.		100%
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		100%		% of renewable electricity
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool set to equal the benefits for 100% renewable electricity by 2030 (based on Portland’s Climate Emergency resolution. Note that at a minimum, existing electric utility Integrated Resource Plans (IRP) indicate 72% renewable electricity in 2050 without additional action. Note that utility IRP’s indicate anticipated reductions greater than Oregon current renewable portfolio standard requirements. 																								towards a Net-Zero by 2050 Goal										Renewable Electricity								- 0		(72,899)		(145,797)		(218,696)		(291,595)		(364,493)		(437,392)		(510,291)		(583,190)		(656,088)		(728,987)		(720,112)		(711,236)		(702,361)		(693,486)		(684,611)		(675,735)		(666,860)		(657,985)		(649,110)		(640,234)		(631,359)		(622,484)		(613,609)		(604,733)		(595,858)		(586,983)		(578,108)		(569,233)		(560,357)		(551,482)																								Renewable Electricity								- 0		72,899		145,797		218,696		291,595		364,493		437,392		510,291		583,190		656,088		728,987		720,112		711,236		702,361		693,486		684,611		675,735		666,860		657,985		649,110		640,234		631,359		622,484		613,609		604,733		595,858		586,983		578,108		569,233		560,357		551,482		728,987		1,268,977		126,898		57		72,899				551,482		(8,875)		551,482		100		1,173,366

																																												96%

				Renewable Natural Gas		10%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 15% for 2030. This limit is based on existing utility integrated resource planning.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
		0%		15%		20%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 30%, but may not exceed a total of 30% between 2020 and 2050.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 

		0%		30%		30%		% emissions reduction from renewable natural gas
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for Gas GHG Factor set to “RNG”. This setting assumes a maximum of a 30% emissions reduction based on information from Northwest Natural’s 2018 integrated Resource Plan. 																																		Renewable Natural Gas								(0)		(7,261)		(14,521)		(21,782)		(29,042)		(36,303)		(43,563)		(50,824)		(58,085)		(65,345)		(72,606)		(77,177)		(81,748)		(86,319)		(90,890)		(95,461)		(100,032)		(104,603)		(109,174)		(113,746)		(118,317)		(122,888)		(127,459)		(132,030)		(136,601)		(141,172)		(145,743)		(150,314)		(154,885)		(159,456)		(164,027)																								Renewable Natural Gas								0		7,261		14,521		21,782		29,042		36,303		43,563		50,824		58,085		65,345		72,606		77,177		81,748		86,319		90,890		95,461		100,032		104,603		109,174		113,746		118,317		122,888		127,459		132,030		136,601		141,172		145,743		150,314		154,885		159,456		164,027		72,606		108,909		10,891		10		7,261				164,027		4,571		164,027		30		164,027



				Residential Electrification (existing homes)		25%		0%		100%		75%		0%		100%		100%		% of homes electrified
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Comment:
    Electrified homes are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing single family and multi-family homes																																		Residential Electrification (existing homes)								(0)		(1,348)		(2,696)		(4,045)		(5,393)		(6,741)		(8,089)		(9,437)		(10,786)		(12,134)		(13,482)		(24,228)		(34,974)		(45,720)		(56,466)		(67,212)		(77,958)		(88,704)		(99,450)		(110,196)		(120,942)		(131,688)		(142,435)		(153,181)		(163,927)		(174,673)		(185,419)		(196,165)		(206,911)		(217,657)		(228,403)																								Residential Electrification (existing homes)								0		1,348		2,696		4,045		5,393		6,741		8,089		9,437		10,786		12,134		13,482		24,228		34,974		45,720		56,466		67,212		77,958		88,704		99,450		110,196		120,942		131,688		142,435		153,181		163,927		174,673		185,419		196,165		206,911		217,657		228,403		13,482		53,928		5,393		25		1,348				228,403		10,746		228,403		100		228,403



				Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)		25%		0%		100%		75%		0%		100%		100%		% of commercial buildings electrified
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Comment:
    Electrified buildings are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing commercial buildings.																																		Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)								- 0		(1,959)		(3,919)		(5,878)		(7,838)		(9,797)		(11,756)		(13,716)		(15,675)		(17,635)		(19,594)		(31,884)		(44,174)		(56,464)		(68,754)		(81,044)		(93,334)		(105,624)		(117,914)		(130,204)		(142,494)		(154,784)		(167,074)		(179,364)		(191,654)		(203,944)		(216,234)		(228,523)		(240,813)		(253,103)		(265,393)																								Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)								- 0		1,959		3,919		5,878		7,838		9,797		11,756		13,716		15,675		17,635		19,594		31,884		44,174		56,464		68,754		81,044		93,334		105,624		117,914		130,204		142,494		154,784		167,074		179,364		191,654		203,944		216,234		228,523		240,813		253,103		265,393		19,594		78,376		7,838		25		1,959				265,393		12,290		265,393		100		265,393



				Natural Gas in New Construction		No						No								Yes or No if natural gas is used in new construction
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Reductions calculation using Architechture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool. These GHG reductions are equal to forecast natural gas use for future residential and commercial construction. 																																		Natural Gas in New Construction								- 0		(7,307)		(14,615)		(21,922)		(29,230)		(36,537)		(43,845)		(51,152)		(58,460)		(65,767)		(73,074)		(73,894)		(74,714)		(75,534)		(76,353)		(77,173)		(77,993)		(78,812)		(79,632)		(80,452)		(81,272)		(82,091)		(82,911)		(83,731)		(84,551)		(85,370)		(86,190)		(87,010)		(87,829)		(88,649)		(89,469)																								Natural Gas in New Construction								- 0		7,307		14,615		21,922		29,230		36,537		43,845		51,152		58,460		65,767		73,074		73,894		74,714		75,534		76,353		77,173		77,993		78,812		79,632		80,452		81,272		82,091		82,911		83,731		84,551		85,370		86,190		87,010		87,829		88,649		89,469		73,074		73,074		7,307		100		7,307				89,469		820		16,394		100		16,394



				Industrial Innovation
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Comment:
    Includes industrial natural gas consumption + transport gas customers		10%		0%		100%		90%		0%		100%		100%		% of GHGs reduced
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are equal to 2017 Portland community emissions for industrial natural gas (minus RNG reductions) and other industrial fuels (propane, diesel, etc.)																																		Industrial Innovation								0		(5,726)		(11,452)		(17,177)		(22,903)		(28,629)		(34,355)		(40,080)		(45,806)		(51,532)		(57,258)		(83,024)		(108,789)		(134,555)		(160,321)		(186,087)		(211,853)		(237,619)		(263,385)		(289,151)		(314,917)		(340,683)		(366,449)		(392,215)		(417,981)		(443,747)		(469,513)		(495,278)		(521,044)		(546,810)		(572,576)																								Industrial Innovation								(0)		5,726		11,452		17,177		22,903		28,629		34,355		40,080		45,806		51,532		57,258		83,024		108,789		134,555		160,321		186,087		211,853		237,619		263,385		289,151		314,917		340,683		366,449		392,215		417,981		443,747		469,513		495,278		521,044		546,810		572,576		57,258		572,576		57,258		10		5,726				572,576		25,766		572,576		100		572,576



				Transportation Baseline Reductions		23%		23%		17%		29%		17%		29%		29%		% reduction compared to transport GHG emissions																																		Transportation Baseline Reductions								- 0		(72,620)		(145,239)		(217,859)		(290,479)		(363,098)		(435,718)		(508,338)		(580,957)		(653,577)		(726,197)		(736,388)		(746,579)		(756,770)		(766,961)		(777,153)		(787,344)		(797,535)		(807,726)		(817,917)		(828,108)		(838,299)		(848,491)		(858,682)		(868,873)		(879,064)		(889,255)		(899,446)		(909,637)		(919,829)		(930,020)																								Transportation Baseline Reductions								- 0		72,620		145,239		217,859		290,479		363,098		435,718		508,338		580,957		653,577		726,197		736,388		746,579		756,770		766,961		777,153		787,344		797,535		807,726		817,917		828,108		838,299		848,491		858,682		868,873		879,064		889,255		899,446		909,637		919,829		930,020		726,197		726,197		72,620		17		72,620				203,823		10,191		930,020		29		930,020



				Transportation Policy Scenario		City of Portland Preferred Scenario														no metric - policy bundle assumption																																		Transportation Policy Scenario								0		(58,295)		(116,590)		(174,885)		(233,181)		(291,476)		(349,771)		(408,066)		(466,361)		(524,656)		(582,951)		(602,364)		(621,777)		(641,189)		(660,602)		(680,014)		(699,427)		(718,840)		(738,252)		(757,665)		(777,077)		(796,490)		(815,903)		(835,315)		(854,728)		(874,140)		(893,553)		(912,966)		(932,378)		(951,791)		(971,203)																								Transportation Policy Scenario								(0)		58,295		116,590		174,885		233,181		291,476		349,771		408,066		466,361		524,656		582,951		602,364		621,777		641,189		660,602		680,014		699,427		718,840		738,252		757,665		777,077		796,490		815,903		835,315		854,728		874,140		893,553		912,966		932,378		951,791		971,203		582,951		582,951		58,295		100		58,295				971,203		19,413		971,203		- 0		971,203



				Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.

		0%		100%		100%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		100%		% of gasoline replaced (remaining post policy scenario)
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of passenger vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and Policy Scenario. 

Reductions for this action assume electricity as likely replacement and therefore increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.																																		Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(40,734)		(81,468)		(122,203)		(162,937)		(203,671)		(244,405)		(285,139)		(325,874)		(366,608)		(407,342)		(448,076)		(488,810)		(529,544)		(570,279)		(611,013)		(651,747)		(692,481)		(733,215)		(773,950)		(814,684)																								Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		40,734		81,468		122,203		162,937		203,671		244,405		285,139		325,874		366,608		407,342		448,076		488,810		529,544		570,279		611,013		651,747		692,481		733,215		773,950		814,684		- 0		1,270,261		127,026		- 0		- 0				814,684		40,734		814,684		100		814,684



				Commercial Electric Vehicles				0%		100%				0%		100%		0%		% replacement of gasoline vehicles
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of commercial vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline. Reductions for this action increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.																																		Commercial Electric Vehicles								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																								Commercial Electric Vehicles								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0



				Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		0%		% of diesel replaced (remaining post policy scenario)
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of diesel emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and the selected Policy Scenario. 																																		Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																								Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		636,575		63,658		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		500,078		- 0		- 0



				Additional Forest Carbon Storage		10%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		90%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		100%		% of plantable land forested
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Comment:
    Carbon sequestration potential for Multnomah County is provided by the US Forest Service iTree benefits calculator, which provides existing c-sequestration per acre and additional acres of plantable land. 																																		Additional Forest Carbon Storage								- 0		(4,768)		(9,537)		(14,305)		(19,074)		(23,842)		(28,611)		(33,379)		(38,148)		(42,916)		(47,685)		(69,143)		(90,601)		(112,060)		(133,518)		(154,976)		(176,434)		(197,893)		(219,351)		(240,809)		(262,267)		(283,726)		(305,184)		(326,642)		(348,100)		(369,559)		(391,017)		(412,475)		(433,933)		(455,392)		(476,850)																								Additional Forest Carbon Storage								- 0		4,768		9,537		14,305		19,074		23,842		28,611		33,379		38,148		42,916		47,685		69,143		90,601		112,060		133,518		154,976		176,434		197,893		219,351		240,809		262,267		283,726		305,184		326,642		348,100		369,559		391,017		412,475		433,933		455,392		476,850		47,685		476,850		47,685		10		4,768				429,165		21,458		476,850		100		476,850



				Remaining GHGs (post Climate Action)		4,212,891		0%		100%		454,050		0%		100%				MT CO2e																																		Remaining GHGs		0		0		0		8,880,194		8,413,464		7,946,733		7,480,003		7,013,273		6,546,543		6,079,812		5,613,082		5,146,352		4,679,622		4,212,891		4,024,949		3,837,007		3,649,065		3,461,123		3,273,181		3,085,239		2,897,297		2,709,355		2,521,413		2,333,471		2,145,529		1,957,587		1,769,645		1,581,702		1,393,760		1,205,818		1,017,876		829,934		641,992		454,050																								Remaining GHGs		0		0		0		8,880,194		8,413,464		7,946,733		7,480,003		7,013,273		6,546,543		6,079,812		5,613,082		5,146,352		4,679,622		4,212,891		4,024,949		3,837,007		3,649,065		3,461,123		3,273,181		3,085,239		2,897,297		2,709,355		2,521,413		2,333,471		2,145,529		1,957,587		1,769,645		1,581,702		1,393,760		1,205,818		1,017,876		829,934		641,992		454,050

				% Reduction from 1990 Baseline		60%						96%								% Reduction versus 1990 Baseline																																		Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)								8,880,194		8,518,356		8,156,518		7,794,681		7,432,843		7,071,005		6,709,167		6,347,329		5,985,492		5,623,654		5,261,816		4,998,725		4,735,635		4,472,544		4,209,453		3,946,362		3,683,271		3,420,181		3,157,090		2,893,999		2,630,908		2,367,817		2,104,726		1,841,636		1,578,545		1,315,454		1,052,363		789,272		526,182		263,091		0																								Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)								8,880,194		8,518,356		8,156,518		7,794,681		7,432,843		7,071,005		6,709,167		6,347,329		5,985,492		5,623,654		5,261,816		4,998,725		4,735,635		4,472,544		4,209,453		3,946,362		3,683,271		3,420,181		3,157,090		2,893,999		2,630,908		2,367,817		2,104,726		1,841,636		1,578,545		1,315,454		1,052,363		789,272		526,182		263,091		0

																																																						Average Annual Reduction								- 0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		361,838		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		263,091																								Average Annual Reduction																												361,838																																								263,091

																																								 														% Reduction from Baseline								16%		20%		24%		29%		33%		38%		42%		47%		51%		56%		60%		62%		64%		65%		67%		69%		71%		72%		74%		76%		78%		80%		81%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%																								% Reduction from Baseline		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		16%		20%		24%		29%		33%		38%		42%		47%		51%		56%		60%		62%		64%		65%		67%		69%		71%		72%		74%		76%		78%		80%		81%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%

				Action Metrics		Instructions
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Comment:
    The following table provides sense-of-scale data to illistrate the scale of action required for a given strategy to achieve the setting input in the table above. For example, the number of homes that would need to be retrofit in order to achieve energy efficiency savings. 

The following table also provides a simple means to scale the cost to of various actions to support equity policies. The user may unter a per unit cost to estimate the total capital required to support low-income households to make the transition for these strategies. See the grey cells with black boarders. Proxy values are included, but these values should be updated by local experts. 																																																2000 Baseline								12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208																								2000 Baseline								12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208

				Climate Action Strategy		2020 - 2030 Action						2030 - 2050 Action						2050 Total		Indicator Metric																																		% Reduction from 2000 Baseline								28%		32%		36%		39%		43%		47%		51%		55%		58%		62%		66%		67%		69%		70%		72%		74%		75%		77%		78%		80%		81%		83%		84%		86%		87%		89%		90%		92%		93%		95%		96%																								% Reduction from 2000 Baseline								28%		32%		36%		39%		43%		47%		51%		55%		58%		62%		66%		67%		69%		70%		72%		74%		75%		77%		78%		80%		81%		83%		84%		86%		87%		89%		90%		92%		93%		95%		96%

																																																						2005 Baseline								10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943																								2005 Baseline								10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943

				Residential Energy Efficiency 																																										s								% Reduction from 2005 Baseline								17%		21%		25%		30%		34%		38%		43%		47%		52%		56%		60%		62%		64%		66%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		76%		78%		80%		82%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%																								% Reduction from 2005 Baseline								17%		21%		25%		30%		34%		38%		43%		47%		52%		56%		60%		62%		64%		66%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		76%		78%		80%		82%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%

				Total Existing Homes		144,578						144,578						289,157		housing units requiring retrofit																																		2015 Baseline								8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553																								2015 Baseline								8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553

				Owner-Occupied		78,362						78,362						156,723																																				% Reduction from 2015 Baseline								0%		4%		9%		14%		20%		25%		30%		36%		41%		46%		52%		54%		56%		58%		60%		62%		65%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		78%		80%		82%		84%		86%		88%		90%		93%		95%																								% Reduction from 2015 Baseline								0%		4%		9%		14%		20%		25%		30%		36%		41%		46%		52%		54%		56%		58%		60%		62%		65%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		78%		80%		82%		84%		86%		88%		90%		93%		95%

				Renter-Occupied		66,217						66,217						132,434

				People of Color		32,080						32,080						64,160

				Low Income		17,933						17,933						35,865

				Average Cost per Weatherization		$   7,800						$   7,800						na		$ / retrofit
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Comment:
    Proxy cost entered in row 52 is based on the average Oregon cost for a weatherization retrofit based on data from Oregon Housing and Community Services. For details visit https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/170708. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 

				Cost to Retrofit Low Income Households		$   139,874,081						$   139,874,081						$   279,748,162		$ / time period



				Commercial Energy Efficiency

				Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)		19,029						19,029						38,057		commercial building requiring retrofit



				Residential Electrification

				Total Existing Homes		44,056						132,169						176,225		housing units requiring retrofit

				Owner-Occupied		33,862						101,587						135,449

				Renter-Occupied		10,194						30,582						40,776

				People of Color		9,775						9,775						19,551

				Low Income		5,464						5,464						10,929

				Average cost for heat pump installation		$   5,800						$   5,800						na		cost per housing unit
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Comment:
    Proxy cost values based on average installation costs for a two-head heat pump added to an existing natural gas system. No weatherization costs assumed. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 		

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
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Comment:
    Total Input % cannot exceed the 2050 maximum shown in column H. If the maximum is exceeded the cells in this row will highlighted in red. To remove the red - adjust the inputs to values that total less than the 2050 maximum.		

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
						

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%
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Comment:
    Includes reductions from utility integrated resource plans and energy efficiency from new construction consistent with ASHREA 90.1. Average annual growth rate (AAGR) used in Portland Buildings Analysis Tool is 1.3% for the period 2020 - 2050. 		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may select a value between 53% - 100%. Default value is set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 
																																						% Reduction by Baseline Year

				Cost to Retrofit Low Income Households		$   31,693,828						$   31,693,828						$   63,387,656		$ (2020) / time period																								Baseline Year 2000

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

				Commercial Electrification																																								from 2000 Baseline

				Commercial Electrification		9,514						28,543						38,057		commercial buildings requiring retrofit																								66%

				Light Duty Fuel Replaced with Renewable Fuel

				Light-Duty Vehicles		200,000						390,000						590,000		number of vehicle registrations																								2050 Emissions Reduction

				Low income		10,000						19,000						28,792		number of vehicle registration for low-income households																								from 2000 Baseline

				EV marginal cost		$   5,000						$   5,000						na		cost per vehicle
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Comment:
    Proxy values in row 87 are rough values assuming a $10,000 premium for a new battery electric sedan combined with a combination of available State and Federall tax credits. This cost will vary widely depending on specific circumstances (e.g. new or used vehicle; Federal tax credit available, etc.). This value is intended to represent a rough marginal cost per electric vehicle. 		
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all single family and all multi-family properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between 2020 and 2050. 
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Comment:
    2030 Minimum based on existing utility IRPs.		
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Comment:
    2030 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 15% for 2030. This limit is based on existing utility integrated resource planning.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for commercial properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 19 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between 2020 and 2050. Default values for 2030 and 2050 are set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 		
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on existing utility IRPs.						
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all new residential and commercial construction between 2020 and 2050. The maximum total reduction for this strategy is 50% by 2050. This wedge is meant to illustrate benefits of various code options.		
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 30%, but may not exceed a total of 30% between 2020 and 2050.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool set to equal the benefits for 100% renewable electricity by 2030 (based on Portland’s Climate Emergency resolution. Note that at a minimum, existing electric utility Integrated Resource Plans (IRP) indicate 72% renewable electricity in 2050 without additional action. Note that utility IRP’s indicate anticipated reductions greater than Oregon current renewable portfolio standard requirements. 		
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for Gas GHG Factor set to “RNG”. This setting assumes a maximum of a 30% emissions reduction based on information from Northwest Natural’s 2018 integrated Resource Plan. 		
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Comment:
    Includes industrial natural gas consumption + transport gas customers																
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Comment:
    Electrified homes are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing single family and multi-family homes		
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Comment:
    Electrified buildings are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing commercial buildings.		
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Reductions calculation using Architechture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool. These GHG reductions are equal to forecast natural gas use for future residential and commercial construction. 		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are equal to 2017 Portland community emissions for industrial natural gas (minus RNG reductions) and other industrial fuels (propane, diesel, etc.)		
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Comment:
    User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.						

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of passenger vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and Policy Scenario. 

Reductions for this action assume electricity as likely replacement and therefore increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of commercial vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline. Reductions for this action increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of diesel emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and the selected Policy Scenario. 		
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Comment:
    The following table provides sense-of-scale data to illistrate the scale of action required for a given strategy to achieve the setting input in the table above. For example, the number of homes that would need to be retrofit in order to achieve energy efficiency savings. 

The following table also provides a simple means to scale the cost to of various actions to support equity policies. The user may unter a per unit cost to estimate the total capital required to support low-income households to make the transition for these strategies. See the grey cells with black boarders. Proxy values are included, but these values should be updated by local experts. 														
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Comment:
    Carbon sequestration potential for Multnomah County is provided by the US Forest Service iTree benefits calculator, which provides existing c-sequestration per acre and additional acres of plantable land. 		
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Comment:
    Proxy cost entered in row 52 is based on the average Oregon cost for a weatherization retrofit based on data from Oregon Housing and Community Services. For details visit https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/170708. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 																								96%

				Cost to Transition for Low Income Households		50,000,000						95,000,000						$   145,000,000		$ (2020) / time period																								Baseline Year 2005

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

				Heavy Duty Fuel Replaced with Renewable Fuel																																								from 2005 Baseline

				Heavy-Duty Vehicles		7,000						2,000						9,000		number of vehicle registrations																								60%



				Forest Carbon Storage																																								2050 Emissions Reduction

				Plantable Land Reforested		9,918						89,258						99,176		additional acres planted																								from 2005 Baseline

																																												96%

																																												Baseline Year 2015

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

																																												from 2015 Baseline

																																												52%



																																												2050 Emissions Reduction

																																												from 2015 Baseline

																																												95%











Portland 2050 Pathway to Net-Zero



Remaining GHGs	2020	2030	2050	8880193.8418855593	4212891.4132181332	454050.05031087436	Additional Forest Carbon Storage	0	47684.984855449853	476849.84855449857	Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables	0	0	0	Commercial Electric Vehicles	Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables	0	0	814683.81527383998	Transportation Policy Scenario	-5.8207660913467407E-11	582951.41706082097	971203.44992398599	Transportation Baseline Reductions	0	726196.83815132244	930019.64539353177	Industrial Innovation	2020	2030	2050	-1.2732925824820995E-11	57257.62199218529	572576.21992185293	Natural Gas in New Construction	2020	2030	2050	0	73074.439090275511	89468.841059042679	Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)	0	19593.901803927507	265393.41208669805	Residential Electrification (existing homes)	1.8189894035458565E-12	13482.021722840622	228402.82657521195	Renewable Natural Gas	1.2732925824820995E-11	72605.803125812105	164027.44289937371	Renewable Electricity	2020	2030	2050	0	728986.92648493731	551482.0162636009	New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)	2020	2030	2050	0	32638	.451521921466	225435.00950267728	Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)	0	255915.56375594228	327610.70473356853	Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)	2020	2030	2050	-1.0186340659856796E-10	279920.85331452003	376698.11925053975	Building Baseline Reductions	2020	2030	2050	0	1776993.60578747	2432292.4401362631	Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)	2020	2030	2050	8880193.8418855593	5261816.1682274425	0	

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (MT CO2e)









Description of Remaining Emissions in 2050
After full implementation of all strategies considered here - there will still be a small fraction of emissions that remain based on Portland existing community GHG inventory. Remaining 2050 emissions include; 1) process emissions from waste treatment (solid waste and wastewater); and 2) fugitive refrigerant loss

It is unclear as of this writing how best to mitigate these sources of emissions with currently understanding of end-use energy needs and whether commercially available technologies can serve these needs. This should not be interpreted as a planning failure. Instead it is a humble acknowledgement that there are aspects of achieving to net-zero that require additional innovation and development. In the meantime - let's work together to focus on implementation of strategies and policies that are commercially viable right now. 



Buildings Data

		Table 1: 2017 Multnomah County Building GHGs  and Calculation of Per Capita Scaling Factor for the difference between City of Portland and Multnomah County. 

		Category		value				unit		source

		Building Analysis 2017 Baseline		3,531,956				MT CO2e		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		2017 Community GHG Invenotry (R+C only)		3,861,576				MT CO2e		2017 Community GHG Inventory - ClearPath Detailed Reports

		MC / Portland Bldg Analysis Ratio		1.09				unitless		GC Calculation

		2017 Community GHG Invenotry (RCI Baseline)		5,354,201				MT CO2e



		Table 2: City of Portland 2017, 2030, and 2050 GHGs by Fuel Type. 2030 and 2050 values show the forecast difference in emissions by energy source post implementation of reduction strategies. See Table 3 for details by strategy. 

		A2030 Building Analysis Emissions		2017 (MT CO2e)		2030 (MT CO2e)		2050 (MT CO2e)		source

		Electricity SFR Existing Building 		674,787		283,121		122,541		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity MFR Existing Building 		631,326		270,701		120,439		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity COM Existing Building 		1,416,160		612,510		279,030		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Electricity Existing Building		2,722,273		1,166,332		522,010

		Natural Gas SFR Existing Building 		324,524		313,025		294,183		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas MFR Existing Building 		159,537		157,262		151,925		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas COM Existing Building 		325,621		323,773		320,262		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Natural Gas Existing Building		809,682		794,060		766,370

		Electricity SFR New Construction				17,461		15,170		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity MFR  New Construction				64,434		86,493		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity COM  New Construction				65,541		76,915		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Electricity New Construction				147,436		178,579

		Natural Gas SFR  New Construction				19,306		36,419		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas MFR  New Construction				37,433		109,105		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas COM  New Construction				34,645		88,281		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Natural Gas New Construction				91,383		233,805

		Total Building Emissions		3,531,956		2,199,212		1,700,764



		Table 3: City of Portland 2017, 2030, and 2050 GHGs by Climate Action Strategy. 2030 and 2050 values show the forecast difference post implementation of reduction strategies. See Table 2 for details by energy type. 

		New Portland Summary Table (scenarios in bold)				2017 - 2030 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reduction		Toggle Selected		Notes

		Baseline				1,332,744		1,831,192				RPS - existing demolition + new construction

		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing electricity)				138,455		121,490

		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing natural gas)				117,572		223,054

		Existing Residential Energy Efficiency		Total		256,027		344,544		Up to 25% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing electricity)				153,128		139,515

		Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing natural gas)				80,943		160,131

		Existing Commercial Energy Efficiency		Total		234,071		299,646		Up to 25% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		New Construction Energy Codes (electricity)				36,859		89,289

		New Construction Energy Codes (residential natural gas)				14,185		72,762

		New Construction Energy Codes (commercial natural gas)				8,661		44,140

		New Construction Energy Codes 		Total		59,705		206,192		Up to 50% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		Renewable Electricity				985,326		350,294		Up to 100% Renewable Electricity by 2030

		Renewable Natural Gas Existing Residential				52,907		66,916

		Renewable Natural Gas Existing Commercial				36,424		48,039

		Renewable Natural Gas New Residential				6,383		21,829

		Renewable Natural Gas New Commercial				3,898		13,242

		Renewable Natural Gas		Total		99,612		150,026		Up to 15% RNG by 2030, and 30% RNG by 2050

		Existing Residential Electrification				35,272		156,138		Up to 10% by 2030, and 100% by 2050

		Existing Commercial Electrification				24,283		112,092		Up to 10% by 2030, and 100% by 2050

		New Residential Natural Gas Ban				42,554		50,934		Up to 100% by 2030 or 2050

		New Commercial Natural Gas Ban				25,984		30,898		Up to 100% by 2030 or 2050

		Sub total (above reductions)				3,095,578		3,531,956



				2017 - 2030 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reductions 
(MT CO2e)

		Single Family Home Electrification				85,430

		Commercial Building Electrification		
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    2030 values is larger than 2050 in the tool. Becuase the difference is small in scale and to greatly simplify calculations - both values are set equal to the lower value = 2050.		116,186



		Table 4: Table 4 (Portland only) reduction values adjusted per capita for Multnomah County. Values in green are used in the Interactive Dashboard. 

		Multnomah County  Summary Table		2017 - 2030 Reduction		2031 - 2050 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reductions 
(MT CO2e)

		Building Baseline Reductions		1,457,123		544,966		2,002,088

		Residential Energy Efficiency		279,921		96,777		376,698

		Commercial Energy Efficiency		255,916		71,695		327,611

		Renewable Electricity Supply (New RPS)		1,077,282		-694,296		382,986

		Renewable Natural Gas		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Residential Electrification		67,410		160,993		228,403

		Commercial Building Electrification		97,970		167,424		265,393

		New Construction Energy Codes		65,277		160,158		225,435

		Natural Gas Ban		73,074		16,394		89,469

		Subtotal		3,482,881		579,230		4,062,110

		R + C Maxiumum Potential Reductions		3,384,473		477,103		3,861,576

		Industrial Baseline RPS (72% reduction by 2050)		319,871		110,333		430,204

		Industrial New RPS (100% Renewable by 2040)		191,695		-23,199		168,496

		Industrial RNG (30% Renewable by 2050)		60,408		60,408		120,815

		Industrial Innovation		190,859		381,717		572,576

		RCI Maxiumum Potential Reductions		3,636,576		514,312		5,153,668

		RCI Baseline Reductions		1,776,994		655,299		2,432,292

		Green cells used on interative dashboard

		Table 5: Table below is used to create interactive results in the Interactive Dashboard between RNG and electrification settings. 

		Residential Electrification (existing homes) - Setting from Dashboard		100%

		Commercial Electrification (existing buildings) - Setting from Dashboard		100%

		Renewable Natural Gas		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Renewable Natural Gas w/RC electrification		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Renewable Natural Gas wo/RC electrification		132,186		167,866		300,052





		2020 Percent HH Low Income

		262470		RefCase-UrbanHhPopLowInc

		2116121		RefCase-Pop_Urban

		12%

		Source: PBOT, VE Analysis 2022







Introduction to the Building Background Information
Building sector greenhouse gas reductions are modeled using Architechure2030s Excel tool titled Portland Baseline & Projections Analysis 200603. Results from the tool were captured using various setting combinations to forecast the emissions reductions for the Strategies listed in the tables beginning in F60. The values on this table and highlighted in green are used on the Interactive Dashboard as the basis for the 2030 and 2050 Action Settings. 

This worksheet is used in this calculator as the source of background information for the Building actions shown on the dashboard. 

Equity considerations and building-sector emissions reductions - Existing multifamily building energy efficiency is listed as an early action to ensure the an early focus to provide emissions and cost reductions to low-income and otherwise vulnarable community members. See the worksheet titled County Demographics for detailed statistics on number of households using various fossil fuel types by annual income and race. Additition information that mayb be useful includes the map to the right and the link to the interative GIS below the image. This resource allows for easy identification of related properties.  The Energy Trust of Oregon provided the following summary of historic energy efficiency activity in Multnomah County. 

Residential: There are 212,824 residential customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 65% (138,369) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 3,249 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 

Commercial: There are 38,057 commercial customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 51% (19,283) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 342 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 

Industrial: There are 2,634 industrial customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 44% (1,154) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 33 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 





Transport Data



		Table 1: Allocation of Multnomah County GHGs to VisionEval transportation categories. Rows 21 - 26 are from Multnomah County's 2017 Community GHG Inventory. Total emissions are allocated to VisionEval categories in column B on the lower part of the table. Reductions are calculated for each scenario considered  in the PBOT analysis  in columns C - J . 

		Portland CAP - 2017 Sector-based, 2017 GHG Inventory results		2017 MT CO2e		Source

		Propane		172,182
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		Gasoline		1,921,541

		Diesel		1,109,958

		Ethanol		12,276

		Biodiesel		28

		Total		3,215,985



		Table 2: Summary of reduction values used on the Interactive Dashboard

		Forecast Emissions Reductions, 2017 - 2050 by Action Bundle		2017 - 2030 Emissions 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2050 Emissions 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2030 Reduction (MT CO2e)		2030 - 2050 Reduction 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2050 Reduction 
(MT CO2e)		Source

		Existing Policies*		3,942,182		4,146,005		726,197		203,823		930,020		PBOT VisionEval (VE) Analysis

		Table 1: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs and GHG Reduction by Scenario

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction

		RefCase		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		3,095,682		2,842,259		902,918		253,423		1,156,341

		Pricing & Policy Alignment		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		2,800,600		2,363,972		1,198,000		436,628		1,634,628

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 		3,985,219		3,969,901		3,625,028		2,652,533		2,273,036		1,317,367		379,497		1,696,864

		Programs, Projects, and Services		4,003,557		3,989,090		3,888,926		3,085,014		2,822,425		904,075		262,589		1,166,664

		Strategic Electrification		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,684		3,035,231		2,477,598		963,369		557,632		1,521,002

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario		3,975,709		3,960,392		3,615,839		2,332,661		1,596,504		1,627,732		736,157		2,363,889

		Table 2: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs Scenario Reductions (minus Ref Case)

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction

		RefCase		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		3,095,682		2,842,259		902,918		253,423		1,156,341

		Pricing & Policy Alignment		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		2,800,600		2,363,972		295,082		183,204		478,286

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 		3,985,219		3,969,901		3,625,028		2,652,533		2,273,036		414,449		126,074		540,523

		Programs, Projects, and Services		4,003,557		3,989,090		3,888,926		3,085,014		2,822,425		1,157		9,166		10,323

		Strategic Electrification		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,684		3,035,231		2,477,598		60,451		304,209		364,660

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario		3,975,709		3,960,392		3,615,839		2,332,661		1,596,504		724,814		482,734		1,207,547

		Table 3: Adjustment factor Portland/MC Community Inventory and VE MC results

		Source		Transporation Emissions

				2017 (MT CO2e0

		VE Modeling		3,998,600

		Portland Community GHG Inventory		3,215,985

		Adjustment Factor		0.80

		Table 4: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs (adjusted for 2017 Portland/MC Community GHG Inventory)

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction		2030 LDV Remainder (Post Scenario)		2030 HDV Remainder  (Post Scenario)		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2050 LDV Remainder		2050 HDV 
Remainder		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 to 2050 LDV Difference		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 to 2050 HDV Difference		2030 to 2050 HDV Difference

		RefCase				3,215,985								726,197		203,823		930,020		1,631,591		858,197		66%		34%		100%		1,302,455		983,510		57%		43%		100%		89,037		190,107		101,070		3,822		1,919		(1,902)		- 0

		Pricing & Policy Alignment				3,215,985								237,328		147,347		384,675		1,389,175		863,286		62%		38%		100%		903,020		998,271		47%		53%		100%		163,478		312,765		149,287		3,744		1,695		(2,049)		- 0

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 				3,215,985								333,332		101,398		434,731		1,491,971		664,485		69%		31%		100%		1,170,782		680,452		63%		37%		100%		131,911		230,541		98,630		6,762		6,520		(242)		- 0

		Programs, Projects, and Services				3,215,985								931		7,372		8,303		1,627,895		860,963		65%		35%		100%		1,295,333		982,329		57%		43%		100%		90,172		192,294		102,122		3,780		1,937		(1,842)		- 0

		Strategic Electrification				3,215,985								48,620		244,669		293,288		1,630,420		810,749		67%		33%		100%		1,296,804		695,873		65%		35%		100%		89,397		191,843		102,446		4,542		6,286		1,744		1,744

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario				3,215,985								582,951		388,252		971,203		1,270,261		636,575		67%		33%		100%		814,684		500,078		62%		38%		100%		199,993		339,891		139,898		7,186		9,258		2,072		2,072

		None				3,215,985								0		0		0		1,631,591		858,197		66%		34%		100%		1,302,455		983,510		57%		43%		100%		89,037		190,107		101,070		3,821.70		1,919		(1,902)



		Table 4: Pathways Dashboard lookup table for scenario reduction and remaining emissions post scenario action. Post-action emissions are allocated LD and HD Fuel Substitutions

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction		2030 LDV Remainder (Post Scenario)		2030 HDV Remainder  (Post Scenario)		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2050 LDV Remainder		2050 HDV 
Remainder		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2019 Total Registrations - 2030 Scenario and LDV Settings		Total Adjusted - 2050 Policy Settings		User Setting for LDV Fuel Replacement (on Dashboard)		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2019 Total Registrations - 2030 Scenario and LDV Settings		Total Adjusted - 2050 Policy Settings		User Setting for LDV Fuel Replacement (on Dashboard)

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario				3,215,985								582,951		388,252		971,203		1,270,261		636,575		67%		33%				814,684		500,078		62%		38%				199,993		139,898		199,993		390,069		390,069		250,171		250,171		7185.8799741573		2072.0094981134		7185.8799741573		2,072		9,663		7,591		0





Pathways Transportation Wedge Descriptions & VisionEval Assumptions
 
See spreadsheet for additional info: COP_Wedge_Only_021622.xlsx
 
Reference Case: The VisionEval Reference Case is an amalgamation of existing adopted plans, forecasts, and policies, including the 2013 Statewide Transportation Strategy, the Oregon Clean Fuels Program, the 2018 Regional Transpiration Plan’s Climate Smart Strategy, and future energy, income, population, and employment forecasts. An inventory of current conditions and conversations with relevant staff helped inform expected trajectories of reference case inputs, which in some cases were more tempered than plans and future targets. 
 
Pricing & Policy Alignment: The Pricing and Policy Alignment wedge is comprised of road and parking pricing strategies and policies including a cap on increasing freeway and arterial lane miles. The two pricing strategies included in this wedge are parking pricing, which assumes a doubling of all parking charges starting in 2025, as well as expanding parking management areas in Portland, and a VMT fee sufficient to manage demand (also known as a road user charge), which models a $0.05 per mile fee on all Portland metropolitan area roads starting in 2025 and increasing by $0.01 per year through 2050. 
 
Fuel Carbon Intensity Reduction: The Fuel Carbon Intensity Reduction wedge assumes a similar carbon intensity goal as that set forth in Executive Order No. 20-04, which amends the existing Oregon state low-carbon fuel standards and requires a reduction in the average greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per unit of fuel energy by 20% below 2015 levels by 2030 and 25% below 2015 levels by 2035. The City of Portland and the Oregon State Legislature are separately considering a renewable fuels standard (RFS) for fossil diesel sold in Portland or in the State of Oregon.
 
Programs, Projects, and Services: The Programs, Projects, and Services wedge is comprised of residential and employer TDM programs and a series of traffic operations measures, including Intelligent Transportation Systems, signals, incident response, and active traffic management. The residential TDM program assumes 5% of households in the four-county urbanized area participate in a TDM financial incentives program each year. The employer TDM program assumes that all employers with more than 50 employees implement TDM programs with financial incentives, which represents a dramatic expansion of the existing Employee Commute Options (ECO) program. TDM programs with financial incentives have demonstrated greater behavior change and VMT reduction than information-based TDM programs. The traffic operations component assumes  a region-wide increase in several intelligent transportation system (ITS) measures designed to increase driving efficiency, including incident management, traffic signal coordination, and active traffic management (ATM) of freeways. The incident response inputs assume additional resources are invested from 2025-2050 to keep pace with increasing population and VMT, yielding a greater proportion of the highway system in the region covered by incident management programs. The traffic signal coordination inputs assume a greater proportion of signals are coordinated  from 2035-2050. The Freeway ATM input assumes a slight increase in 2035 and 2040, which is then held constant through 2050. 
 
Strategic Electrification: The Strategic Electrification wedge focuses on high value electrification actions, including providing e-bike purchase incentives, increasing the percentage of passenger and goods delivery e-miles, increasing the number of and equitable access to electric vehicle chargers, and heavy truck electrification. The EV charging assumptions include a doubling of charging availability over reference case levels in group quarters and multifamily housing. The heavy truck electrification scenario assumes a heavy truck powertrain electrification rate of 25% by 2050. 
 
City of Portland Preferred Scenario: The City of Portland Preferred Scenario wedge assumes a combination of the strategies included in the above wedges.   The combination of strategies produces substantial VMT and GHG emissions reductions. The cumulative effect of the above strategies is not simply a sum of its parts as there is synergy between the component wedges. Strategies that reduce VMT in turn decrease the amount of fuel consumed and the number of vehicle miles to electrify—as such, there is less reliance on measures that reduce the fuel carbon intensity of fuel or electrify fleets to do the heavy lifting of reducing emissions. 
Executive Order No. 20-04. (2020). “Directing State Agencies to Take Actions to Reduce and Regulate Greenhouse Gas Emissions.” https://www.oregon.gov/gov/Documents/executive_orders/eo_20-04.pdf. 
Employee Commute Options (ECO) is a mandatory program for large employers (those with 100+ employees). Under Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)'s ECO Program, employers with more than 100 employees must provide commute options to employees designed to reduce the number of cars driven to work in Portland and surrounding areas. The ECO program does not require employers to implement financially-based TDM programs; however the program does require that the commute options provided by employers have the potential to reduce employee commute auto trips by 10% within three years of its baseline survey.



Forest C-Storage Data

																Source:		https://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/interactivemap/

		Geography		Description		unit		Source		2011		2020		2030		2050

		Multnomah County		Existing Carbon Storage		MT CO2e				47,828,444

		Multnomah County		Additional from Existing		MT CO2e / year						72,772		266,831		266,831

		Multnomah County		Additional from New		MT CO2e / year						0		210,019		210,019		Green cells used on interactive dashboard



		Multnomah County Categories		value		unit				Source		Notes

		Multnomah County Categories

		Total Land Area		297,986		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy Area		126,004		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy CO2e Storage		47,828,444		MT CO2e				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree		Converted from short tons to metric tons

		Canopy CO2e Storage		380		MT CO2e / acre						Calculated using iTree data

		Canopy CO2e Storage		266,831		MT CO2e / year				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy CO2e Storage		2.1		MT CO2e / acre						Calculated using iTree data

		Plantable Area		99,176		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Plantable CO2e Storage		37,645,105		MT CO2e						Calculated using iTree data

		Plantable CO2e Storage		210,019		MT CO2e / year						Calculated using iTree data



		Conversion Factors - Do not delete

		1		metric ton		 =		1.1		short ton

		0.9		metric ton		 =		1		short ton







																Source:		https://landscape.itreetools.org/report/dcac7b19-9d92-406d-a8e7-3b4084412b7c/mult-co-executive-summary















































Introduction to the Carbon Sequestration Background Information

Carbon sequestration is the removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and storage in trees, other vegetation, and soil. Management of these resources towards maximizing carbon storage is an opportunity towards reaching net-zero climate goals. To estimate future storage potential from existing tree canopy and plantable land the U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree was utilized. This tool provides estimates of existing carbon storage and average annual sequestration rates as well as acres of plantable land that may be utilized for future plantings. This data is summarized below for Multnomah County as well as City of Portland. Average carbon storage for existing plantings is used to estimate future potential for plantable lands and is the basis for the reductions shown on the Interactive Dashboard. See the figure to the right that shows the geographic distribution of carbon storage within Multnomah County. 

Equity considerations and building-sector emissions reductions - The scale of existing and future potential carbon storage is often times much less in an urban environment as compared to rural areas as less plantable space is available. That said trees provide significant co-benefits in urban settings by providing shade to reduce the urban heat island effect and energy needs for summer time cooling. Near-term climate action could consider increasing tree canopy in low-income neighborhoods. The figure to the right provides a map that compares average household income by census tract and current trees. The tracts with colored yellow with the largest orange dots represent those acres with the highest proportion of low-income households and the least tree canopy. 

https://landscape.itreetools.org/report/dcac7b19-9d92-406d-a8e7-3b4084412b7c/mult-co-executive-summaryhttps://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/interactivemap/

Portland_GHGs_1990-2017

		Carbon dioxide emissions in Multnomah Co., 1990 - 2017

		Note: Figures have been revised from previous years to incorporate revised data from U.S. E.I.A., updated electricity emission coefficients provided by ICLEI,

		and estimated ethanol use.



		Total emissions (metric tons CO2-equivalent)



		Year		1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Change since previous year		Change since1990



		Residential		1,725,287		1,755,648		1,849,527		2,007,213		1,997,722		1,934,359		1,836,547		1,690,227		1,639,341		1,675,219		1,616,336		1,653,947		1,658,144		1,553,278		1,635,196		1,342,445		1,367,385		1,593,732		1,437,719		1,189,650		1,396,551		17.4%		-19%



		Commercial		1,876,596		2,042,152		2,134,542		2,393,380		2,399,566		2,285,352		2,181,299		2,035,008		2,005,587		2,067,089		2,004,971		2,024,914		1,933,092		1,891,863		1,923,245		1,574,688		1,584,840		2,009,853		2,004,309		1,579,286		1,679,696		6.4%		-10%



		Industrial		1,891,448		2,103,634		2,314,244		2,298,917		2,039,112		1,852,853		1,634,145		1,543,706		1,469,937		1,526,306		1,415,186		1,420,897		1,295,088		1,334,571		1,432,393		1,237,297		1,192,860		1,396,629		1,391,288		1,173,003		1,098,880		-6.3%		-42%



		Transportation		2,979,109		3,155,462		3,168,355		3,120,090		3,103,385		3,299,531		3,223,904		3,203,745		3,144,837		3,237,242		3,275,821		2,945,592		2,931,841		2,940,484		2,874,495		2,814,737		2,823,294		2,846,345		2,948,761		3,007,898		3,215,984		6.9%		8%

																																																																																				

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not included in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		0%		6%		6%		5%		4%		11%		8%		8%		6%		9%		10%		-1%		-2%		-1%		-4%		-6%		-5%		-4%		-1%		1%		8%

		Solid Waste		510,022		490,021		432,202		423,228		401,309		446,122		498,451		470,213		474,260		502,516		461,769		429,818		358,127		98,240		97,709		92,845		106,755		102,441		117,188		116,571		109,906		-5.7%		-78%				 = remaining sources of emissions after full implementation. See 2030 Goal Calc. worksheet for more.



		Wastewater Treatment		19,483		22,734																						14,733		14,855		14,953		17,238		17,271		18,312		17,902		16,755		17,244		2.9%		-11%



		Fugitive Emissions		35,701		76,370		125,246		132,818		138,920		143,723		145,779		148,974		153,025		163,051		174,130		186,550		198,477		184,276		183,847		191,207		168,034		173,158		184,078		183,318		182,859		-0.3%		412%



		Total		9,037,646		9,646,021		10,024,116		10,375,646		10,080,014		9,961,940		9,520,125		9,091,873		8,886,987		9,171,423		8,948,213		8,661,718		8,389,502		8,017,567		8,161,838		7,270,457		7,260,439		8,140,470		8,101,245		7,266,481		7,701,120		6.0%		-15%

		% change from 1990		0%		7%		11%		15%		12%		10%		5%		1%		-2%		1%		-1%		-4%		-7%		-11%		-10%		-20%		-20%		-10%		-10%		-20%		-14.79%

		% change from 2000								0%		-3%		-4%		-8%		-12%		-14%		-12%		-14%		-17%		-19%		-23%		-21%		-30%		-30%		-22%		-22%		-30%		-26%		50,066

										0		0%		-2%		-2%		0%		3%		5%		7%		8%		2%		1%		4%		7%		8%		12%		17%		23%		28%		33%

		This report has been generated for Portland, Oregon using ClearPath software suite from ICLEI-USA		ERROR:#REF!								 																										Total Emissons per square mile						ERROR:#REF!		16,526

						ERROR:#REF!								19%																								Total Emissons per square kilometer								6,380

										0.22%

										0.40%																								Total GPC Compliant		7,428,473		8,313,628		8,285,323		7,449,799		7,883,979

																																														Change since previous year		Change since1990

				1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017

		Multnomah Co. population		583,887		626,500		646,850		660,486		669,766		676,775		679,187		672,660		675,175		684,693		699,186		714,567		726,855		735,334		747,977		758,817		766,082		776,712		790,294		799,766		807,555		0.97%		38%

		Multnomah Co. Jobs		375,768		415,113		444,815		453,254		444,397		428,919		419,713		420,129		428,305		439,302		447,909		449,568		423,770		421,452		430,662		441,648		451,880		465,483		480,109		492,062		502,929		2.21%		34%

		Per capita emissions (metric tons CO2-equivalent)		0%		10%		18%		21%		18%		14%		12%		12%		14%		17%		19%		20%		13%		12%		15%		18%		20%		24%		28%		31%		34%



		Year		1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Change since previous year		Change since1990



		Residential		3.0		2.8		2.9		3.0		3.0		2.9		2.7		2.5		2.4		2.4		2.3		2.3		2.3		2.1		2.2		1.8		1.8		2.1		1.8		1.5		1.7		16%		-41%



		Commercial		3.2		3.3		3.3		3.6		3.6		3.4		3.2		3.0		3.0		3.0		2.9		2.8		2.7		2.6		2.6		2.1		2.1		2.6		2.5		2.0		2.1		5%		-35%



		Industrial		3.2		3.4		3.6		3.5		3.0		2.7		2.4		2.3		2.2		2.2		2.0		2.0		1.8		1.8		1.9		1.6		1.6		1.8		1.8		1.5		1.4		-7%		-58%



		Transportation		5.1		5.0		4.9		4.7		4.6		4.9		4.7		4.8		4.7		4.7		4.7		4.1		4.0		4.0		3.8		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.8		4.0		6%		-22%



		Solid Waste		0.9		0.8		0.7		0.6		0.6		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.6		0.5		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		-7%		-84%



		Wastewater Treatment		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2%		-36%



		Fugitive Emissions		0.1		0.1		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.2		0.3		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		-1%		270%



		Total		15.5		15.4		15.5		15.7		15.1		14.7		14.0		13.5		13.2		13.4		12.8		12.1		11.5		10.9		10.9		9.6		9.5		10.5		10.3		9.1		9.5		5%		-38%

		% change from 1990		0%		-1%		0%		1%		-3%		-5%		-9%		-13%		-15%		-13%		-17%		-22%		-25%		-30%		-30%		-38%		-39%		-32%		-34%		-41%		-38%

		% change from 2000								0%		-4%		-6%		-11%		-14%		-16%		-15%		-19%		-23%		-27%		-31%		-31%		-39%		-40%		-33%		-35%		-42%		-39%





















































































































										

John Tydlaska: John Tydlaska:
from eGrid for NWPP



2030 Goal Calculation

				1990		2000		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Cumulative Totals		RCI adjustment factors

		Electricity

		Res (regional electricity grid)		1,194,481		1,351,676		1,044,763		1,067,426		996,546		1,000,629		979,748		957,545		976,381		745,738		738,904		991,710		917,532		630,589		693,002		11,740,513

		Comm (regional electricity grid)		1,338,950		1,859,827		1,543,190		1,584,870		1,513,011		1,504,718		1,400,019		1,400,727		1,410,871		1,109,738		1,110,587		1,534,920		1,510,532		1,060,518		1,050,065		17,733,765

		Ind (regional electricity grid)		902,822		1,326,784		788,017		803,977		742,246		730,821		652,677		684,274		693,723		529,897		506,101		701,514		697,171		448,454		405,489		8,384,360

		Total (regional electricity grid)		3,436,253		4,538,287		3,375,969		3,456,273		3,251,802		3,236,167		3,032,445		3,042,546		3,080,975		2,385,373		2,355,591		3,228,144		3,125,235		2,139,561		2,148,556		37,858,639

		Res (electric utility specific)		1,645,880

tc={147E5C38-7D83-2B47-B770-C36CA0B89F35}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1990 values are unavailable from any State agency or utility. Proxy values for utility-specific 1990 emissions are calculated using 1990 emissions values using the regional grid average multiplied by an average utility specific / regional ratio value calculated using available data years, 2005 - 2017 		1,862,480		1,528,546		1,528,551		1,481,951		1,455,607		1,468,936		1,360,767		1,171,792		1,057,666		1,047,413		1,074,085		1,047,663		909,564		1,044,757		16,177,298		1.38

		Comm (electric utility specific)		1,955,348		2,716,014		2,358,085		2,367,451		2,367,458		2,301,675		2,198,506		2,077,734		1,804,403		1,715,480		1,731,026		1,809,298		1,848,977		1,633,391		1,684,172		25,897,656		1.46

		Ind (electric utility specific)		1,321,012		1,941,355		1,244,295		1,232,069		1,177,349		1,121,675		1,029,308		1,014,900		882,470		815,727		791,922		827,055		851,904		680,649		598,701		12,268,023		1.46

		Total (electric utility specific)		4,922,240		6,519,848		5,130,925		5,128,071		5,026,758		4,878,957		4,696,749		4,453,401		3,858,665		3,588,874		3,570,360		3,710,439		3,748,544		3,223,604		3,327,630		54,342,978		1.44

		utility specific / regional ratio		1.43		1.44		1.52		1.48		1.55		1.51		1.55		1.46		1.25		1.50		1.52		1.15		1.20		1.51		1.55		1.44

		Res (Utility specific - regional)		451,399		510,804		483,783																				130,131				351,755

		Comm (Utility specific - regional)		616,397		856,187		814,895																				338,445				634,107

		Ind (Utility specific - regional)		418,190		614,571		456,278																				154,733				193,211

		Total (Utility specific - regional)																										623,308				1,179,074

		Good Company estimate of 1990 utility-specific (market-based) emissions



		Natural gas																																Remaining Post 30% RNG

		Res natural gas																														645,856

		Comm natural gas								1,584,870		1,513,011		1,504,718		1,400,019		1,400,727		1,410,871		1,109,738		1,110,587		1,534,920		1,510,532				486,790

		Ind natural gas																														402,718		281,903

		Total natural gas																														1,535,364

		Other Fuels (stationary fuel oil, propane, kerosene, gasoline and diesel)

		Res Other																														57,694						 = Green cells used on interative dashboard

		Comm Other																														142,841						 = Yellow cells are sources of emissions after full implementation. See Portland, GHGs worksheet for more.

		Ind Other																														290,674

		Total Other																														491,208

		Total Indurstial Remaing Emissions (used in Ind Innovation)																														572,576

		Total Remaining Emissions for Mult. Cty. Post-CAP Implementation																														310,009		See Portland GHGs 1990-2017 for sources

																																144,041

		Sector-based and Goals

		1990 Sector-based GHG Total		9,037,646		10,375,646		8,886,987.06																				8,101,244.99		7,266,481.01		7,701,120.08

		1990 Sector-based GHG Total (adjusted for Market-based electricity)		10,523,632		12,357,208		10,641,943		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,724,553		7,266,481		8,880,194		Green cells used on Dashboard

		2030 Goal 50% reduction (compared to 1990)		5,261,816																												2,930,463.97

		Reductions needed in 2030 (compared to 2017)																														3,618,378

		RCI Sector-based GHG Total (adjusted for Market-based electricity)																														5,354,201		693,389.95



		Source Location-based electricity emissions, 1990 - 2017		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report				Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report

		Source Market-based electricity emissions, 2005 - 2017		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report				Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report





Talking Point Statistics

		Buildings - Energy Efficiency

		Category		Multnomah County								ETO Residential Measures		HVAC		Weatherization		Water Heating

		Population		798,647		persons						2003		586		243		173

		White 		621,439		persons						2004		2,110		1,103		791

		People of Color		177,208		persons						2005		2,537		1,712		682

		People of Color 		22%		% of total  						2006		2,987		1,514		2,579

		Households		321,968		households						2007		2,392		1,805		3,057

		Single Family		212,824		households						2008		3,155		1,879		3,485

		ETO Single Family Participants		138,369		households						2009		2,840		2,271		4,872

		ETO Single Family Participants		10%		% participation for total sites						2010		1,369		3,694		6,540

		Households with Public Assistance		14,279		households						2011		1,074		4,245		6,034

		Households with Public Assistance		4%		% of total  						2012		1,325		4,981		46,231

		Owner-Occupied		54%		% of total households						2013		885		4,186		13,473

		Owner-Occupied		174,507		households						2014		832		3,034		27,176

		Renter-Occupied		46%		% of total households						2015		970		2,701		13,801

		Renter-Occupied		147,461		households						2016		1,087		1,992		12,462

		Electric Heat		43%		% of total households						2017		1,399		2,414		8,786

		Natural Gas Heat		50%		% of total households						2018		1,325		2,505		5,483

		Other Heat		6%		% of total households						2019		1,222		2,137		6,882

		Non-Residential Sites		38,057		Non-residential sites						Totals		11,488		31,889		146,868

		ETO Non-Residential Participants		51%		% participation for total sites

		ETO Multi-Family Participants		26%		% participation for total sites

		Source: 		Energy Trust of Oregon County Report: Multnomah

		Buildings - Electrification

				Housing Units		% of Total

		2017 Total		325,039

		Owner Occupied		180,276		55%

		Utility gas		126,953

		LP gas		1,846

		Electricity		41,475

		Fuel Oil		6,047

		Coal		0

		Wood		2,592

		Solar Energy		135

		Other fuel		603

		No fuel		625

		Non-Electric Subtotal		135,449		77%

		Renter Occupied		144,763		45%

		Utility gas		36,843

		LP gas		1,952

		Electricity		101,601

		Fuel Oil		1,443

		Coal		0

		Wood		904

		Solar Energy		96

		Other fuel		538

		No fuel		1,386

		Non-Electric Subtotal		40,776		23%

		Total Non-Electric		176,225		54%

		https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=tenure%20by%20race&tid=DECENNIALSF12010.H14&t=Owner%2FRenter%20%28Tenure%29



		Transportation - Electric Vehicles



		Vehicle Registrations		Passenger		TRUCK		COMMERCIAL		TRUCK+COMM SUM

		2017		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2018

		2019		590,062		6,922		9,927		16,849		2019 values used for all years

		2020		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2030		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2050		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		Annual increase, 2017 - 2019		1.25%		1.80%		0.76%

		Low Income Share of LDH Registrations		28,795

		Source		https://www.oregon.gov/odot/dmv/pages/news/vehicle_stats.aspx



				UrbanHHDvmt		UrbanHhDvmtLowInc		% low income

		2020		38,348,342		1,983,938		5.2%

		2030		41,489,571		2,100,825		5.1%

		2050		44,255,761		1,970,943		4.5%

		Ave		124,093,674		6,055,706		4.9%

		Source		PBOT VE Raw Data		PBOT VE Raw Data























https://www.oregon.gov/odot/dmv/pages/news/vehicle_stats.aspx

A2030 Emissions Data

						2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		Existing Buildings
Electricity Emissions		SFR (Rental)		136,982		125,636		118,978		111,484		101,949		103,743		100,290		89,023		86,948		86,636		85,868		80,010		79,148		57,473		53,583		49,377		44,526		40,704		36,682		34,932		34,845		33,219		30,617		29,778		30,082		29,624		29,168		27,528		27,403		25,457		25,231		25,325		25,100		24,876

				SFR (Own-Occ)		537,805		493,262		467,119		437,697		400,262		407,305		393,751		349,516		341,367		340,141		337,129		314,129		310,745		225,647		210,371		193,861		174,816		159,808		144,016		137,147		136,804		130,423		120,208		116,910		118,104		116,306		114,516		108,079		107,587		99,947		99,060		99,430		98,546		97,665

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		45,234		41,558		39,423		37,003		33,896		34,550		33,457		29,748		29,103		29,047		28,837		26,914		26,667		19,395		18,111		16,716		15,098		13,823		12,476		11,899		11,887		11,349		10,475		10,202		10,320		10,177		10,034		9,482		9,451		8,791		8,723		8,766		8,698		8,629

				MFR (Rental, MR)		425,065		390,526		370,458		347,716		318,517		324,671		314,396		279,544		273,483		272,953		270,982		252,909		250,591		182,260		170,192		157,084		141,873		129,894		117,236		111,813		111,699		106,644		98,433		95,868		96,981		95,634		94,288		89,104		88,810		82,605		81,970		82,372		81,732		81,090

				MFR (Condo)		161,027		147,943		140,341		131,725		120,664		122,995		119,103		105,900		103,604		103,403		102,656		95,809		94,932		69,046		64,474		59,508		53,746		49,208		44,413		42,358		42,315		40,400		37,289		36,318		36,739		36,229		35,719		33,755		33,644		31,293		31,053		31,205		30,963		30,719

				COM (S)		295,346		270,065		256,326		240,726		220,641		225,041		218,058		194,014		189,938		189,706		188,477		176,042		174,568		127,072		118,761		109,711		99,179		90,891		82,115		78,395		78,398		74,931		69,239		67,512		68,377		67,511		66,644		63,062		62,938		58,622		58,254		58,625		58,256		57,888

				COM (L)		1,120,814		1,031,696		979,211		919,615		842,886		859,697		833,020		741,169		725,599		724,712		720,015		672,511		666,882		485,438		453,687		419,115		378,880		347,219		313,692		299,484		299,494		286,251		264,505		257,909		261,214		257,903		254,593		240,908		240,436		223,945		222,539		223,957		222,549		221,142

				TOTAL		2,722,273		2,500,688		2,371,855		2,225,965		2,038,814		2,078,002		2,012,074		1,788,914		1,750,042		1,746,598		1,733,965		1,618,323		1,603,534		1,166,332		1,089,178		1,005,371		908,117		831,547		750,629		716,027		715,441		683,217		630,766		614,496		621,818		613,383		604,961		571,918		570,271		530,659		526,829		529,679		525,844		522,010



		Existing Buildings
Natural Gas Emissions		SFR (Rental)		65,878		65,706		65,532		65,357		65,180		65,003		64,824		64,644		64,463		64,281		64,098		63,914		63,730		63,544		63,358		63,170		62,983		62,794		62,605		62,415		62,225		62,034		61,843		61,651		61,459		61,266		61,073		60,880		60,687		60,494		60,300		60,106		59,913		59,719

				SFR (Own-Occ)		258,646		257,968		257,285		256,597		255,904		255,207		254,505		253,799		253,089		252,374		251,656		250,935		250,209		249,481		248,749		248,014		247,276		246,536		245,793		245,048		244,301		243,552		242,800		242,048		241,293		240,538		239,781		239,023		238,264		237,505		236,745		235,984		235,224		234,464

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		11,431		11,420		11,409		11,398		11,387		11,375		11,363		11,350		11,338		11,324		11,311		11,297		11,282		11,268		11,253		11,237		11,221		11,205		11,188		11,171		11,154		11,136		11,117		11,098		11,079		11,059		11,039		11,019		10,998		10,976		10,954		10,932		10,909		10,885

				MFR (Rental, MR)		107,415		107,316		107,215		107,110		107,003		106,892		106,777		106,660		106,539		106,415		106,287		106,156		106,021		105,883		105,741		105,595		105,446		105,293		105,136		104,975		104,810		104,641		104,469		104,292		104,111		103,926		103,736		103,543		103,345		103,143		102,936		102,725		102,509		102,289

				MFR (Condo)		40,692		40,655		40,616		40,577		40,536		40,494		40,451		40,406		40,360		40,313		40,265		40,215		40,164		40,112		40,058		40,003		39,946		39,888		39,829		39,768		39,705		39,641		39,576		39,509		39,440		39,370		39,298		39,225		39,150		39,074		38,995		38,915		38,834		38,750

				COM (S)		67,910		67,527		67,499		67,472		67,443		67,415		67,386		67,356		67,326		67,296		67,265		67,234		67,202		67,170		67,138		67,105		67,072		67,038		67,004		66,969		66,935		66,899		66,863		66,827		66,791		66,753		66,716		66,678		66,640		66,601		66,562		66,522		66,482		66,442

				COM (L)		257,711		257,964		257,860		257,753		257,646		257,536		257,425		257,312		257,198		257,082		256,965		256,846		256,725		256,603		256,479		256,353		256,226		256,098		255,967		255,835		255,702		255,567		255,430		255,292		255,152		255,010		254,867		254,722		254,576		254,428		254,279		254,127		253,975		253,820

				TOTAL		809,682		808,556		807,416		806,264		805,099		803,921		802,731		801,528		800,313		799,086		797,847		796,596		795,334		794,060		792,775		791,478		790,170		788,852		787,522		786,182		784,831		783,469		782,098		780,716		779,324		777,923		776,511		775,090		773,660		772,220		770,771		769,312		767,845		766,370



		Existing Buildings
Total Emissions		SFR (Rental)		202,860		191,342		184,509		176,840		167,129		168,745		165,114		153,667		151,411		150,917		149,967		143,924		142,878		121,017		116,940		112,548		107,509		103,498		99,286		97,347		97,069		95,253		92,460		91,428		91,540		90,890		90,241		88,409		88,090		85,951		85,531		85,432		85,013		84,595

				SFR (Own-Occ)		796,451		751,230		724,404		694,294		656,166		662,512		648,256		603,315		594,456		592,515		588,785		565,063		560,954		475,128		459,120		441,875		422,092		406,344		389,809		382,195		381,105		373,974		363,008		358,958		359,397		356,843		354,297		347,102		345,852		337,451		335,804		335,414		333,770		332,129

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		56,665		52,979		50,832		48,401		45,282		45,925		44,820		41,099		40,441		40,371		40,148		38,210		37,950		30,663		29,364		27,953		26,319		25,028		23,664		23,070		23,040		22,484		21,592		21,300		21,400		21,236		21,073		20,501		20,449		19,767		19,677		19,697		19,606		19,515

				MFR (Rental, MR)		532,479		497,842		477,673		454,826		425,520		431,562		421,173		386,204		380,022		379,368		377,270		359,065		356,613		288,143		275,933		262,679		247,319		235,187		222,372		216,788		216,509		211,286		202,901		200,159		201,092		199,560		198,024		192,646		192,155		185,747		184,906		185,097		184,241		183,379

				MFR (Condo)		201,719		188,598		180,957		172,302		161,200		163,489		159,553		146,306		143,964		143,716		142,921		136,025		135,096		109,157		104,532		99,511		93,692		89,096		84,241		82,126		82,020		80,041		76,865		75,826		76,180		75,599		75,017		72,980		72,794		70,367		70,048		70,120		69,796		69,470

				COM (S)		363,256		337,592		323,825		308,197		288,084		292,456		285,443		261,370		257,265		257,002		255,742		243,276		241,771		194,242		185,898		176,816		166,250		157,929		149,118		145,365		145,332		141,830		136,102		134,339		135,168		134,264		133,360		129,740		129,578		125,223		124,815		125,147		124,739		124,330

				COM (L)		1,378,525		1,289,661		1,237,070		1,177,368		1,100,532		1,117,233		1,090,445		998,481		982,797		981,795		976,980		929,357		923,607		742,041		710,166		675,468		635,106		603,317		569,659		555,319		555,196		541,817		519,935		513,201		516,366		512,913		509,460		495,630		495,012		478,373		476,817		478,084		476,524		474,963

				TOTAL		3,531,956		3,309,244		3,179,271		3,032,229		2,843,913		2,881,923		2,814,805		2,590,442		2,550,355		2,545,684		2,531,812		2,414,920		2,398,868		1,960,392		1,881,953		1,796,849		1,698,288		1,620,398		1,538,150		1,502,209		1,500,272		1,466,686		1,412,864		1,395,212		1,401,142		1,391,305		1,381,473		1,347,008		1,343,930		1,302,878		1,297,600		1,298,992		1,293,689		1,288,380



		New Construction
Electricity Emissions		SFR (Rental)				663		1,245		1,735		2,098		2,647		3,044		3,125		3,457		3,840		4,191		4,256		4,549		3,545		3,524		3,445		3,281		3,154		2,978		2,962		3,076		3,046		2,908		2,923		3,045		3,087		3,122		3,022		3,081		2,926		2,960		3,029		3,056		3,080

				SFR (Own-Occ)				2,602		4,888		6,813		8,238		10,391		11,950		12,268		13,573		15,078		16,454		16,708		17,862		13,917		13,837		13,527		12,880		12,382		11,692		11,628		12,078		11,957		11,416		11,475		11,956		12,118		12,259		11,866		12,095		11,487		11,622		11,892		11,999		12,091				Emissions		Reduction		%Reduction

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				733		1,404		1,995		2,294		2,949		3,457		3,618		4,081		4,622		5,144		5,327		5,808		4,617		4,683		4,671		4,540		4,454		4,294		4,360		4,625		4,676		4,561		4,684		4,987		5,167		5,344		5,290		5,515		5,359		5,549		5,812		6,005		6,197

				MFR (Rental, MR)				6,893		13,194		18,743		21,557		27,711		32,486		33,998		38,348		43,437		48,336		50,059		54,583		43,383		44,007		43,898		42,659		41,858		40,349		40,972		43,458		43,944		42,859		44,018		46,867		48,558		50,220		49,711		51,827		50,360		52,145		54,617		56,427		58,235

				MFR (Condo)				2,611		4,998		7,100		8,166		10,498		12,307		12,879		14,527		16,455		18,311		18,964		20,678		16,435		16,671		16,630		16,160		15,857		15,285		15,522		16,463		16,647		16,236		16,675		17,755		18,395		19,025		18,832		19,634		19,078		19,754		20,691		21,376		22,061

				COM (S)				2,364		4,490		6,328		7,223		9,214		10,720		11,135		12,466		14,016		15,483		15,918		17,231		13,597		13,695		13,564		13,088		12,753		12,208		12,311		12,969		13,024		12,617		12,871		13,613		14,011		14,395		14,156		14,663		14,156		14,563		15,156		15,559		15,957

				COM (L)				9,030		17,151		24,175		27,591		35,199		40,953		42,537		47,623		53,545		59,147		60,809		65,825		51,943		52,316		51,816		49,999		48,719		46,636		47,031		49,543		49,755		48,200		49,170		52,004		53,524		54,992		54,078		56,014		54,077		55,634		57,900		59,440		60,958				271331		248008		48%

				TOTAL				24,895		47,370		66,890		77,168		98,607		114,918		119,560		134,075		150,995		167,066		172,040		186,536		147,436		148,733		147,552		142,607		139,178		133,442		134,786		142,212		143,050		138,798		141,816		150,226		154,861		159,358		156,956		162,829		157,443		162,228		169,098		173,862		178,579				412315		107024		21%
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		New Construction
Natural Gas Emissions		SFR (Rental)				347		686		1,017		1,342		1,658		1,967		2,269		2,563		2,850		3,128		3,400		3,663		3,919		4,167		4,408		4,640		4,865		5,083		5,292		5,494		5,687		5,873		6,051		6,221		6,384		6,538		6,684		6,822		6,953		7,075		7,189		7,295		7,393

				SFR (Own-Occ)				1,361		2,692		3,994		5,267		6,511		7,724		8,908		10,063		11,188		12,282		13,347		14,382		15,387		16,361		17,305		18,219		19,102		19,955		20,777		21,569		22,329		23,059		23,758		24,426		25,063		25,668		26,242		26,785		27,297		27,777		28,225		28,641		29,026

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				202		406		614		771		971		1,174		1,380		1,590		1,802		2,018		2,236		2,457		2,682		2,910		3,140		3,374		3,611		3,851		4,094		4,339		4,589		4,841		5,096		5,354		5,615		5,880		6,147		6,418		6,692		6,968		7,248		7,531		7,817

				MFR (Rental, MR)				1,894		3,819		5,774		7,242		9,123		11,033		12,972		14,939		16,935		18,959		21,012		23,093		25,203		27,342		29,509		31,706		33,931		36,184		38,467		40,778		43,118		45,487		47,885		50,312		52,768		55,253		57,767		60,309		62,881		65,482		68,112		70,771		73,459

				MFR (Condo)				718		1,447		2,187		2,743		3,456		4,180		4,914		5,659		6,415		7,182		7,960		8,748		9,548		10,358		11,179		12,011		12,854		13,708		14,572		15,448		16,335		17,232		18,140		19,060		19,990		20,931		21,884		22,847		23,821		24,807		25,803		26,810		27,829

				COM (S)				591		1,182		1,774		2,208		2,760		3,313		3,866		4,419		4,972		5,526		6,079		6,633		7,187		7,742		8,296		8,851		9,406		9,961		10,517		11,072		11,628		12,184		12,741		13,297		13,854		14,411		14,968		15,525		16,083		16,640		17,198		17,756		18,315

				COM (L)				2,258		4,516		6,776		8,434		10,544		12,656		14,768		16,881		18,994		21,109		23,224		25,340		27,457		29,575		31,694		33,813		35,933		38,054		40,176		42,299		44,422		46,546		48,671		50,797		52,924		55,051		57,179		59,309		61,438		63,569		65,701		67,833		69,966

				TOTAL				7,369		14,748		22,137		28,006		35,024		42,047		49,077		56,113		63,156		70,204		77,258		84,318		91,383		98,455		105,532		112,614		119,702		126,796		133,895		140,999		148,109		155,223		162,343		169,468		176,597		183,732		190,871		198,016		205,164		212,318		219,476		226,638		233,805



		New Construction
Total Emissions		SFR (Rental)				1,009		1,931		2,753		3,440		4,305		5,011		5,394		6,020		6,690		7,319		7,655		8,213		7,464		7,692		7,853		7,921		8,019		8,061		8,254		8,570		8,733		8,781		8,974		9,267		9,470		9,660		9,706		9,903		9,878		10,035		10,218		10,351		10,473

				SFR (Own-Occ)				3,962		7,580		10,808		13,506		16,901		19,675		21,177		23,636		26,266		28,736		30,056		32,243		29,303		30,198		30,832		31,099		31,485		31,647		32,406		33,647		34,287		34,476		35,233		36,382		37,181		37,927		38,109		38,880		38,784		39,399		40,117		40,641		41,117

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				935		1,810		2,609		3,065		3,920		4,631		4,998		5,671		6,425		7,161		7,563		8,266		7,299		7,593		7,812		7,914		8,065		8,144		8,454		8,964		9,265		9,402		9,780		10,341		10,783		11,224		11,437		11,933		12,051		12,517		13,060		13,536		14,014

				MFR (Rental, MR)				8,787		17,013		24,517		28,798		36,834		43,520		46,970		53,287		60,372		67,295		71,070		77,676		68,586		71,349		73,408		74,364		75,789		76,533		79,439		84,237		87,062		88,347		91,903		97,179		101,326		105,473		107,478		112,137		113,241		117,627		122,729		127,198		131,694

				MFR (Condo)				3,329		6,445		9,288		10,910		13,954		16,487		17,794		20,187		22,871		25,493		26,923		29,426		25,982		27,029		27,809		28,171		28,711		28,993		30,094		31,911		32,982		33,468		34,816		36,814		38,385		39,956		40,716		42,481		42,899		44,561		46,493		48,186		49,890

				COM (S)				2,955		5,672		8,102		9,430		11,974		14,033		15,001		16,885		18,988		21,008		21,997		23,864		20,785		21,436		21,860		21,939		22,159		22,169		22,828		24,041		24,653		24,802		25,612		26,910		27,865		28,806		29,124		30,188		30,238		31,204		32,355		33,316		34,272

				COM (L)				11,287		21,667		30,951		36,025		45,743		53,609		57,305		64,504		72,539		80,256		84,033		91,166		79,401		81,891		83,510		83,812		84,652		84,690		87,207		91,841		94,177		94,746		97,842		102,801		106,448		110,043		111,258		115,323		115,516		119,203		123,601		127,273		130,924

				TOTAL				32,264		62,118		89,027		105,174		133,631		156,966		168,638		190,189		214,150		237,269		249,298		270,854		238,820		247,188		253,083		255,221		258,880		260,238		268,681		283,212		291,159		294,021		304,159		319,694		331,458		343,090		347,827		360,845		362,608		374,546		388,574		400,500		412,384



		Total
Emissions
MT CO2e		SFR (Rental)		202,860		192,352		186,440		179,593		170,569		173,050		170,125		159,061		157,431		157,607		157,286		151,580		151,091		128,481		124,632		120,401		115,430		111,517		107,347		105,601		105,639		103,986		101,241		100,402		100,807		100,360		99,901		98,115		97,993		95,829		95,566		95,650		95,364		95,068

				SFR (Own-Occ)		796,451		755,193		731,984		705,102		669,672		679,413		667,931		624,491		618,092		618,781		617,521		595,119		593,198		504,431		489,318		472,707		453,191		437,829		421,456		414,601		414,752		408,261		397,484		394,191		395,779		394,024		392,224		385,211		384,732		376,235		375,203		375,531		374,410		373,246

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		56,665		53,914		52,643		51,010		48,347		49,845		49,451		46,097		46,111		46,796		47,309		45,774		46,216		37,962		36,957		35,765		34,232		33,093		31,809		31,523		32,004		31,749		30,994		31,080		31,741		32,019		32,297		31,938		32,382		31,817		32,195		32,758		33,142		33,529

				MFR (Rental, MR)		532,479		506,629		494,686		479,343		454,318		468,397		464,693		433,174		433,309		439,740		444,564		430,135		434,288		356,729		347,283		336,086		321,683		310,976		298,905		296,227		300,746		298,348		291,248		292,062		298,270		300,886		303,497		300,124		304,292		298,989		302,533		307,826		311,439		315,073

				MFR (Condo)		201,719		191,926		187,402		181,590		172,109		177,443		176,040		164,099		164,150		166,587		168,414		162,948		164,522		135,140		131,561		127,320		121,863		117,807		113,234		112,220		113,932		113,023		110,334		110,642		112,994		113,985		114,974		113,696		115,275		113,266		114,609		116,614		117,982		119,359

				COM (S)		363,256		340,546		329,497		316,299		297,514		304,430		299,476		276,371		274,150		275,991		276,750		265,273		265,635		215,027		207,335		198,676		188,190		180,088		171,288		168,193		169,373		166,483		160,904		159,951		162,078		162,129		162,166		158,864		159,766		155,461		156,019		157,502		158,055		158,602

				COM (L)		1,378,525		1,300,948		1,258,738		1,208,319		1,136,557		1,162,976		1,144,054		1,055,787		1,047,301		1,054,334		1,057,236		1,013,390		1,014,773		821,442		792,056		758,978		718,918		687,969		654,350		642,526		647,037		635,995		614,681		611,043		619,167		619,361		619,503		606,888		610,335		593,889		596,021		601,685		603,797		605,887

				TOTAL		3,531,956		3,341,508		3,241,390		3,121,256		2,949,087		3,015,554		2,971,770		2,759,080		2,740,544		2,759,835		2,769,081		2,664,218		2,669,721		2,199,212		2,129,141		2,049,933		1,953,509		1,879,278		1,798,389		1,770,890		1,783,484		1,757,845		1,706,885		1,699,372		1,720,836		1,722,763		1,724,562		1,694,835		1,704,775		1,665,486		1,672,146		1,687,566		1,694,189		1,700,764



		Electricity Emissions Factor				0.1462706153		0.1345084439		0.1277173539		0.1199937782		0.1100281062		0.1122702026		0.1088333218		0.0968754742		0.0948824996		0.0948092905		0.0942378378		0.088061144		0.0873651303		0.0636253479		0.0594924534		0.0549858762		0.0497319336		0.0455990391		0.0412170228		0.0393704664		0.0393923238		0.0376703283		0.0348272847		0.0339772156		0.0344314811		0.0340138202		0.0335961593		0.0318083283		0.0317643502		0.0296028365		0.0294342974		0.029639441		0.0294709019		0.0293023629

		Natural Gas Emissions Factor				0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307



		Projections emailed from Blake Shelide on Dec. 20, awaiting confirmation 

		PGE

		PGE Projected Emissions		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2030		2035		2040						OUTDATED

		lbs CO2e / kWh		0.576		0.579		0.603		0.584		0.58		0.598		0.43		0.397

		MTCO2e/MMBtu		0.0765504		0.0769491		0.0801387		0.0776136		0.077082		0.0794742		0.057147		0.0527613

		Calculated based on the following sources:

		Electricity generation projections: Source: PGE 2016 IRP Update, Dated March 8, 2018, Table 10, Page 106 of 110

		GHG Emissions projections: 10/5/18 email from Elysia Treanor to OGWC/Angus Duncan, "primarily based on PGE’s acknowledged 2016 IRP and 2016 IRP Update, which may differ from the emissions forecast resulting from PGE’s next IRP"



		Pacific Power

		Pacificorp Projected Emissions		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		lbs CO2e / kWh		1.331		1.354		1.354		1.248		1.243		1.267		1.363		1.45		1.384		1.41		1.317		1.256		0.397		0.404		0.404		0.325		0.329		0.167		0.176		0.218		0.22		0.229		0.185		0.199		0.2		0.201		0.204		0.205		0.207		0.208		0.222		0.241		0.281

		MTCO2e/MMBtu		0.1768899		0.1799466		0.1799466		0.1658592		0.1651947		0.1683843		0.1811427		0.192705		0.1839336		0.187389		0.1750293		0.1669224		0.0527613		0.0536916		0.0536916		0.0431925		0.0437241		0.0221943		0.0233904		0.0289722		0.029238		0.0304341		0.0245865		0.0264471		0.02658		0.0267129		0.0271116		0.0272445		0.0275103		0.0276432		0.0295038		0.0320289		0.0373449

		Calculated based on the following sources:

		Electricity generation projections: Pacificorp_2050EmissionsEstimate_2017 IRP Update - DRAFT_092418_Summary.xlsx spreadsheet

		GHG Emissions projections: Pacificorp_2050EmissionsEstimate_2017 IRP Update - DRAFT_092418_Summary.xlsx spreadsheet





						2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		PGE				0.1112022012		0.1031859009		0.0951696006		0.0871533003		0.079137		0.079137		0.070344		0.070344		0.070344		0.0715164		0.0726888		0.0738612		0.0750336		0.076206		0.0685854		0.0609648		0.0533442		0.0457236		0.038103		0.0357582		0.0334134		0.0310686		0.0287238		0.026379		0.0260859		0.0257928		0.0254997		0.0252066		0.0249135		0.0246204		0.0243273		0.0240342		0.0237411		0.023448

		Pacificorp				0.1937204808		0.1768899		0.1717566		0.1644291		0.1518258		0.1571016		0.1609119		0.1327743		0.1280847		0.1263261		0.1233951		0.1072746		0.1040505		0.0466029		0.0471891		0.046896		0.0448443		0.0454305		0.0454305		0.0442581		0.0474822		0.0466029		0.0430857		0.0442581		0.0457236		0.0451374		0.0445512		0.0407409		0.041034		0.0363444		0.0363444		0.0372237		0.0372237		0.0372237

		Blended and Weighted				0.1462706153		0.1345084439		0.1277173539		0.1199937782		0.1100281062		0.1122702026		0.1088333218		0.0968754742		0.0948824996		0.0948092905		0.0942378378		0.088061144		0.0873651303		0.0636253479		0.0594924534		0.0549858762		0.0497319336		0.0455990391		0.0412170228		0.0393704664		0.0393923238		0.0376703283		0.0348272847		0.0339772156		0.0344314811		0.0340138202		0.0335961593		0.0318083283		0.0317643502		0.0296028365		0.0294342974		0.029639441		0.0294709019		0.0293023629

		PGE Increase						-0.0080163003												0.0011724										-0.0076206										-0.00087714

				Utility Production (MWh)		Percentage of Total

		Pacific Power		52406876.5433309		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%

		PGE		70909943.137		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%

		source: 'Grid Mix + GHG Factors'

		Updated Pacific Power Projections						2019 IRP Projected Emissions 		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		Source: PAC_OR GHG Emissions Estimate_2019 IRP_FINAL						MT CO2/MWh		0.586		0.561		0.518		0.536		0.549		0.453		0.437		0.431		0.421		0.366		0.355		0.159		0.161		0.160		0.153		0.155		0.155		0.151		0.162		0.159		0.147		0.151		0.156		0.154		0.152		0.139		0.140		0.124		0.124		0.127		0.127		0.127

								MT CO2/MMBtu		0.1717566		0.1644291		0.1518258		0.1571016		0.1609119		0.1327743		0.1280847		0.1263261		0.1233951		0.1072746		0.1040505		0.0466029		0.0471891		0.046896		0.0448443		0.0454305		0.0454305		0.0442581		0.0474822		0.0466029		0.0430857		0.0442581		0.0457236		0.0451374		0.0445512		0.0407409		0.041034		0.0363444		0.0363444		0.0372237		0.0372237		0.0372237

		Updated  PGE Emissions Factors						MT CO2/MWh						0.27		0.27		0.24		0.24		0.24										0.26										0.13										0.09																				0.08

		Source: Email from Elysia Treanor pasted below						MT CO2/MMBtu						0.079137		0.079137		0.070344		0.070344		0.070344		0.0715164		0.0726888		0.0738612		0.0750336		0.076206		0.0685854		0.0609648		0.0533442		0.0457236		0.038103		0.0357582		0.0334134		0.0310686		0.0287238		0.026379		0.0260859		0.0257928		0.0254997		0.0252066		0.0249135		0.0246204		0.0243273		0.0240342		0.0237411		0.023448

								Average annual change PGE																								0.0011724										-0.0076206										-0.0023448																				-0.0002931



Building GHG Emissions Trends

Existing Buildings	
Total Emissions	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	3531955.8659639158	3309243.5565907932	3179271.2477834448	3032228.732312981	2843912.8405860928	2881923.0501721008	2814804.5083746258	2590442.1577875824	2550355.1393052088	2545684.4340672055	2531812.0933390437	2414919.5574559248	2398867.5408263374	1960391.954072631	1881953.0670007288	1796849.4063183796	1698287.6933703846	1620398.3732118066	1538150.4940395078	1502208.8423642758	1500272.2592742122	1466686.2800910571	1412864.0927056561	1395212.4876172938	1401141.9463249675	1391305.4043437752	1381472.6107247823	1347008.206654402	1343930.111051681	1302878.3936849367	1297599.602415625	1298991.8281665831	1293688.9263891568	1288379.5387307899	New Construction	
Total Emissions	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	32264.427197093431	62118.355989592892	89026.905441760624	105173.77841792208	133630.9828516749	156965.67429498385	168637.6915848917	190188.72022038224	214150.20485450319	237269.28848046623	249298.1365826434	270853.63437702914	238819.74318498239	247187.70631031462	253083.41385736089	255220.91870564566	258880.1049048547	260238.10126205196	268680.97117891733	283211.594798323	291158.70030566986	294021.28692075581	304159	.39094556973	319694.0116318519	331457.96375456773	343089.66957220703	347827.24063067348	360844.65297737211	362607.89579333999	374545.92724740726	388573.96123249398	400500.3429717744	412384.232123981	Blended Weighted Electricity Emissions Factor	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	0.14627061526363322	0.13450844386929087	0.1277173538903551	0.11999377823096258	0.11002810615695252	0.11227020257157005	0.10883332178426744	9.6875474239640658E-2	9.4882499648869537E-2	9.4809290529637574E-2	9.4237837762712828E-2	8.8061143959244303E-2	8.7365130280396372E-2	6.3625347895757259E-2	5.949245342960674E-2	5.4985876227686623E-2	4.9731933554227337E-2	4.5599039088076818E-2	4.12170227980799E-2	3.9370466445772676E-2	3.9392323772313387E-2	3.7670328331929369E-2	3.4827284684236584E-2	3.3977215627	314934E-2	3.4431481098854105E-2	3.4013820186930908E-2	3.3596159275007711E-2	3.180832833192937E-2	3.1764350155775757E-2	2.9602836476927824E-2	2.9434297388851019E-2	2.9639441036543798E-2	2.9470901948466993E-2	2.9302362860390195E-2	Natural Gas Emissions Factor	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	



Thousand MT CO2e

MT CO2e/MMBtu







EXISTING
BUILDINGS

NEW
BUILDINGS



Industrial RPS RNG

		Industrial Calculations (using Building Analysis Methods and Factors

		Baseline		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2017 - 2030 Reduction		2031 - 2050 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reduction						2017 - 2050 % Reduction

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.146		0.134		0.130		0.125		0.115		0.114		0.118		0.122		0.126		0.123		0.125		0.120		0.116		0.068		0.066		0.063		0.056		0.054		0.042		0.042		0.044		0.044		0.044		0.041		0.041		0.041		0.040		0.040		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.041												-72%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				-8%		-3%		-4%		-9%		-0%		3%		3%		4%		-3%		1%		-4%		-3%		-41%		-3%		-4%		-11%		-4%		-22%		0%		4%		-1%		0%		-7%		1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		1%		1%		4%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		598,701		549,035		533,963		513,573		468,679		468,462		481,517		497,767		516,628		502,496		509,633		489,260		476,284		278,830		269,938		259,428		230,655		221,070		173,109		173,125		180,770		179,168		179,184		166,948		168,120		166,287		164,453		163,082		161,249		159,647		157,814		158,986		161,314		168,496		319,871		110,333		430,204

		New RPS

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.146		0.134		0.130		0.118		0.100		0.093		0.088		0.084		0.079		0.069		0.062		0.052		0.044		0.021		0.016		0.012		0.007		0.003		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000												-100%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				-8%		-3%		-10%		-15%		-7%		-5%		-5%		-6%		-12%		-10%		-16%		-17%		-51%		-23%		-28%		-41%		-52%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		598,701		549,035		533,963		481,475		410,094		380,625		361,138		342,215		322,892		282,654		254,817		214,051		178,607		87,134		67,484		48,643		28,832		13,817		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		511,566		87,134		598,701

		RNG

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.053		0.053		0.053		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037												-30%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				0%		0%		-5%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-5%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-7%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		402,718		402,718		402,718		382,582		382,582		382,582		382,582		382,582		362,446		362,446		362,446		362,446		362,446		342,310		342,310		342,310		342,310		342,310		322,174		322,174		322,174		322,174		322,174		302,038		302,038		302,038		302,038		302,038		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		60,408		60,408		120,815

												-5%		-5%		-5%		-5%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-15%		-15%		-13%		-15%		-15%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%





Porttland Grid Mix+GHG Factors

		(paste into A1)																		2014				2015				2016				2017

				GHG Emissions Factors														Source: ghgemissionselectBbase, "2010-2017 - Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Electricity Use", https://www.oregon.gov/deq/aq/programs/Pages/GHG-Emissions.aspx		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Average Emissions per MMBtu (MTCO2e/MMBtu)		Total Production (MWh)		Average Emissions per MWH (MTCO2e/MWh)		Average Emissions per MMBtu (MTCO2e/MMBtu)

																		Pacific Power		13217911		0.7249999641		13119710.22		0.7394766539		12868974		0.6534937349		13200281.3233309		0.6609364749		0.1937204808		52406876.5433309		0.6947267069

				Fuel		Emissions Factor		Units										PGE		17885893		0.3824584548		18218774		0.4050171656		17280893		0.3700546808		17524383.137		0.3794002089		0.1112022012		70909943.137		0.3842326275

				Electricity		0.1512940088		MT CO2e/MMBtu										Combined																				123316819.680331		0.5161856322		0.1512940088

				Natural Gas		0.0531		MT CO2e/MMBtu

																				Utility Production (MWh)		Percentage of Total

																		Pacific Power		52406876.5433309		0.4249775228

																		PGE		70909943.137		0.5750224772

				Electricity Grid Split														Portland  Electricity Grid Split 

				Oregon 																MWh

				Fuel		% of Total		Emissions Factor		Units								Fuel 		PGE		PacifiCorp		Total (MWh) 		% of Total		Emissions Factor		Units		% of total emissions		PGE % of Total 		Emissions Factor		Units				PacifiCorp % of Total 		Emissios Factor		Units

				Hydro		40.47%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Coal		5,536,250		9,414,367		14,950,617		44.38%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu		64.6%		29.38%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.63		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Coal		31.89%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Natural Gas		5,294,633		2,501,024		7,795,657		23.14%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu		33.7%		28.10%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.17		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Natural Gas 		16.58%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Hydro		5,698,642		1,422,678		7,121,320		21.14%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				30.24%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.10		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Wind		6.49%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Wind		1,937,138		1,183,309		3,120,447		9.26%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				10.28%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.08		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Nuclear		3.25%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Nuclear		85,773		32,153		117,926		0.35%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.46%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Biomass		0.38%		0.5207										Biomass		75,442		84,046		159,488		0.47%		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.7%		0.40%		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.01		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Solar		0.27%		0										Solar 		39,354		89,346		128,700		0.38%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.21%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.01		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Geothermal		0.12%		0.00771										Geothermal		- 0		56,993		56,993		0.17%		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.2%		0.00%		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Biogas		0.12%		0.07384										Biogas		59,859		19,321		79,180		0.24%		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.3%		0.32%		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Waste		0.10%		0.04169										Waste		42,469		2,833		45,302		0.13%		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.2%		0.23%		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Petroleum		0.08%		0.07316										Petroleum		21,228		13,331		34,559		0.10%		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.1%		0.11%		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Other Biogenic		0.07%		0.10551										Other Biogenic		30,245		1,250		31,495		0.09%		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.1%		0.16%		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.07%												Other Non-Biogenic		22,340		27,264		49,604		0.15%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.12%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00				MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Landfill Gases		0.06%		0.05207										Landfill Gases 		- 0		0		- 0		0.00%		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00%		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				- 0		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Others		0.05%												Others 		- 0		0		- 0		0.00%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				- 0				MT CO2e/MMBtu

																		TOTAL 		18,843,373		14,847,915		33,691,288		100.00%								100.00%								1.00

																		% of TOTAL 		56%		44%



				PGE 		% of Total 		Emissions Factor 		Units 								PGE Market Purchases 										PGE Totals 

				Natural Gas		24.80%						4,672,313		 MWh				Hydro		1,536,807		MWh		39.86%				Natural Gas		5,294,633		28.10%

				Hydro		22.09%						4,161,835		 MWh				Coal 		1,515,061		MWh		39.29%				Hydro		5,698,642		30.24%

				Coal		21.34%						4,021,189		 MWh				Natural Gas		622,320		MWh		16.14%				Coal		5,536,250		29.38%

				Market Purchases 		20.46%						3,855,791		MWh				Nuclear		85,773		MWh		2.22%				Nuclear		85,773		0.46%

				Wind		10.28%						1,937,138		MWh				Biomass		45,966		MWh		1.19%				Wind		1,937,138		10.28%

				Biogas		0.30%						55,690		 MWh				Other Non-Biogenic 		17,570		MWh		0.46%				Biogas		59,859		0.32%

				Solar		0.21%						39,354		MWh				Petroleum 		13,562		MWh		0.35%				Solar		39,354		0.21%

				Other Biogenic		0.16%						30,245		MWh				Waste		14,554		MWh		0.38%				Other Biogenic		30,245		0.16%

				Biomass		0.16%						29,476		MWh				Biogas		4,169		MWh		0.11%				Biomass		75,442		0.40%

				Waste		0.15%						27,915		MWh						3,855,782.00								Waste		42,469		0.23%

				Petroleum		0.04%						7,666		MWh														Petroleum		21,228		0.11%

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.03%						4,770		MWh														Other Non-Biogenic		22,340		0.12%

												18,843,382																SUM		18,843,373		100.00%



				Pacific Power/PacifiCorp		% of Total 		Emissions Factor 		Units 								PacifiCorp Market Purchases 										PacifiCorp Totals 

				Coal		59.22%						8,793,652		MWh				Hydro		618,857		MWh		39.47%				Coal		9,414,367		63.41%

				Natural Gas		15.12%						2,245,165		MWh				Coal		620,715		MWh		39.59%				Natural Gas		2,501,024		16.84%

				Market Purchases 		10.56%						1,567,799		MWh				Natural Gas		255,859		MWh		16.32%				Nuclear		32,153		0.22%

				Wind		7.97%						1,183,309		MWh				Nuclear		32,153		MWh		2.05%				Wind		1,183,309		7.97%

				Hydro		5.41%						803,821		MWh				Biomass		22,301		MWh		1.42%				Hydro		1,422,678		9.58%

				Solar		0.60%						89,346		MWh				Other Non-Biogenic		9,628		MWh		0.61%				Solar		89,346		0.60%

				Biomass		0.42%						61,745		MWh				Petroleum		5,880		MWh		0.38%				Biomass		84,046		0.57%

				Geothermal		0.38%						56,993		MWh				Waste		1,869		MWh		0.12%				Geothermal		56,993		0.38%

				Biogas		0.13%						18,784		MWh				Biogas		537		MWh		0.03%				Biogas		19,321		0.13%

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.12%						17,636		MWh						1,567,799								Other Non-Biogenic		27,264		0.18%

				Petroleum		0.05%						7,451		MWh														Petroleum		13,331		0.09%

				Other Biogenic 		0.01%						1,250		MWh														Other Biogenic 		1,250		0.01%

				Waste		0.01%						964		MWh														Waste		2,833		0.02%

												14,847,915																SUM 		14,847,915		100.00%
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				Worksheet		Description

				Interactive Dashboard		The Interactive Dashboard is the user interface and likely the only worksheet utilized by most. The Dashboard allows the user to change the scale of activity for a variety of commonly understood high-benefit climate strategies by setting the activity from 0 to 100% for two time periods; 2020 - 2030 and 2030 - 2050. The user may change the values in columns C and F. As the Action settings are changed the wedge graphic will automatically update illustrating the effect on GHG emissions reductions as compared to the community climate goals (yellow dashed line on graphic). In addition to the illustrative wedge graphic - the user will see the "talking point metrics" change below the climate strategy settings. For example, a commonly discussed climate action is shifting from gasoline powered to electric vehicles. As the user changes the settings for electric vehicles the talking point metrics will automatically update to illustrate how many vehicles would need to be substituted from gasoline powered to electric during the time period. 

				Buildings Data		The Buildings Data worksheet is a summary of the results from the City of Portland's Buildings Analysis and Projections Tool. The Buildings Analysis tool was developed by Architecture 2030 in partnership with City staff and allow users to change settings specific to building-related climate strategies in order to forecast emissions reductions. Residential strategies considered in the Buildings Analysis include use of renewable electricity; use of and natural gas; implementation of Oregon's Zero Energy Building Code in new building; fuel switching from natural gas to electricity in new and existing buildings; energy efficiency retrofits in existing buildings; and a natural gas ban new non-residential buildings. City of Portland staff used this tool to estimate the GHG reduction benefits for various strategies that are used in this visualizer tool. The Buildings Data worksheet summarizes the results and shows how they are aligned with the strategies included in this visualizer tool and the Multnomah County Community GHG Inventory. Industrial building energy use is not included in the Buildings Analysis tool and therefore was modeled separately by Good Company. Also summarized on the Buildings Data worksheet.

In addition the Buildings Data worksheet includes links to resources and graphics to illustrate the relationship between climate action and equity considerations for building energy use. Maps from Energy Trust of Oregon and Oregon's Built Environment Efficiency Working Group are provided that illustrated specific census tracts within Multnomah County with high concentrations of low-income racially diverse households. Resources are also provide that highlight specific properties within Multnomah County that provide affordable housing and represent opportunities to implement energy efficiency strategies to reduce burden on vulnerable households. 

				Transportation Data		The Transportation Data worksheet is a summary of the results from PBOTs VisionsEval modeling. The State of Oregon VisionEval model was developed by Oregon Department of Transportation and downscaled by ODOT and PBOT to forecast emissions to 2050 for Multnomah County. See the Transport Data worksheet for strategy details. The Transportation Data worksheet summarizes the VE modeling results used on the Dashboard.

				Forest Carbon Storage Data		The Carbon Sequestration Data worksheet is a summary of the results from the U.S. Department of Forestry's iTree database which inventories existing carbon storage within the County and average annual sequestration rates from existing vegetation. This worksheet also include Good Company modeling calculations to estimate future potential if plantable lands were managed to maximize carbon storage. Existing and future estimates of carbon storage are included for the Portland area only and for Multnomah County. In addition the Carbon Sequestration Data worksheet includes links to resources and graphics to illustrate the relationship between climate action and equity considerations for carbon sequestration. Specifically a map is provided that overlays existing census tract tree canopy coverage with the proportion of low income households within the tract.

				Portland_GHGs_1990-2017 (unhide worksheets to view)		The Portland GHGs worksheet provides a summary of the Multnomah County community GHG inventory results for 1990 - 2018 by inventory accounting sector. 

				2030 Goal Calculation 
(unhide worksheets to view)		The 2030 Goal Calculation worksheet is used to calculate the 2030 Goal and specifically 1990 emissions using utility-specific electricity emissions factors. Utility-specific electricity emissions are used in the PBOT and Buildings analyses, but not in the communities GHG inventory which uses electricity emissions calculated using regional emissions factors. Unfortunately utility-specific factors are not readily available for 1990; therefore this sheet uses the difference between utility-specific and regional average emissions for the time period 2005 - 2017 to estimate 1990 utility-specific emissions. This calculation was needed in order to calculate the communities 2030 goal as currently written (e.g. 50% reduction in 2030 as compared to a 1990 baseline). 

				Industrial RPS RNG		Calculates baseline emissions reductions for industry use of natural gas and electricity.







Introduction
This tool was created by Good Company in partnership with Kapwa Consulting and City of Portland's Bureau of Planning and Sustainability. The purpose of this tool is to help interested parties visualize the scale of specific climate action strategies needed to meet the community's goal of Net-Zero Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions by 2050 (and a 2030 goal of 50% reduction compared to 1990 GHG emissions). Visualizer results are presented in terms of GHG reductions compared to community climate goals and also in "Action Metrics" which provide reduction equivalencies in more intuitive units (such as number of vehicles or number of homes to need to be retrofit by certain dates). These equivancies offer information to support a fair and just transition as climate actions are implemented. 

This visualizer is built upon and aligns the results from three distinct community analytical resources. These resources include 1) Multnomah County's Community Greenhouse Gas Inventory, 2) Portland Bureau of Transportation VisionEval modeling, and 3) City of Portland's Building Analysis and Projections. These resources represent recent, high quality analysis that measure and forecast community emissions based on a variety of potential actions that may be implemented between now and 2050. The resources estimate emissions reductions for various strategies, but are not prescriptive in precisely which actions are taken and how actions will be combined to reach community climate goals. That is the purpose of this tool, which combines the information from these sources and allows the user to set the scale of implementation for various actions to better understand the potential combinations of actions required to meet community climate action goals. 

The foundational resource used in this tool is the Multnomah County Greenhouse Gas Inventory. The community's GHG inventory has been conducted for calendar years spanning from 1990 - 2018 and represents the community's accounting of historic climate impacts and goal setting and therefore is the basis for future emissions forecasting in this tool. The other previously mentioned resources are based on the City of Portland geographic boundary, not Multnomah County, and therefore were adjusted per capita to align with the community's existing GHG inventory. Good Company  performed modeling for emissions sources not included in the previously described resources - specifically, industrial facility energy use and forest carbon sequestration potential within Multnomah County's plantable lands. 



Description of Tool Structure and Worksheet Details

The following table provides a summary of each worksheet included in this Excel workbook. 
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Interactive Dashboard

																																																						Year Count								3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33																								DO NOT DELETE - DATA FOR WEDGE GRAPHIC				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33																																		DO NOT DELETE - USED IN DROP DOWNS

				Interactive Dashboard - Inputs Table		Instructions

tc={00C94304-DE65-924F-8108-5F74092C96A1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    The values in column C and F, (light grey cells with black boarders), may be updated as appropriate for each Climate Strategy. 

Values may be changed for two time periods, 2020 - 2030 and 2030 - 2050. The values for the two time periods are additive with the total reduction (2020 - 2050) shown in column I. 

Some strategies have a limit, based on best currently available information, for the amount of implementation that may be achieved during the given time period. These limits are shown the columns E (2020 - 2030) and columns H (2030 - 2050). If the user input exceeds these limits the cell with highlight RED indicating that the inputs need to be adjusted to within the states limites. 																																																								2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050																								Year		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2020 - 2030 Slider Total		2020 - 2030 Total		2020 - 2030 Annual Ave		2020 - 2030 User Input		2020 - 2030 Slider Annual				2030- 2050 Slider Total		2030- 2050 Annual Ave		2020 - 2050 Total		2020 - 2050 User Input		2020 - 2050 Slider Total												Mode Shift Policies		New Gas Ban Policies

																																																						1990 Baseline								10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632																						1990 Baseline										10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632																																		None		No

				Climate Action Strategy		2020 - 2030 
Action Input		2030 Minimum		2030 Maximum		2030 - 2050
 Action Input		2050 Minimum		2050 Maximum		2020 - 2050 
Total Input %

tc={23BD65C3-A1E9-7540-BF4D-49892D726310}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Total Input % cannot exceed the 2050 maximum shown in column H. If the maximum is exceeded the cells in this row will highlighted in red. To remove the red - adjust the inputs to values that total less than the 2050 maximum.		Action Metric																																		2017 GHG Emissions								8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194																								2017 GHG Emissions								8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194																																		Pricing & Policy Alignment		Yes

																																																						0																																																																																																																																																																																																		Fuel Carbon Reduction 

				Building Baseline Reductions		31%		31%		31%		39%		39%		39%		39%		% reduction compared to building GHG emissions

tc={9E9E37AA-01BF-4B4D-82AE-9C9088526E72}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes reductions from utility integrated resource plans and energy efficiency from new construction consistent with ASHREA 90.1. Average annual growth rate (AAGR) used in Portland Buildings Analysis Tool is 1.3% for the period 2020 - 2050. 																																		Building Baseline Reductions								- 0		(177,699)		(355,399)		(533,098)		(710,797)		(888,497)		(1,066,196)		(1,243,896)		(1,421,595)		(1,599,294)		(1,776,994)		(1,809,759)		(1,842,523)		(1,875,288)		(1,908,053)		(1,940,818)		(1,973,583)		(2,006,348)		(2,039,113)		(2,071,878)		(2,104,643)		(2,137,408)		(2,170,173)		(2,202,938)		(2,235,703)		(2,268,468)		(2,301,233)		(2,333,998)		(2,366,763)		(2,399,527)		(2,432,292)																								Building Baseline Reductions								- 0		177,699		355,399		533,098		710,797		888,497		1,066,196		1,243,896		1,421,595		1,599,294		1,776,994		1,809,759		1,842,523		1,875,288		1,908,053		1,940,818		1,973,583		2,006,348		2,039,113		2,071,878		2,104,643		2,137,408		2,170,173		2,202,938		2,235,703		2,268,468		2,301,233		2,333,998		2,366,763		2,399,527		2,432,292		1,776,994		1,776,994		177,699		31		177,699				655,299		32,765		2,432,292		39		2,432,292												Programs, Projects, and Services

																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																								Strategic Electrification

				Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)		25%

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
		0%		25%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced

tc={4D2D9A1D-730D-2C44-91E1-4B0850BDC012}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all single family and all multi-family properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.																																		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)								0		(27,992)		(55,984)		(83,976)		(111,968)		(139,960)		(167,953)		(195,945)		(223,937)		(251,929)		(279,921)		(284,760)		(289,599)		(294,437)		(299,276)		(304,115)		(308,954)		(313,793)		(318,632)		(323,471)		(328,309)		(333,148)		(337,987)		(342,826)		(347,665)		(352,504)		(357,343)		(362,182)		(367,020)		(371,859)		(376,698)																								Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)								(0)		27,992		55,984		83,976		111,968		139,960		167,953		195,945		223,937		251,929		279,921		284,760		289,599		294,437		299,276		304,115		308,954		313,793		318,632		323,471		328,309		333,148		337,987		342,826		347,665		352,504		357,343		362,182		367,020		371,859		376,698		279,921		279,921		27,992		25		27,992				376,698		4,839		376,698		50		376,698												City of Portland Preferred Scenario

				.																																								2030 Emissions Reduction

				Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)		25%

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
		0%		25%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced

tc={E84D6830-C49B-AB4F-BBC5-9A8823D11314}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for commercial properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.																								from 1990 Baseline										Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)								- 0		(25,592)		(51,183)		(76,775)		(102,366)		(127,958)		(153,549)		(179,141)		(204,732)		(230,324)		(255,916)		(259,500)		(263,085)		(266,670)		(270,255)		(273,839)		(277,424)		(281,009)		(284,594)		(288,178)		(291,763)		(295,348)		(298,933)		(302,517)		(306,102)		(309,687)		(313,272)		(316,856)		(320,441)		(324,026)		(327,611)																								Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)								- 0		25,592		51,183		76,775		102,366		127,958		153,549		179,141		204,732		230,324		255,916		259,500		263,085		266,670		270,255		273,839		277,424		281,009		284,594		288,178		291,763		295,348		298,933		302,517		306,102		309,687		313,272		316,856		320,441		324,026		327,611		255,916		255,916		25,592		25		25,592				327,611		3,585		327,611		50		327,611

																																												60%

				New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%
		0%		50%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between 2020 and 2050. 
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all new residential and commercial construction between 2020 and 2050. The maximum total reduction for this strategy is 50% by 2050. This wedge is meant to illustrate benefits of various code options.																																		New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)								- 0		(3,264)		(6,528)		(9,792)		(13,055)		(16,319)		(19,583)		(22,847)		(26,111)		(29,375)		(32,638)		(42,278)		(51,918)		(61,558)		(71,198)		(80,838)		(90,477)		(100,117)		(109,757)		(119,397)		(129,037)		(138,677)		(148,316)		(157,956)		(167,596)		(177,236)		(186,876)		(196,516)		(206,155)		(215,795)		(225,435)																								New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)								- 0		3,264		6,528		9,792		13,055		16,319		19,583		22,847		26,111		29,375		32,638		42,278		51,918		61,558		71,198		80,838		90,477		100,117		109,757		119,397		129,037		138,677		148,316		157,956		167,596		177,236		186,876		196,516		206,155		215,795		225,435		32,638		65,277		6,528		25		3,264				225,435		9,640		225,435		50		225,435

																																												2050 Emissions Reduction

				Renewable Electricity		80%

Microsoft Office User: User may select a value between 53% - 100%. Default value is set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 
		53%
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Comment:
    2030 Minimum based on existing utility IRPs.		100%
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Comment:
    2030 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		20%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 19 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between 2020 and 2050. Default values for 2030 and 2050 are set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 		72%
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on existing utility IRPs.		100%
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		100%		% of renewable electricity
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool set to equal the benefits for 100% renewable electricity by 2030 (based on Portland’s Climate Emergency resolution. Note that at a minimum, existing electric utility Integrated Resource Plans (IRP) indicate 72% renewable electricity in 2050 without additional action. Note that utility IRP’s indicate anticipated reductions greater than Oregon current renewable portfolio standard requirements. 																								towards a Net-Zero by 2050 Goal										Renewable Electricity								- 0		(72,899)		(145,797)		(218,696)		(291,595)		(364,493)		(437,392)		(510,291)		(583,190)		(656,088)		(728,987)		(720,112)		(711,236)		(702,361)		(693,486)		(684,611)		(675,735)		(666,860)		(657,985)		(649,110)		(640,234)		(631,359)		(622,484)		(613,609)		(604,733)		(595,858)		(586,983)		(578,108)		(569,233)		(560,357)		(551,482)																								Renewable Electricity								- 0		72,899		145,797		218,696		291,595		364,493		437,392		510,291		583,190		656,088		728,987		720,112		711,236		702,361		693,486		684,611		675,735		666,860		657,985		649,110		640,234		631,359		622,484		613,609		604,733		595,858		586,983		578,108		569,233		560,357		551,482		728,987		1,268,977		126,898		57		72,899				551,482		(8,875)		551,482		100		1,173,366

																																												96%

				Renewable Natural Gas		10%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 15% for 2030. This limit is based on existing utility integrated resource planning.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
		0%		15%		20%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 30%, but may not exceed a total of 30% between 2020 and 2050.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 

		0%		30%		30%		% emissions reduction from renewable natural gas
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for Gas GHG Factor set to “RNG”. This setting assumes a maximum of a 30% emissions reduction based on information from Northwest Natural’s 2018 integrated Resource Plan. 																																		Renewable Natural Gas								(0)		(7,261)		(14,521)		(21,782)		(29,042)		(36,303)		(43,563)		(50,824)		(58,085)		(65,345)		(72,606)		(77,177)		(81,748)		(86,319)		(90,890)		(95,461)		(100,032)		(104,603)		(109,174)		(113,746)		(118,317)		(122,888)		(127,459)		(132,030)		(136,601)		(141,172)		(145,743)		(150,314)		(154,885)		(159,456)		(164,027)																								Renewable Natural Gas								0		7,261		14,521		21,782		29,042		36,303		43,563		50,824		58,085		65,345		72,606		77,177		81,748		86,319		90,890		95,461		100,032		104,603		109,174		113,746		118,317		122,888		127,459		132,030		136,601		141,172		145,743		150,314		154,885		159,456		164,027		72,606		108,909		10,891		10		7,261				164,027		4,571		164,027		30		164,027



				Residential Electrification (existing homes)		25%		0%		100%		75%		0%		100%		100%		% of homes electrified
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Comment:
    Electrified homes are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing single family and multi-family homes																																		Residential Electrification (existing homes)								(0)		(1,348)		(2,696)		(4,045)		(5,393)		(6,741)		(8,089)		(9,437)		(10,786)		(12,134)		(13,482)		(24,228)		(34,974)		(45,720)		(56,466)		(67,212)		(77,958)		(88,704)		(99,450)		(110,196)		(120,942)		(131,688)		(142,435)		(153,181)		(163,927)		(174,673)		(185,419)		(196,165)		(206,911)		(217,657)		(228,403)																								Residential Electrification (existing homes)								0		1,348		2,696		4,045		5,393		6,741		8,089		9,437		10,786		12,134		13,482		24,228		34,974		45,720		56,466		67,212		77,958		88,704		99,450		110,196		120,942		131,688		142,435		153,181		163,927		174,673		185,419		196,165		206,911		217,657		228,403		13,482		53,928		5,393		25		1,348				228,403		10,746		228,403		100		228,403



				Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)		25%		0%		100%		75%		0%		100%		100%		% of commercial buildings electrified
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Comment:
    Electrified buildings are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing commercial buildings.																																		Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)								- 0		(1,959)		(3,919)		(5,878)		(7,838)		(9,797)		(11,756)		(13,716)		(15,675)		(17,635)		(19,594)		(31,884)		(44,174)		(56,464)		(68,754)		(81,044)		(93,334)		(105,624)		(117,914)		(130,204)		(142,494)		(154,784)		(167,074)		(179,364)		(191,654)		(203,944)		(216,234)		(228,523)		(240,813)		(253,103)		(265,393)																								Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)								- 0		1,959		3,919		5,878		7,838		9,797		11,756		13,716		15,675		17,635		19,594		31,884		44,174		56,464		68,754		81,044		93,334		105,624		117,914		130,204		142,494		154,784		167,074		179,364		191,654		203,944		216,234		228,523		240,813		253,103		265,393		19,594		78,376		7,838		25		1,959				265,393		12,290		265,393		100		265,393



				Natural Gas in New Construction		No						No								Yes or No if natural gas is used in new construction
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Reductions calculation using Architechture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool. These GHG reductions are equal to forecast natural gas use for future residential and commercial construction. 																																		Natural Gas in New Construction								- 0		(7,307)		(14,615)		(21,922)		(29,230)		(36,537)		(43,845)		(51,152)		(58,460)		(65,767)		(73,074)		(73,894)		(74,714)		(75,534)		(76,353)		(77,173)		(77,993)		(78,812)		(79,632)		(80,452)		(81,272)		(82,091)		(82,911)		(83,731)		(84,551)		(85,370)		(86,190)		(87,010)		(87,829)		(88,649)		(89,469)																								Natural Gas in New Construction								- 0		7,307		14,615		21,922		29,230		36,537		43,845		51,152		58,460		65,767		73,074		73,894		74,714		75,534		76,353		77,173		77,993		78,812		79,632		80,452		81,272		82,091		82,911		83,731		84,551		85,370		86,190		87,010		87,829		88,649		89,469		73,074		73,074		7,307		100		7,307				89,469		820		16,394		100		16,394



				Industrial Innovation
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Comment:
    Includes industrial natural gas consumption + transport gas customers		10%		0%		100%		90%		0%		100%		100%		% of GHGs reduced
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are equal to 2017 Portland community emissions for industrial natural gas (minus RNG reductions) and other industrial fuels (propane, diesel, etc.)																																		Industrial Innovation								0		(5,726)		(11,452)		(17,177)		(22,903)		(28,629)		(34,355)		(40,080)		(45,806)		(51,532)		(57,258)		(83,024)		(108,789)		(134,555)		(160,321)		(186,087)		(211,853)		(237,619)		(263,385)		(289,151)		(314,917)		(340,683)		(366,449)		(392,215)		(417,981)		(443,747)		(469,513)		(495,278)		(521,044)		(546,810)		(572,576)																								Industrial Innovation								(0)		5,726		11,452		17,177		22,903		28,629		34,355		40,080		45,806		51,532		57,258		83,024		108,789		134,555		160,321		186,087		211,853		237,619		263,385		289,151		314,917		340,683		366,449		392,215		417,981		443,747		469,513		495,278		521,044		546,810		572,576		57,258		572,576		57,258		10		5,726				572,576		25,766		572,576		100		572,576



				Transportation Baseline Reductions		23%		23%		17%		29%		17%		29%		29%		% reduction compared to transport GHG emissions																																		Transportation Baseline Reductions								- 0		(72,620)		(145,239)		(217,859)		(290,479)		(363,098)		(435,718)		(508,338)		(580,957)		(653,577)		(726,197)		(736,388)		(746,579)		(756,770)		(766,961)		(777,153)		(787,344)		(797,535)		(807,726)		(817,917)		(828,108)		(838,299)		(848,491)		(858,682)		(868,873)		(879,064)		(889,255)		(899,446)		(909,637)		(919,829)		(930,020)																								Transportation Baseline Reductions								- 0		72,620		145,239		217,859		290,479		363,098		435,718		508,338		580,957		653,577		726,197		736,388		746,579		756,770		766,961		777,153		787,344		797,535		807,726		817,917		828,108		838,299		848,491		858,682		868,873		879,064		889,255		899,446		909,637		919,829		930,020		726,197		726,197		72,620		17		72,620				203,823		10,191		930,020		29		930,020



				Transportation Policy Scenario		City of Portland Preferred Scenario														no metric - policy bundle assumption																																		Transportation Policy Scenario								0		(58,295)		(116,590)		(174,885)		(233,181)		(291,476)		(349,771)		(408,066)		(466,361)		(524,656)		(582,951)		(602,364)		(621,777)		(641,189)		(660,602)		(680,014)		(699,427)		(718,840)		(738,252)		(757,665)		(777,077)		(796,490)		(815,903)		(835,315)		(854,728)		(874,140)		(893,553)		(912,966)		(932,378)		(951,791)		(971,203)																								Transportation Policy Scenario								(0)		58,295		116,590		174,885		233,181		291,476		349,771		408,066		466,361		524,656		582,951		602,364		621,777		641,189		660,602		680,014		699,427		718,840		738,252		757,665		777,077		796,490		815,903		835,315		854,728		874,140		893,553		912,966		932,378		951,791		971,203		582,951		582,951		58,295		100		58,295				971,203		19,413		971,203		- 0		971,203



				Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.

		0%		100%		100%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		100%		% of gasoline replaced (remaining post policy scenario)
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of passenger vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and Policy Scenario. 

Reductions for this action assume electricity as likely replacement and therefore increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.																																		Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(40,734)		(81,468)		(122,203)		(162,937)		(203,671)		(244,405)		(285,139)		(325,874)		(366,608)		(407,342)		(448,076)		(488,810)		(529,544)		(570,279)		(611,013)		(651,747)		(692,481)		(733,215)		(773,950)		(814,684)																								Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		40,734		81,468		122,203		162,937		203,671		244,405		285,139		325,874		366,608		407,342		448,076		488,810		529,544		570,279		611,013		651,747		692,481		733,215		773,950		814,684		- 0		1,270,261		127,026		- 0		- 0				814,684		40,734		814,684		100		814,684



				Commercial Electric Vehicles				0%		100%				0%		100%		0%		% replacement of gasoline vehicles
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of commercial vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline. Reductions for this action increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.																																		Commercial Electric Vehicles								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																								Commercial Electric Vehicles								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0



				Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		0%		% of diesel replaced (remaining post policy scenario)

tc={0B545559-E04D-814F-AE32-A43EBDA93903}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of diesel emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and the selected Policy Scenario. 																																		Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																								Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		636,575		63,658		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		500,078		- 0		- 0



				Additional Forest Carbon Storage		10%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		90%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		100%		% of plantable land forested
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Comment:
    Carbon sequestration potential for Multnomah County is provided by the US Forest Service iTree benefits calculator, which provides existing c-sequestration per acre and additional acres of plantable land. 																																		Additional Forest Carbon Storage								- 0		(4,768)		(9,537)		(14,305)		(19,074)		(23,842)		(28,611)		(33,379)		(38,148)		(42,916)		(47,685)		(69,143)		(90,601)		(112,060)		(133,518)		(154,976)		(176,434)		(197,893)		(219,351)		(240,809)		(262,267)		(283,726)		(305,184)		(326,642)		(348,100)		(369,559)		(391,017)		(412,475)		(433,933)		(455,392)		(476,850)																								Additional Forest Carbon Storage								- 0		4,768		9,537		14,305		19,074		23,842		28,611		33,379		38,148		42,916		47,685		69,143		90,601		112,060		133,518		154,976		176,434		197,893		219,351		240,809		262,267		283,726		305,184		326,642		348,100		369,559		391,017		412,475		433,933		455,392		476,850		47,685		476,850		47,685		10		4,768				429,165		21,458		476,850		100		476,850



				Remaining GHGs (post Climate Action)		4,212,891		0%		100%		454,050		0%		100%				MT CO2e																																		Remaining GHGs		0		0		0		8,880,194		8,413,464		7,946,733		7,480,003		7,013,273		6,546,543		6,079,812		5,613,082		5,146,352		4,679,622		4,212,891		4,024,949		3,837,007		3,649,065		3,461,123		3,273,181		3,085,239		2,897,297		2,709,355		2,521,413		2,333,471		2,145,529		1,957,587		1,769,645		1,581,702		1,393,760		1,205,818		1,017,876		829,934		641,992		454,050																								Remaining GHGs		0		0		0		8,880,194		8,413,464		7,946,733		7,480,003		7,013,273		6,546,543		6,079,812		5,613,082		5,146,352		4,679,622		4,212,891		4,024,949		3,837,007		3,649,065		3,461,123		3,273,181		3,085,239		2,897,297		2,709,355		2,521,413		2,333,471		2,145,529		1,957,587		1,769,645		1,581,702		1,393,760		1,205,818		1,017,876		829,934		641,992		454,050

				% Reduction from 1990 Baseline		60%						96%								% Reduction versus 1990 Baseline																																		Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)								8,880,194		8,518,356		8,156,518		7,794,681		7,432,843		7,071,005		6,709,167		6,347,329		5,985,492		5,623,654		5,261,816		4,998,725		4,735,635		4,472,544		4,209,453		3,946,362		3,683,271		3,420,181		3,157,090		2,893,999		2,630,908		2,367,817		2,104,726		1,841,636		1,578,545		1,315,454		1,052,363		789,272		526,182		263,091		0																								Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)								8,880,194		8,518,356		8,156,518		7,794,681		7,432,843		7,071,005		6,709,167		6,347,329		5,985,492		5,623,654		5,261,816		4,998,725		4,735,635		4,472,544		4,209,453		3,946,362		3,683,271		3,420,181		3,157,090		2,893,999		2,630,908		2,367,817		2,104,726		1,841,636		1,578,545		1,315,454		1,052,363		789,272		526,182		263,091		0

																																																						Average Annual Reduction								- 0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		361,838		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		263,091																								Average Annual Reduction																												361,838																																								263,091

																																								 														% Reduction from Baseline								16%		20%		24%		29%		33%		38%		42%		47%		51%		56%		60%		62%		64%		65%		67%		69%		71%		72%		74%		76%		78%		80%		81%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%																								% Reduction from Baseline		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		16%		20%		24%		29%		33%		38%		42%		47%		51%		56%		60%		62%		64%		65%		67%		69%		71%		72%		74%		76%		78%		80%		81%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%

				Action Metrics		Instructions
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Comment:
    The following table provides sense-of-scale data to illistrate the scale of action required for a given strategy to achieve the setting input in the table above. For example, the number of homes that would need to be retrofit in order to achieve energy efficiency savings. 

The following table also provides a simple means to scale the cost to of various actions to support equity policies. The user may unter a per unit cost to estimate the total capital required to support low-income households to make the transition for these strategies. See the grey cells with black boarders. Proxy values are included, but these values should be updated by local experts. 																																																2000 Baseline								12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208																								2000 Baseline								12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208

				Climate Action Strategy		2020 - 2030 Action						2030 - 2050 Action						2050 Total		Indicator Metric																																		% Reduction from 2000 Baseline								28%		32%		36%		39%		43%		47%		51%		55%		58%		62%		66%		67%		69%		70%		72%		74%		75%		77%		78%		80%		81%		83%		84%		86%		87%		89%		90%		92%		93%		95%		96%																								% Reduction from 2000 Baseline								28%		32%		36%		39%		43%		47%		51%		55%		58%		62%		66%		67%		69%		70%		72%		74%		75%		77%		78%		80%		81%		83%		84%		86%		87%		89%		90%		92%		93%		95%		96%

																																																						2005 Baseline								10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943																								2005 Baseline								10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943

				Residential Energy Efficiency 																																										s								% Reduction from 2005 Baseline								17%		21%		25%		30%		34%		38%		43%		47%		52%		56%		60%		62%		64%		66%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		76%		78%		80%		82%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%																								% Reduction from 2005 Baseline								17%		21%		25%		30%		34%		38%		43%		47%		52%		56%		60%		62%		64%		66%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		76%		78%		80%		82%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%

				Total Existing Homes		144,578						144,578						289,157		housing units requiring retrofit																																		2015 Baseline								8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553																								2015 Baseline								8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553

				Owner-Occupied		78,362						78,362						156,723																																				% Reduction from 2015 Baseline								0%		4%		9%		14%		20%		25%		30%		36%		41%		46%		52%		54%		56%		58%		60%		62%		65%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		78%		80%		82%		84%		86%		88%		90%		93%		95%																								% Reduction from 2015 Baseline								0%		4%		9%		14%		20%		25%		30%		36%		41%		46%		52%		54%		56%		58%		60%		62%		65%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		78%		80%		82%		84%		86%		88%		90%		93%		95%

				Renter-Occupied		66,217						66,217						132,434

				People of Color		32,080						32,080						64,160

				Low Income		17,933						17,933						35,865

				Average Cost per Weatherization		$   7,800						$   7,800						na		$ / retrofit
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Comment:
    Proxy cost entered in row 52 is based on the average Oregon cost for a weatherization retrofit based on data from Oregon Housing and Community Services. For details visit https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/170708. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 

				Cost to Retrofit Low Income Households		$   139,874,081						$   139,874,081						$   279,748,162		$ / time period



				Commercial Energy Efficiency

				Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)		19,029						19,029						38,057		commercial building requiring retrofit



				Residential Electrification

				Total Existing Homes		44,056						132,169						176,225		housing units requiring retrofit

				Owner-Occupied		33,862						101,587						135,449

				Renter-Occupied		10,194						30,582						40,776

				People of Color		9,775						9,775						19,551

				Low Income		5,464						5,464						10,929

				Average cost for heat pump installation		$   5,800						$   5,800						na		cost per housing unit
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Comment:
    Proxy cost values based on average installation costs for a two-head heat pump added to an existing natural gas system. No weatherization costs assumed. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 		

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
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Comment:
    Total Input % cannot exceed the 2050 maximum shown in column H. If the maximum is exceeded the cells in this row will highlighted in red. To remove the red - adjust the inputs to values that total less than the 2050 maximum.		

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
						

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%
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Comment:
    Includes reductions from utility integrated resource plans and energy efficiency from new construction consistent with ASHREA 90.1. Average annual growth rate (AAGR) used in Portland Buildings Analysis Tool is 1.3% for the period 2020 - 2050. 		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may select a value between 53% - 100%. Default value is set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 
																																						% Reduction by Baseline Year

				Cost to Retrofit Low Income Households		$   31,693,828						$   31,693,828						$   63,387,656		$ (2020) / time period																								Baseline Year 2000

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

				Commercial Electrification																																								from 2000 Baseline

				Commercial Electrification		9,514						28,543						38,057		commercial buildings requiring retrofit																								66%

				Light Duty Fuel Replaced with Renewable Fuel

				Light-Duty Vehicles		200,000						390,000						590,000		number of vehicle registrations																								2050 Emissions Reduction

				Low income		10,000						19,000						28,792		number of vehicle registration for low-income households																								from 2000 Baseline

				EV marginal cost		$   5,000						$   5,000						na		cost per vehicle
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Comment:
    Proxy values in row 87 are rough values assuming a $10,000 premium for a new battery electric sedan combined with a combination of available State and Federall tax credits. This cost will vary widely depending on specific circumstances (e.g. new or used vehicle; Federal tax credit available, etc.). This value is intended to represent a rough marginal cost per electric vehicle. 		
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all single family and all multi-family properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between 2020 and 2050. 
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Comment:
    2030 Minimum based on existing utility IRPs.		
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Comment:
    2030 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 15% for 2030. This limit is based on existing utility integrated resource planning.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for commercial properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 19 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between 2020 and 2050. Default values for 2030 and 2050 are set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 		
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on existing utility IRPs.						
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all new residential and commercial construction between 2020 and 2050. The maximum total reduction for this strategy is 50% by 2050. This wedge is meant to illustrate benefits of various code options.		
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 30%, but may not exceed a total of 30% between 2020 and 2050.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool set to equal the benefits for 100% renewable electricity by 2030 (based on Portland’s Climate Emergency resolution. Note that at a minimum, existing electric utility Integrated Resource Plans (IRP) indicate 72% renewable electricity in 2050 without additional action. Note that utility IRP’s indicate anticipated reductions greater than Oregon current renewable portfolio standard requirements. 		
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for Gas GHG Factor set to “RNG”. This setting assumes a maximum of a 30% emissions reduction based on information from Northwest Natural’s 2018 integrated Resource Plan. 		
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Comment:
    Includes industrial natural gas consumption + transport gas customers																
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Comment:
    Electrified homes are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing single family and multi-family homes		
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Comment:
    Electrified buildings are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing commercial buildings.		
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Reductions calculation using Architechture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool. These GHG reductions are equal to forecast natural gas use for future residential and commercial construction. 		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are equal to 2017 Portland community emissions for industrial natural gas (minus RNG reductions) and other industrial fuels (propane, diesel, etc.)		
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Comment:
    User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.						

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of passenger vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and Policy Scenario. 

Reductions for this action assume electricity as likely replacement and therefore increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of commercial vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline. Reductions for this action increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of diesel emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and the selected Policy Scenario. 		
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Comment:
    The following table provides sense-of-scale data to illistrate the scale of action required for a given strategy to achieve the setting input in the table above. For example, the number of homes that would need to be retrofit in order to achieve energy efficiency savings. 

The following table also provides a simple means to scale the cost to of various actions to support equity policies. The user may unter a per unit cost to estimate the total capital required to support low-income households to make the transition for these strategies. See the grey cells with black boarders. Proxy values are included, but these values should be updated by local experts. 														
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Comment:
    Carbon sequestration potential for Multnomah County is provided by the US Forest Service iTree benefits calculator, which provides existing c-sequestration per acre and additional acres of plantable land. 		
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Comment:
    Proxy cost entered in row 52 is based on the average Oregon cost for a weatherization retrofit based on data from Oregon Housing and Community Services. For details visit https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/170708. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 																								96%

				Cost to Transition for Low Income Households		50,000,000						95,000,000						$   145,000,000		$ (2020) / time period																								Baseline Year 2005

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

				Heavy Duty Fuel Replaced with Renewable Fuel																																								from 2005 Baseline

				Heavy-Duty Vehicles		7,000						2,000						9,000		number of vehicle registrations																								60%



				Forest Carbon Storage																																								2050 Emissions Reduction

				Plantable Land Reforested		9,918						89,258						99,176		additional acres planted																								from 2005 Baseline

																																												96%

																																												Baseline Year 2015

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

																																												from 2015 Baseline

																																												52%



																																												2050 Emissions Reduction

																																												from 2015 Baseline

																																												95%











Portland 2050 Pathway to Net-Zero



Remaining GHGs	2020	2030	2050	8880193.8418855593	4212891.4132181332	454050.05031087436	Additional Forest Carbon Storage	0	47684.984855449853	476849.84855449857	Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables	0	0	0	Commercial Electric Vehicles	Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables	0	0	814683.81527383998	Transportation Policy Scenario	-5.8207660913467407E-11	582951.41706082097	971203.44992398599	Transportation Baseline Reductions	0	726196.83815132244	930019.64539353177	Industrial Innovation	2020	2030	2050	-1.2732925824820995E-11	57257.62199218529	572576.21992185293	Natural Gas in New Construction	2020	2030	2050	0	73074.439090275511	89468.841059042679	Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)	0	19593.901803927507	265393.41208669805	Residential Electrification (existing homes)	1.8189894035458565E-12	13482.021722840622	228402.82657521195	Renewable Natural Gas	1.2732925824820995E-11	72605.803125812105	164027.44289937371	Renewable Electricity	2020	2030	2050	0	728986.92648493731	551482.0162636009	New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)	2020	2030	2050	0	32638	.451521921466	225435.00950267728	Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)	0	255915.56375594228	327610.70473356853	Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)	2020	2030	2050	-1.0186340659856796E-10	279920.85331452003	376698.11925053975	Building Baseline Reductions	2020	2030	2050	0	1776993.60578747	2432292.4401362631	Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)	2020	2030	2050	8880193.8418855593	5261816.1682274425	0	

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (MT CO2e)









Description of Remaining Emissions in 2050
After full implementation of all strategies considered here - there will still be a small fraction of emissions that remain based on Portland existing community GHG inventory. Remaining 2050 emissions include; 1) process emissions from waste treatment (solid waste and wastewater); and 2) fugitive refrigerant loss

It is unclear as of this writing how best to mitigate these sources of emissions with currently understanding of end-use energy needs and whether commercially available technologies can serve these needs. This should not be interpreted as a planning failure. Instead it is a humble acknowledgement that there are aspects of achieving to net-zero that require additional innovation and development. In the meantime - let's work together to focus on implementation of strategies and policies that are commercially viable right now. 



Buildings Data

		Table 1: 2017 Multnomah County Building GHGs  and Calculation of Per Capita Scaling Factor for the difference between City of Portland and Multnomah County. 

		Category		value				unit		source

		Building Analysis 2017 Baseline		3,531,956				MT CO2e		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		2017 Community GHG Invenotry (R+C only)		3,861,576				MT CO2e		2017 Community GHG Inventory - ClearPath Detailed Reports

		MC / Portland Bldg Analysis Ratio		1.09				unitless		GC Calculation

		2017 Community GHG Invenotry (RCI Baseline)		5,354,201				MT CO2e



		Table 2: City of Portland 2017, 2030, and 2050 GHGs by Fuel Type. 2030 and 2050 values show the forecast difference in emissions by energy source post implementation of reduction strategies. See Table 3 for details by strategy. 

		A2030 Building Analysis Emissions		2017 (MT CO2e)		2030 (MT CO2e)		2050 (MT CO2e)		source

		Electricity SFR Existing Building 		674,787		283,121		122,541		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity MFR Existing Building 		631,326		270,701		120,439		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity COM Existing Building 		1,416,160		612,510		279,030		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Electricity Existing Building		2,722,273		1,166,332		522,010

		Natural Gas SFR Existing Building 		324,524		313,025		294,183		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas MFR Existing Building 		159,537		157,262		151,925		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas COM Existing Building 		325,621		323,773		320,262		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Natural Gas Existing Building		809,682		794,060		766,370

		Electricity SFR New Construction				17,461		15,170		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity MFR  New Construction				64,434		86,493		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity COM  New Construction				65,541		76,915		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Electricity New Construction				147,436		178,579

		Natural Gas SFR  New Construction				19,306		36,419		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas MFR  New Construction				37,433		109,105		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas COM  New Construction				34,645		88,281		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Natural Gas New Construction				91,383		233,805

		Total Building Emissions		3,531,956		2,199,212		1,700,764



		Table 3: City of Portland 2017, 2030, and 2050 GHGs by Climate Action Strategy. 2030 and 2050 values show the forecast difference post implementation of reduction strategies. See Table 2 for details by energy type. 

		New Portland Summary Table (scenarios in bold)				2017 - 2030 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reduction		Toggle Selected		Notes

		Baseline				1,332,744		1,831,192				RPS - existing demolition + new construction

		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing electricity)				138,455		121,490

		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing natural gas)				117,572		223,054

		Existing Residential Energy Efficiency		Total		256,027		344,544		Up to 25% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing electricity)				153,128		139,515

		Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing natural gas)				80,943		160,131

		Existing Commercial Energy Efficiency		Total		234,071		299,646		Up to 25% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		New Construction Energy Codes (electricity)				36,859		89,289

		New Construction Energy Codes (residential natural gas)				14,185		72,762

		New Construction Energy Codes (commercial natural gas)				8,661		44,140

		New Construction Energy Codes 		Total		59,705		206,192		Up to 50% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		Renewable Electricity				985,326		350,294		Up to 100% Renewable Electricity by 2030

		Renewable Natural Gas Existing Residential				52,907		66,916

		Renewable Natural Gas Existing Commercial				36,424		48,039

		Renewable Natural Gas New Residential				6,383		21,829

		Renewable Natural Gas New Commercial				3,898		13,242

		Renewable Natural Gas		Total		99,612		150,026		Up to 15% RNG by 2030, and 30% RNG by 2050

		Existing Residential Electrification				35,272		156,138		Up to 10% by 2030, and 100% by 2050

		Existing Commercial Electrification				24,283		112,092		Up to 10% by 2030, and 100% by 2050

		New Residential Natural Gas Ban				42,554		50,934		Up to 100% by 2030 or 2050

		New Commercial Natural Gas Ban				25,984		30,898		Up to 100% by 2030 or 2050

		Sub total (above reductions)				3,095,578		3,531,956



				2017 - 2030 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reductions 
(MT CO2e)

		Single Family Home Electrification				85,430

		Commercial Building Electrification		
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    2030 values is larger than 2050 in the tool. Becuase the difference is small in scale and to greatly simplify calculations - both values are set equal to the lower value = 2050.		116,186



		Table 4: Table 4 (Portland only) reduction values adjusted per capita for Multnomah County. Values in green are used in the Interactive Dashboard. 

		Multnomah County  Summary Table		2017 - 2030 Reduction		2031 - 2050 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reductions 
(MT CO2e)

		Building Baseline Reductions		1,457,123		544,966		2,002,088

		Residential Energy Efficiency		279,921		96,777		376,698

		Commercial Energy Efficiency		255,916		71,695		327,611

		Renewable Electricity Supply (New RPS)		1,077,282		-694,296		382,986

		Renewable Natural Gas		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Residential Electrification		67,410		160,993		228,403

		Commercial Building Electrification		97,970		167,424		265,393

		New Construction Energy Codes		65,277		160,158		225,435

		Natural Gas Ban		73,074		16,394		89,469

		Subtotal		3,482,881		579,230		4,062,110

		R + C Maxiumum Potential Reductions		3,384,473		477,103		3,861,576

		Industrial Baseline RPS (72% reduction by 2050)		319,871		110,333		430,204

		Industrial New RPS (100% Renewable by 2040)		191,695		-23,199		168,496

		Industrial RNG (30% Renewable by 2050)		60,408		60,408		120,815

		Industrial Innovation		190,859		381,717		572,576

		RCI Maxiumum Potential Reductions		3,636,576		514,312		5,153,668

		RCI Baseline Reductions		1,776,994		655,299		2,432,292

		Green cells used on interative dashboard

		Table 5: Table below is used to create interactive results in the Interactive Dashboard between RNG and electrification settings. 

		Residential Electrification (existing homes) - Setting from Dashboard		100%

		Commercial Electrification (existing buildings) - Setting from Dashboard		100%

		Renewable Natural Gas		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Renewable Natural Gas w/RC electrification		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Renewable Natural Gas wo/RC electrification		132,186		167,866		300,052





		2020 Percent HH Low Income

		262470		RefCase-UrbanHhPopLowInc

		2116121		RefCase-Pop_Urban

		12%

		Source: PBOT, VE Analysis 2022







Introduction to the Building Background Information
Building sector greenhouse gas reductions are modeled using Architechure2030s Excel tool titled Portland Baseline & Projections Analysis 200603. Results from the tool were captured using various setting combinations to forecast the emissions reductions for the Strategies listed in the tables beginning in F60. The values on this table and highlighted in green are used on the Interactive Dashboard as the basis for the 2030 and 2050 Action Settings. 

This worksheet is used in this calculator as the source of background information for the Building actions shown on the dashboard. 

Equity considerations and building-sector emissions reductions - Existing multifamily building energy efficiency is listed as an early action to ensure the an early focus to provide emissions and cost reductions to low-income and otherwise vulnarable community members. See the worksheet titled County Demographics for detailed statistics on number of households using various fossil fuel types by annual income and race. Additition information that mayb be useful includes the map to the right and the link to the interative GIS below the image. This resource allows for easy identification of related properties.  The Energy Trust of Oregon provided the following summary of historic energy efficiency activity in Multnomah County. 

Residential: There are 212,824 residential customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 65% (138,369) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 3,249 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 

Commercial: There are 38,057 commercial customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 51% (19,283) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 342 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 

Industrial: There are 2,634 industrial customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 44% (1,154) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 33 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 





Transport Data



		Table 1: Allocation of Multnomah County GHGs to VisionEval transportation categories. Rows 21 - 26 are from Multnomah County's 2017 Community GHG Inventory. Total emissions are allocated to VisionEval categories in column B on the lower part of the table. Reductions are calculated for each scenario considered  in the PBOT analysis  in columns C - J . 

		Portland CAP - 2017 Sector-based, 2017 GHG Inventory results		2017 MT CO2e		Source

		Propane		172,182
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		Gasoline		1,921,541

		Diesel		1,109,958

		Ethanol		12,276

		Biodiesel		28

		Total		3,215,985



		Table 2: Summary of reduction values used on the Interactive Dashboard

		Forecast Emissions Reductions, 2017 - 2050 by Action Bundle		2017 - 2030 Emissions 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2050 Emissions 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2030 Reduction (MT CO2e)		2030 - 2050 Reduction 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2050 Reduction 
(MT CO2e)		Source

		Existing Policies*		3,942,182		4,146,005		726,197		203,823		930,020		PBOT VisionEval (VE) Analysis

		Table 1: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs and GHG Reduction by Scenario

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction

		RefCase		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		3,095,682		2,842,259		902,918		253,423		1,156,341

		Pricing & Policy Alignment		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		2,800,600		2,363,972		1,198,000		436,628		1,634,628

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 		3,985,219		3,969,901		3,625,028		2,652,533		2,273,036		1,317,367		379,497		1,696,864

		Programs, Projects, and Services		4,003,557		3,989,090		3,888,926		3,085,014		2,822,425		904,075		262,589		1,166,664

		Strategic Electrification		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,684		3,035,231		2,477,598		963,369		557,632		1,521,002

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario		3,975,709		3,960,392		3,615,839		2,332,661		1,596,504		1,627,732		736,157		2,363,889

		Table 2: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs Scenario Reductions (minus Ref Case)

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction

		RefCase		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		3,095,682		2,842,259		902,918		253,423		1,156,341

		Pricing & Policy Alignment		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		2,800,600		2,363,972		295,082		183,204		478,286

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 		3,985,219		3,969,901		3,625,028		2,652,533		2,273,036		414,449		126,074		540,523

		Programs, Projects, and Services		4,003,557		3,989,090		3,888,926		3,085,014		2,822,425		1,157		9,166		10,323

		Strategic Electrification		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,684		3,035,231		2,477,598		60,451		304,209		364,660

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario		3,975,709		3,960,392		3,615,839		2,332,661		1,596,504		724,814		482,734		1,207,547

		Table 3: Adjustment factor Portland/MC Community Inventory and VE MC results

		Source		Transporation Emissions

				2017 (MT CO2e0

		VE Modeling		3,998,600

		Portland Community GHG Inventory		3,215,985

		Adjustment Factor		0.80

		Table 4: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs (adjusted for 2017 Portland/MC Community GHG Inventory)

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction		2030 LDV Remainder (Post Scenario)		2030 HDV Remainder  (Post Scenario)		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2050 LDV Remainder		2050 HDV 
Remainder		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 to 2050 LDV Difference		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 to 2050 HDV Difference		2030 to 2050 HDV Difference

		RefCase				3,215,985								726,197		203,823		930,020		1,631,591		858,197		66%		34%		100%		1,302,455		983,510		57%		43%		100%		89,037		190,107		101,070		3,822		1,919		(1,902)		- 0

		Pricing & Policy Alignment				3,215,985								237,328		147,347		384,675		1,389,175		863,286		62%		38%		100%		903,020		998,271		47%		53%		100%		163,478		312,765		149,287		3,744		1,695		(2,049)		- 0

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 				3,215,985								333,332		101,398		434,731		1,491,971		664,485		69%		31%		100%		1,170,782		680,452		63%		37%		100%		131,911		230,541		98,630		6,762		6,520		(242)		- 0

		Programs, Projects, and Services				3,215,985								931		7,372		8,303		1,627,895		860,963		65%		35%		100%		1,295,333		982,329		57%		43%		100%		90,172		192,294		102,122		3,780		1,937		(1,842)		- 0

		Strategic Electrification				3,215,985								48,620		244,669		293,288		1,630,420		810,749		67%		33%		100%		1,296,804		695,873		65%		35%		100%		89,397		191,843		102,446		4,542		6,286		1,744		1,744

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario				3,215,985								582,951		388,252		971,203		1,270,261		636,575		67%		33%		100%		814,684		500,078		62%		38%		100%		199,993		339,891		139,898		7,186		9,258		2,072		2,072

		None				3,215,985								0		0		0		1,631,591		858,197		66%		34%		100%		1,302,455		983,510		57%		43%		100%		89,037		190,107		101,070		3,821.70		1,919		(1,902)



		Table 4: Pathways Dashboard lookup table for scenario reduction and remaining emissions post scenario action. Post-action emissions are allocated LD and HD Fuel Substitutions

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction		2030 LDV Remainder (Post Scenario)		2030 HDV Remainder  (Post Scenario)		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2050 LDV Remainder		2050 HDV 
Remainder		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2019 Total Registrations - 2030 Scenario and LDV Settings		Total Adjusted - 2050 Policy Settings		User Setting for LDV Fuel Replacement (on Dashboard)		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2019 Total Registrations - 2030 Scenario and LDV Settings		Total Adjusted - 2050 Policy Settings		User Setting for LDV Fuel Replacement (on Dashboard)

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario				3,215,985								582,951		388,252		971,203		1,270,261		636,575		67%		33%				814,684		500,078		62%		38%				199,993		139,898		199,993		390,069		390,069		250,171		250,171		7185.8799741573		2072.0094981134		7185.8799741573		2,072		9,663		7,591		0





Pathways Transportation Wedge Descriptions & VisionEval Assumptions
 
See spreadsheet for additional info: COP_Wedge_Only_021622.xlsx
 
Reference Case: The VisionEval Reference Case is an amalgamation of existing adopted plans, forecasts, and policies, including the 2013 Statewide Transportation Strategy, the Oregon Clean Fuels Program, the 2018 Regional Transpiration Plan’s Climate Smart Strategy, and future energy, income, population, and employment forecasts. An inventory of current conditions and conversations with relevant staff helped inform expected trajectories of reference case inputs, which in some cases were more tempered than plans and future targets. 
 
Pricing & Policy Alignment: The Pricing and Policy Alignment wedge is comprised of road and parking pricing strategies and policies including a cap on increasing freeway and arterial lane miles. The two pricing strategies included in this wedge are parking pricing, which assumes a doubling of all parking charges starting in 2025, as well as expanding parking management areas in Portland, and a VMT fee sufficient to manage demand (also known as a road user charge), which models a $0.05 per mile fee on all Portland metropolitan area roads starting in 2025 and increasing by $0.01 per year through 2050. 
 
Fuel Carbon Intensity Reduction: The Fuel Carbon Intensity Reduction wedge assumes a similar carbon intensity goal as that set forth in Executive Order No. 20-04, which amends the existing Oregon state low-carbon fuel standards and requires a reduction in the average greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per unit of fuel energy by 20% below 2015 levels by 2030 and 25% below 2015 levels by 2035. The City of Portland and the Oregon State Legislature are separately considering a renewable fuels standard (RFS) for fossil diesel sold in Portland or in the State of Oregon.
 
Programs, Projects, and Services: The Programs, Projects, and Services wedge is comprised of residential and employer TDM programs and a series of traffic operations measures, including Intelligent Transportation Systems, signals, incident response, and active traffic management. The residential TDM program assumes 5% of households in the four-county urbanized area participate in a TDM financial incentives program each year. The employer TDM program assumes that all employers with more than 50 employees implement TDM programs with financial incentives, which represents a dramatic expansion of the existing Employee Commute Options (ECO) program. TDM programs with financial incentives have demonstrated greater behavior change and VMT reduction than information-based TDM programs. The traffic operations component assumes  a region-wide increase in several intelligent transportation system (ITS) measures designed to increase driving efficiency, including incident management, traffic signal coordination, and active traffic management (ATM) of freeways. The incident response inputs assume additional resources are invested from 2025-2050 to keep pace with increasing population and VMT, yielding a greater proportion of the highway system in the region covered by incident management programs. The traffic signal coordination inputs assume a greater proportion of signals are coordinated  from 2035-2050. The Freeway ATM input assumes a slight increase in 2035 and 2040, which is then held constant through 2050. 
 
Strategic Electrification: The Strategic Electrification wedge focuses on high value electrification actions, including providing e-bike purchase incentives, increasing the percentage of passenger and goods delivery e-miles, increasing the number of and equitable access to electric vehicle chargers, and heavy truck electrification. The EV charging assumptions include a doubling of charging availability over reference case levels in group quarters and multifamily housing. The heavy truck electrification scenario assumes a heavy truck powertrain electrification rate of 25% by 2050. 
 
City of Portland Preferred Scenario: The City of Portland Preferred Scenario wedge assumes a combination of the strategies included in the above wedges.   The combination of strategies produces substantial VMT and GHG emissions reductions. The cumulative effect of the above strategies is not simply a sum of its parts as there is synergy between the component wedges. Strategies that reduce VMT in turn decrease the amount of fuel consumed and the number of vehicle miles to electrify—as such, there is less reliance on measures that reduce the fuel carbon intensity of fuel or electrify fleets to do the heavy lifting of reducing emissions. 
Executive Order No. 20-04. (2020). “Directing State Agencies to Take Actions to Reduce and Regulate Greenhouse Gas Emissions.” https://www.oregon.gov/gov/Documents/executive_orders/eo_20-04.pdf. 
Employee Commute Options (ECO) is a mandatory program for large employers (those with 100+ employees). Under Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)'s ECO Program, employers with more than 100 employees must provide commute options to employees designed to reduce the number of cars driven to work in Portland and surrounding areas. The ECO program does not require employers to implement financially-based TDM programs; however the program does require that the commute options provided by employers have the potential to reduce employee commute auto trips by 10% within three years of its baseline survey.



Forest C-Storage Data

																Source:		https://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/interactivemap/

		Geography		Description		unit		Source		2011		2020		2030		2050

		Multnomah County		Existing Carbon Storage		MT CO2e				47,828,444

		Multnomah County		Additional from Existing		MT CO2e / year						72,772		266,831		266,831

		Multnomah County		Additional from New		MT CO2e / year						0		210,019		210,019		Green cells used on interactive dashboard



		Multnomah County Categories		value		unit				Source		Notes

		Multnomah County Categories

		Total Land Area		297,986		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy Area		126,004		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy CO2e Storage		47,828,444		MT CO2e				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree		Converted from short tons to metric tons

		Canopy CO2e Storage		380		MT CO2e / acre						Calculated using iTree data

		Canopy CO2e Storage		266,831		MT CO2e / year				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy CO2e Storage		2.1		MT CO2e / acre						Calculated using iTree data

		Plantable Area		99,176		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Plantable CO2e Storage		37,645,105		MT CO2e						Calculated using iTree data

		Plantable CO2e Storage		210,019		MT CO2e / year						Calculated using iTree data



		Conversion Factors - Do not delete

		1		metric ton		 =		1.1		short ton

		0.9		metric ton		 =		1		short ton







																Source:		https://landscape.itreetools.org/report/dcac7b19-9d92-406d-a8e7-3b4084412b7c/mult-co-executive-summary















































Introduction to the Carbon Sequestration Background Information

Carbon sequestration is the removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and storage in trees, other vegetation, and soil. Management of these resources towards maximizing carbon storage is an opportunity towards reaching net-zero climate goals. To estimate future storage potential from existing tree canopy and plantable land the U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree was utilized. This tool provides estimates of existing carbon storage and average annual sequestration rates as well as acres of plantable land that may be utilized for future plantings. This data is summarized below for Multnomah County as well as City of Portland. Average carbon storage for existing plantings is used to estimate future potential for plantable lands and is the basis for the reductions shown on the Interactive Dashboard. See the figure to the right that shows the geographic distribution of carbon storage within Multnomah County. 

Equity considerations and building-sector emissions reductions - The scale of existing and future potential carbon storage is often times much less in an urban environment as compared to rural areas as less plantable space is available. That said trees provide significant co-benefits in urban settings by providing shade to reduce the urban heat island effect and energy needs for summer time cooling. Near-term climate action could consider increasing tree canopy in low-income neighborhoods. The figure to the right provides a map that compares average household income by census tract and current trees. The tracts with colored yellow with the largest orange dots represent those acres with the highest proportion of low-income households and the least tree canopy. 

https://landscape.itreetools.org/report/dcac7b19-9d92-406d-a8e7-3b4084412b7c/mult-co-executive-summaryhttps://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/interactivemap/

Portland_GHGs_1990-2017

		Carbon dioxide emissions in Multnomah Co., 1990 - 2017

		Note: Figures have been revised from previous years to incorporate revised data from U.S. E.I.A., updated electricity emission coefficients provided by ICLEI,

		and estimated ethanol use.



		Total emissions (metric tons CO2-equivalent)



		Year		1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Change since previous year		Change since1990



		Residential		1,725,287		1,755,648		1,849,527		2,007,213		1,997,722		1,934,359		1,836,547		1,690,227		1,639,341		1,675,219		1,616,336		1,653,947		1,658,144		1,553,278		1,635,196		1,342,445		1,367,385		1,593,732		1,437,719		1,189,650		1,396,551		17.4%		-19%



		Commercial		1,876,596		2,042,152		2,134,542		2,393,380		2,399,566		2,285,352		2,181,299		2,035,008		2,005,587		2,067,089		2,004,971		2,024,914		1,933,092		1,891,863		1,923,245		1,574,688		1,584,840		2,009,853		2,004,309		1,579,286		1,679,696		6.4%		-10%



		Industrial		1,891,448		2,103,634		2,314,244		2,298,917		2,039,112		1,852,853		1,634,145		1,543,706		1,469,937		1,526,306		1,415,186		1,420,897		1,295,088		1,334,571		1,432,393		1,237,297		1,192,860		1,396,629		1,391,288		1,173,003		1,098,880		-6.3%		-42%



		Transportation		2,979,109		3,155,462		3,168,355		3,120,090		3,103,385		3,299,531		3,223,904		3,203,745		3,144,837		3,237,242		3,275,821		2,945,592		2,931,841		2,940,484		2,874,495		2,814,737		2,823,294		2,846,345		2,948,761		3,007,898		3,215,984		6.9%		8%

																																																																																				

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not included in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		0%		6%		6%		5%		4%		11%		8%		8%		6%		9%		10%		-1%		-2%		-1%		-4%		-6%		-5%		-4%		-1%		1%		8%

		Solid Waste		510,022		490,021		432,202		423,228		401,309		446,122		498,451		470,213		474,260		502,516		461,769		429,818		358,127		98,240		97,709		92,845		106,755		102,441		117,188		116,571		109,906		-5.7%		-78%				 = remaining sources of emissions after full implementation. See 2030 Goal Calc. worksheet for more.



		Wastewater Treatment		19,483		22,734																						14,733		14,855		14,953		17,238		17,271		18,312		17,902		16,755		17,244		2.9%		-11%



		Fugitive Emissions		35,701		76,370		125,246		132,818		138,920		143,723		145,779		148,974		153,025		163,051		174,130		186,550		198,477		184,276		183,847		191,207		168,034		173,158		184,078		183,318		182,859		-0.3%		412%



		Total		9,037,646		9,646,021		10,024,116		10,375,646		10,080,014		9,961,940		9,520,125		9,091,873		8,886,987		9,171,423		8,948,213		8,661,718		8,389,502		8,017,567		8,161,838		7,270,457		7,260,439		8,140,470		8,101,245		7,266,481		7,701,120		6.0%		-15%

		% change from 1990		0%		7%		11%		15%		12%		10%		5%		1%		-2%		1%		-1%		-4%		-7%		-11%		-10%		-20%		-20%		-10%		-10%		-20%		-14.79%

		% change from 2000								0%		-3%		-4%		-8%		-12%		-14%		-12%		-14%		-17%		-19%		-23%		-21%		-30%		-30%		-22%		-22%		-30%		-26%		50,066

										0		0%		-2%		-2%		0%		3%		5%		7%		8%		2%		1%		4%		7%		8%		12%		17%		23%		28%		33%

		This report has been generated for Portland, Oregon using ClearPath software suite from ICLEI-USA		ERROR:#REF!								 																										Total Emissons per square mile						ERROR:#REF!		16,526

						ERROR:#REF!								19%																								Total Emissons per square kilometer								6,380

										0.22%

										0.40%																								Total GPC Compliant		7,428,473		8,313,628		8,285,323		7,449,799		7,883,979

																																														Change since previous year		Change since1990

				1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017

		Multnomah Co. population		583,887		626,500		646,850		660,486		669,766		676,775		679,187		672,660		675,175		684,693		699,186		714,567		726,855		735,334		747,977		758,817		766,082		776,712		790,294		799,766		807,555		0.97%		38%

		Multnomah Co. Jobs		375,768		415,113		444,815		453,254		444,397		428,919		419,713		420,129		428,305		439,302		447,909		449,568		423,770		421,452		430,662		441,648		451,880		465,483		480,109		492,062		502,929		2.21%		34%

		Per capita emissions (metric tons CO2-equivalent)		0%		10%		18%		21%		18%		14%		12%		12%		14%		17%		19%		20%		13%		12%		15%		18%		20%		24%		28%		31%		34%



		Year		1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Change since previous year		Change since1990



		Residential		3.0		2.8		2.9		3.0		3.0		2.9		2.7		2.5		2.4		2.4		2.3		2.3		2.3		2.1		2.2		1.8		1.8		2.1		1.8		1.5		1.7		16%		-41%



		Commercial		3.2		3.3		3.3		3.6		3.6		3.4		3.2		3.0		3.0		3.0		2.9		2.8		2.7		2.6		2.6		2.1		2.1		2.6		2.5		2.0		2.1		5%		-35%



		Industrial		3.2		3.4		3.6		3.5		3.0		2.7		2.4		2.3		2.2		2.2		2.0		2.0		1.8		1.8		1.9		1.6		1.6		1.8		1.8		1.5		1.4		-7%		-58%



		Transportation		5.1		5.0		4.9		4.7		4.6		4.9		4.7		4.8		4.7		4.7		4.7		4.1		4.0		4.0		3.8		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.8		4.0		6%		-22%



		Solid Waste		0.9		0.8		0.7		0.6		0.6		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.6		0.5		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		-7%		-84%



		Wastewater Treatment		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2%		-36%



		Fugitive Emissions		0.1		0.1		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.2		0.3		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		-1%		270%



		Total		15.5		15.4		15.5		15.7		15.1		14.7		14.0		13.5		13.2		13.4		12.8		12.1		11.5		10.9		10.9		9.6		9.5		10.5		10.3		9.1		9.5		5%		-38%

		% change from 1990		0%		-1%		0%		1%		-3%		-5%		-9%		-13%		-15%		-13%		-17%		-22%		-25%		-30%		-30%		-38%		-39%		-32%		-34%		-41%		-38%

		% change from 2000								0%		-4%		-6%		-11%		-14%		-16%		-15%		-19%		-23%		-27%		-31%		-31%		-39%		-40%		-33%		-35%		-42%		-39%





















































































































										

John Tydlaska: John Tydlaska:
from eGrid for NWPP



2030 Goal Calculation

				1990		2000		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Cumulative Totals		RCI adjustment factors

		Electricity

		Res (regional electricity grid)		1,194,481		1,351,676		1,044,763		1,067,426		996,546		1,000,629		979,748		957,545		976,381		745,738		738,904		991,710		917,532		630,589		693,002		11,740,513

		Comm (regional electricity grid)		1,338,950		1,859,827		1,543,190		1,584,870		1,513,011		1,504,718		1,400,019		1,400,727		1,410,871		1,109,738		1,110,587		1,534,920		1,510,532		1,060,518		1,050,065		17,733,765

		Ind (regional electricity grid)		902,822		1,326,784		788,017		803,977		742,246		730,821		652,677		684,274		693,723		529,897		506,101		701,514		697,171		448,454		405,489		8,384,360

		Total (regional electricity grid)		3,436,253		4,538,287		3,375,969		3,456,273		3,251,802		3,236,167		3,032,445		3,042,546		3,080,975		2,385,373		2,355,591		3,228,144		3,125,235		2,139,561		2,148,556		37,858,639

		Res (electric utility specific)		1,645,880

tc={147E5C38-7D83-2B47-B770-C36CA0B89F35}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1990 values are unavailable from any State agency or utility. Proxy values for utility-specific 1990 emissions are calculated using 1990 emissions values using the regional grid average multiplied by an average utility specific / regional ratio value calculated using available data years, 2005 - 2017 		1,862,480		1,528,546		1,528,551		1,481,951		1,455,607		1,468,936		1,360,767		1,171,792		1,057,666		1,047,413		1,074,085		1,047,663		909,564		1,044,757		16,177,298		1.38

		Comm (electric utility specific)		1,955,348		2,716,014		2,358,085		2,367,451		2,367,458		2,301,675		2,198,506		2,077,734		1,804,403		1,715,480		1,731,026		1,809,298		1,848,977		1,633,391		1,684,172		25,897,656		1.46

		Ind (electric utility specific)		1,321,012		1,941,355		1,244,295		1,232,069		1,177,349		1,121,675		1,029,308		1,014,900		882,470		815,727		791,922		827,055		851,904		680,649		598,701		12,268,023		1.46

		Total (electric utility specific)		4,922,240		6,519,848		5,130,925		5,128,071		5,026,758		4,878,957		4,696,749		4,453,401		3,858,665		3,588,874		3,570,360		3,710,439		3,748,544		3,223,604		3,327,630		54,342,978		1.44

		utility specific / regional ratio		1.43		1.44		1.52		1.48		1.55		1.51		1.55		1.46		1.25		1.50		1.52		1.15		1.20		1.51		1.55		1.44

		Res (Utility specific - regional)		451,399		510,804		483,783																				130,131				351,755

		Comm (Utility specific - regional)		616,397		856,187		814,895																				338,445				634,107

		Ind (Utility specific - regional)		418,190		614,571		456,278																				154,733				193,211

		Total (Utility specific - regional)																										623,308				1,179,074

		Good Company estimate of 1990 utility-specific (market-based) emissions



		Natural gas																																Remaining Post 30% RNG

		Res natural gas																														645,856

		Comm natural gas								1,584,870		1,513,011		1,504,718		1,400,019		1,400,727		1,410,871		1,109,738		1,110,587		1,534,920		1,510,532				486,790

		Ind natural gas																														402,718		281,903

		Total natural gas																														1,535,364

		Other Fuels (stationary fuel oil, propane, kerosene, gasoline and diesel)

		Res Other																														57,694						 = Green cells used on interative dashboard

		Comm Other																														142,841						 = Yellow cells are sources of emissions after full implementation. See Portland, GHGs worksheet for more.

		Ind Other																														290,674

		Total Other																														491,208

		Total Indurstial Remaing Emissions (used in Ind Innovation)																														572,576

		Total Remaining Emissions for Mult. Cty. Post-CAP Implementation																														310,009		See Portland GHGs 1990-2017 for sources

																																144,041

		Sector-based and Goals

		1990 Sector-based GHG Total		9,037,646		10,375,646		8,886,987.06																				8,101,244.99		7,266,481.01		7,701,120.08

		1990 Sector-based GHG Total (adjusted for Market-based electricity)		10,523,632		12,357,208		10,641,943		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,724,553		7,266,481		8,880,194		Green cells used on Dashboard

		2030 Goal 50% reduction (compared to 1990)		5,261,816																												2,930,463.97

		Reductions needed in 2030 (compared to 2017)																														3,618,378

		RCI Sector-based GHG Total (adjusted for Market-based electricity)																														5,354,201		693,389.95



		Source Location-based electricity emissions, 1990 - 2017		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report				Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report

		Source Market-based electricity emissions, 2005 - 2017		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report				Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report





Talking Point Statistics

		Buildings - Energy Efficiency

		Category		Multnomah County								ETO Residential Measures		HVAC		Weatherization		Water Heating

		Population		798,647		persons						2003		586		243		173

		White 		621,439		persons						2004		2,110		1,103		791

		People of Color		177,208		persons						2005		2,537		1,712		682

		People of Color 		22%		% of total  						2006		2,987		1,514		2,579

		Households		321,968		households						2007		2,392		1,805		3,057

		Single Family		212,824		households						2008		3,155		1,879		3,485

		ETO Single Family Participants		138,369		households						2009		2,840		2,271		4,872

		ETO Single Family Participants		10%		% participation for total sites						2010		1,369		3,694		6,540

		Households with Public Assistance		14,279		households						2011		1,074		4,245		6,034

		Households with Public Assistance		4%		% of total  						2012		1,325		4,981		46,231

		Owner-Occupied		54%		% of total households						2013		885		4,186		13,473

		Owner-Occupied		174,507		households						2014		832		3,034		27,176

		Renter-Occupied		46%		% of total households						2015		970		2,701		13,801

		Renter-Occupied		147,461		households						2016		1,087		1,992		12,462

		Electric Heat		43%		% of total households						2017		1,399		2,414		8,786

		Natural Gas Heat		50%		% of total households						2018		1,325		2,505		5,483

		Other Heat		6%		% of total households						2019		1,222		2,137		6,882

		Non-Residential Sites		38,057		Non-residential sites						Totals		11,488		31,889		146,868

		ETO Non-Residential Participants		51%		% participation for total sites

		ETO Multi-Family Participants		26%		% participation for total sites

		Source: 		Energy Trust of Oregon County Report: Multnomah

		Buildings - Electrification

				Housing Units		% of Total

		2017 Total		325,039

		Owner Occupied		180,276		55%

		Utility gas		126,953

		LP gas		1,846

		Electricity		41,475

		Fuel Oil		6,047

		Coal		0

		Wood		2,592

		Solar Energy		135

		Other fuel		603

		No fuel		625

		Non-Electric Subtotal		135,449		77%

		Renter Occupied		144,763		45%

		Utility gas		36,843

		LP gas		1,952

		Electricity		101,601

		Fuel Oil		1,443

		Coal		0

		Wood		904

		Solar Energy		96

		Other fuel		538

		No fuel		1,386

		Non-Electric Subtotal		40,776		23%

		Total Non-Electric		176,225		54%

		https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=tenure%20by%20race&tid=DECENNIALSF12010.H14&t=Owner%2FRenter%20%28Tenure%29



		Transportation - Electric Vehicles



		Vehicle Registrations		Passenger		TRUCK		COMMERCIAL		TRUCK+COMM SUM

		2017		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2018

		2019		590,062		6,922		9,927		16,849		2019 values used for all years

		2020		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2030		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2050		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		Annual increase, 2017 - 2019		1.25%		1.80%		0.76%

		Low Income Share of LDH Registrations		28,795

		Source		https://www.oregon.gov/odot/dmv/pages/news/vehicle_stats.aspx



				UrbanHHDvmt		UrbanHhDvmtLowInc		% low income

		2020		38,348,342		1,983,938		5.2%

		2030		41,489,571		2,100,825		5.1%

		2050		44,255,761		1,970,943		4.5%

		Ave		124,093,674		6,055,706		4.9%

		Source		PBOT VE Raw Data		PBOT VE Raw Data























https://www.oregon.gov/odot/dmv/pages/news/vehicle_stats.aspx

A2030 Emissions Data

						2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		Existing Buildings
Electricity Emissions		SFR (Rental)		136,982		125,636		118,978		111,484		101,949		103,743		100,290		89,023		86,948		86,636		85,868		80,010		79,148		57,473		53,583		49,377		44,526		40,704		36,682		34,932		34,845		33,219		30,617		29,778		30,082		29,624		29,168		27,528		27,403		25,457		25,231		25,325		25,100		24,876

				SFR (Own-Occ)		537,805		493,262		467,119		437,697		400,262		407,305		393,751		349,516		341,367		340,141		337,129		314,129		310,745		225,647		210,371		193,861		174,816		159,808		144,016		137,147		136,804		130,423		120,208		116,910		118,104		116,306		114,516		108,079		107,587		99,947		99,060		99,430		98,546		97,665

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		45,234		41,558		39,423		37,003		33,896		34,550		33,457		29,748		29,103		29,047		28,837		26,914		26,667		19,395		18,111		16,716		15,098		13,823		12,476		11,899		11,887		11,349		10,475		10,202		10,320		10,177		10,034		9,482		9,451		8,791		8,723		8,766		8,698		8,629

				MFR (Rental, MR)		425,065		390,526		370,458		347,716		318,517		324,671		314,396		279,544		273,483		272,953		270,982		252,909		250,591		182,260		170,192		157,084		141,873		129,894		117,236		111,813		111,699		106,644		98,433		95,868		96,981		95,634		94,288		89,104		88,810		82,605		81,970		82,372		81,732		81,090

				MFR (Condo)		161,027		147,943		140,341		131,725		120,664		122,995		119,103		105,900		103,604		103,403		102,656		95,809		94,932		69,046		64,474		59,508		53,746		49,208		44,413		42,358		42,315		40,400		37,289		36,318		36,739		36,229		35,719		33,755		33,644		31,293		31,053		31,205		30,963		30,719

				COM (S)		295,346		270,065		256,326		240,726		220,641		225,041		218,058		194,014		189,938		189,706		188,477		176,042		174,568		127,072		118,761		109,711		99,179		90,891		82,115		78,395		78,398		74,931		69,239		67,512		68,377		67,511		66,644		63,062		62,938		58,622		58,254		58,625		58,256		57,888

				COM (L)		1,120,814		1,031,696		979,211		919,615		842,886		859,697		833,020		741,169		725,599		724,712		720,015		672,511		666,882		485,438		453,687		419,115		378,880		347,219		313,692		299,484		299,494		286,251		264,505		257,909		261,214		257,903		254,593		240,908		240,436		223,945		222,539		223,957		222,549		221,142

				TOTAL		2,722,273		2,500,688		2,371,855		2,225,965		2,038,814		2,078,002		2,012,074		1,788,914		1,750,042		1,746,598		1,733,965		1,618,323		1,603,534		1,166,332		1,089,178		1,005,371		908,117		831,547		750,629		716,027		715,441		683,217		630,766		614,496		621,818		613,383		604,961		571,918		570,271		530,659		526,829		529,679		525,844		522,010



		Existing Buildings
Natural Gas Emissions		SFR (Rental)		65,878		65,706		65,532		65,357		65,180		65,003		64,824		64,644		64,463		64,281		64,098		63,914		63,730		63,544		63,358		63,170		62,983		62,794		62,605		62,415		62,225		62,034		61,843		61,651		61,459		61,266		61,073		60,880		60,687		60,494		60,300		60,106		59,913		59,719

				SFR (Own-Occ)		258,646		257,968		257,285		256,597		255,904		255,207		254,505		253,799		253,089		252,374		251,656		250,935		250,209		249,481		248,749		248,014		247,276		246,536		245,793		245,048		244,301		243,552		242,800		242,048		241,293		240,538		239,781		239,023		238,264		237,505		236,745		235,984		235,224		234,464

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		11,431		11,420		11,409		11,398		11,387		11,375		11,363		11,350		11,338		11,324		11,311		11,297		11,282		11,268		11,253		11,237		11,221		11,205		11,188		11,171		11,154		11,136		11,117		11,098		11,079		11,059		11,039		11,019		10,998		10,976		10,954		10,932		10,909		10,885

				MFR (Rental, MR)		107,415		107,316		107,215		107,110		107,003		106,892		106,777		106,660		106,539		106,415		106,287		106,156		106,021		105,883		105,741		105,595		105,446		105,293		105,136		104,975		104,810		104,641		104,469		104,292		104,111		103,926		103,736		103,543		103,345		103,143		102,936		102,725		102,509		102,289

				MFR (Condo)		40,692		40,655		40,616		40,577		40,536		40,494		40,451		40,406		40,360		40,313		40,265		40,215		40,164		40,112		40,058		40,003		39,946		39,888		39,829		39,768		39,705		39,641		39,576		39,509		39,440		39,370		39,298		39,225		39,150		39,074		38,995		38,915		38,834		38,750

				COM (S)		67,910		67,527		67,499		67,472		67,443		67,415		67,386		67,356		67,326		67,296		67,265		67,234		67,202		67,170		67,138		67,105		67,072		67,038		67,004		66,969		66,935		66,899		66,863		66,827		66,791		66,753		66,716		66,678		66,640		66,601		66,562		66,522		66,482		66,442

				COM (L)		257,711		257,964		257,860		257,753		257,646		257,536		257,425		257,312		257,198		257,082		256,965		256,846		256,725		256,603		256,479		256,353		256,226		256,098		255,967		255,835		255,702		255,567		255,430		255,292		255,152		255,010		254,867		254,722		254,576		254,428		254,279		254,127		253,975		253,820

				TOTAL		809,682		808,556		807,416		806,264		805,099		803,921		802,731		801,528		800,313		799,086		797,847		796,596		795,334		794,060		792,775		791,478		790,170		788,852		787,522		786,182		784,831		783,469		782,098		780,716		779,324		777,923		776,511		775,090		773,660		772,220		770,771		769,312		767,845		766,370



		Existing Buildings
Total Emissions		SFR (Rental)		202,860		191,342		184,509		176,840		167,129		168,745		165,114		153,667		151,411		150,917		149,967		143,924		142,878		121,017		116,940		112,548		107,509		103,498		99,286		97,347		97,069		95,253		92,460		91,428		91,540		90,890		90,241		88,409		88,090		85,951		85,531		85,432		85,013		84,595

				SFR (Own-Occ)		796,451		751,230		724,404		694,294		656,166		662,512		648,256		603,315		594,456		592,515		588,785		565,063		560,954		475,128		459,120		441,875		422,092		406,344		389,809		382,195		381,105		373,974		363,008		358,958		359,397		356,843		354,297		347,102		345,852		337,451		335,804		335,414		333,770		332,129

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		56,665		52,979		50,832		48,401		45,282		45,925		44,820		41,099		40,441		40,371		40,148		38,210		37,950		30,663		29,364		27,953		26,319		25,028		23,664		23,070		23,040		22,484		21,592		21,300		21,400		21,236		21,073		20,501		20,449		19,767		19,677		19,697		19,606		19,515

				MFR (Rental, MR)		532,479		497,842		477,673		454,826		425,520		431,562		421,173		386,204		380,022		379,368		377,270		359,065		356,613		288,143		275,933		262,679		247,319		235,187		222,372		216,788		216,509		211,286		202,901		200,159		201,092		199,560		198,024		192,646		192,155		185,747		184,906		185,097		184,241		183,379

				MFR (Condo)		201,719		188,598		180,957		172,302		161,200		163,489		159,553		146,306		143,964		143,716		142,921		136,025		135,096		109,157		104,532		99,511		93,692		89,096		84,241		82,126		82,020		80,041		76,865		75,826		76,180		75,599		75,017		72,980		72,794		70,367		70,048		70,120		69,796		69,470

				COM (S)		363,256		337,592		323,825		308,197		288,084		292,456		285,443		261,370		257,265		257,002		255,742		243,276		241,771		194,242		185,898		176,816		166,250		157,929		149,118		145,365		145,332		141,830		136,102		134,339		135,168		134,264		133,360		129,740		129,578		125,223		124,815		125,147		124,739		124,330

				COM (L)		1,378,525		1,289,661		1,237,070		1,177,368		1,100,532		1,117,233		1,090,445		998,481		982,797		981,795		976,980		929,357		923,607		742,041		710,166		675,468		635,106		603,317		569,659		555,319		555,196		541,817		519,935		513,201		516,366		512,913		509,460		495,630		495,012		478,373		476,817		478,084		476,524		474,963

				TOTAL		3,531,956		3,309,244		3,179,271		3,032,229		2,843,913		2,881,923		2,814,805		2,590,442		2,550,355		2,545,684		2,531,812		2,414,920		2,398,868		1,960,392		1,881,953		1,796,849		1,698,288		1,620,398		1,538,150		1,502,209		1,500,272		1,466,686		1,412,864		1,395,212		1,401,142		1,391,305		1,381,473		1,347,008		1,343,930		1,302,878		1,297,600		1,298,992		1,293,689		1,288,380



		New Construction
Electricity Emissions		SFR (Rental)				663		1,245		1,735		2,098		2,647		3,044		3,125		3,457		3,840		4,191		4,256		4,549		3,545		3,524		3,445		3,281		3,154		2,978		2,962		3,076		3,046		2,908		2,923		3,045		3,087		3,122		3,022		3,081		2,926		2,960		3,029		3,056		3,080

				SFR (Own-Occ)				2,602		4,888		6,813		8,238		10,391		11,950		12,268		13,573		15,078		16,454		16,708		17,862		13,917		13,837		13,527		12,880		12,382		11,692		11,628		12,078		11,957		11,416		11,475		11,956		12,118		12,259		11,866		12,095		11,487		11,622		11,892		11,999		12,091				Emissions		Reduction		%Reduction

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				733		1,404		1,995		2,294		2,949		3,457		3,618		4,081		4,622		5,144		5,327		5,808		4,617		4,683		4,671		4,540		4,454		4,294		4,360		4,625		4,676		4,561		4,684		4,987		5,167		5,344		5,290		5,515		5,359		5,549		5,812		6,005		6,197

				MFR (Rental, MR)				6,893		13,194		18,743		21,557		27,711		32,486		33,998		38,348		43,437		48,336		50,059		54,583		43,383		44,007		43,898		42,659		41,858		40,349		40,972		43,458		43,944		42,859		44,018		46,867		48,558		50,220		49,711		51,827		50,360		52,145		54,617		56,427		58,235

				MFR (Condo)				2,611		4,998		7,100		8,166		10,498		12,307		12,879		14,527		16,455		18,311		18,964		20,678		16,435		16,671		16,630		16,160		15,857		15,285		15,522		16,463		16,647		16,236		16,675		17,755		18,395		19,025		18,832		19,634		19,078		19,754		20,691		21,376		22,061

				COM (S)				2,364		4,490		6,328		7,223		9,214		10,720		11,135		12,466		14,016		15,483		15,918		17,231		13,597		13,695		13,564		13,088		12,753		12,208		12,311		12,969		13,024		12,617		12,871		13,613		14,011		14,395		14,156		14,663		14,156		14,563		15,156		15,559		15,957

				COM (L)				9,030		17,151		24,175		27,591		35,199		40,953		42,537		47,623		53,545		59,147		60,809		65,825		51,943		52,316		51,816		49,999		48,719		46,636		47,031		49,543		49,755		48,200		49,170		52,004		53,524		54,992		54,078		56,014		54,077		55,634		57,900		59,440		60,958				271331		248008		48%

				TOTAL				24,895		47,370		66,890		77,168		98,607		114,918		119,560		134,075		150,995		167,066		172,040		186,536		147,436		148,733		147,552		142,607		139,178		133,442		134,786		142,212		143,050		138,798		141,816		150,226		154,861		159,358		156,956		162,829		157,443		162,228		169,098		173,862		178,579				412315		107024		21%
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		New Construction
Natural Gas Emissions		SFR (Rental)				347		686		1,017		1,342		1,658		1,967		2,269		2,563		2,850		3,128		3,400		3,663		3,919		4,167		4,408		4,640		4,865		5,083		5,292		5,494		5,687		5,873		6,051		6,221		6,384		6,538		6,684		6,822		6,953		7,075		7,189		7,295		7,393

				SFR (Own-Occ)				1,361		2,692		3,994		5,267		6,511		7,724		8,908		10,063		11,188		12,282		13,347		14,382		15,387		16,361		17,305		18,219		19,102		19,955		20,777		21,569		22,329		23,059		23,758		24,426		25,063		25,668		26,242		26,785		27,297		27,777		28,225		28,641		29,026

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				202		406		614		771		971		1,174		1,380		1,590		1,802		2,018		2,236		2,457		2,682		2,910		3,140		3,374		3,611		3,851		4,094		4,339		4,589		4,841		5,096		5,354		5,615		5,880		6,147		6,418		6,692		6,968		7,248		7,531		7,817

				MFR (Rental, MR)				1,894		3,819		5,774		7,242		9,123		11,033		12,972		14,939		16,935		18,959		21,012		23,093		25,203		27,342		29,509		31,706		33,931		36,184		38,467		40,778		43,118		45,487		47,885		50,312		52,768		55,253		57,767		60,309		62,881		65,482		68,112		70,771		73,459

				MFR (Condo)				718		1,447		2,187		2,743		3,456		4,180		4,914		5,659		6,415		7,182		7,960		8,748		9,548		10,358		11,179		12,011		12,854		13,708		14,572		15,448		16,335		17,232		18,140		19,060		19,990		20,931		21,884		22,847		23,821		24,807		25,803		26,810		27,829

				COM (S)				591		1,182		1,774		2,208		2,760		3,313		3,866		4,419		4,972		5,526		6,079		6,633		7,187		7,742		8,296		8,851		9,406		9,961		10,517		11,072		11,628		12,184		12,741		13,297		13,854		14,411		14,968		15,525		16,083		16,640		17,198		17,756		18,315

				COM (L)				2,258		4,516		6,776		8,434		10,544		12,656		14,768		16,881		18,994		21,109		23,224		25,340		27,457		29,575		31,694		33,813		35,933		38,054		40,176		42,299		44,422		46,546		48,671		50,797		52,924		55,051		57,179		59,309		61,438		63,569		65,701		67,833		69,966

				TOTAL				7,369		14,748		22,137		28,006		35,024		42,047		49,077		56,113		63,156		70,204		77,258		84,318		91,383		98,455		105,532		112,614		119,702		126,796		133,895		140,999		148,109		155,223		162,343		169,468		176,597		183,732		190,871		198,016		205,164		212,318		219,476		226,638		233,805



		New Construction
Total Emissions		SFR (Rental)				1,009		1,931		2,753		3,440		4,305		5,011		5,394		6,020		6,690		7,319		7,655		8,213		7,464		7,692		7,853		7,921		8,019		8,061		8,254		8,570		8,733		8,781		8,974		9,267		9,470		9,660		9,706		9,903		9,878		10,035		10,218		10,351		10,473

				SFR (Own-Occ)				3,962		7,580		10,808		13,506		16,901		19,675		21,177		23,636		26,266		28,736		30,056		32,243		29,303		30,198		30,832		31,099		31,485		31,647		32,406		33,647		34,287		34,476		35,233		36,382		37,181		37,927		38,109		38,880		38,784		39,399		40,117		40,641		41,117

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				935		1,810		2,609		3,065		3,920		4,631		4,998		5,671		6,425		7,161		7,563		8,266		7,299		7,593		7,812		7,914		8,065		8,144		8,454		8,964		9,265		9,402		9,780		10,341		10,783		11,224		11,437		11,933		12,051		12,517		13,060		13,536		14,014

				MFR (Rental, MR)				8,787		17,013		24,517		28,798		36,834		43,520		46,970		53,287		60,372		67,295		71,070		77,676		68,586		71,349		73,408		74,364		75,789		76,533		79,439		84,237		87,062		88,347		91,903		97,179		101,326		105,473		107,478		112,137		113,241		117,627		122,729		127,198		131,694

				MFR (Condo)				3,329		6,445		9,288		10,910		13,954		16,487		17,794		20,187		22,871		25,493		26,923		29,426		25,982		27,029		27,809		28,171		28,711		28,993		30,094		31,911		32,982		33,468		34,816		36,814		38,385		39,956		40,716		42,481		42,899		44,561		46,493		48,186		49,890

				COM (S)				2,955		5,672		8,102		9,430		11,974		14,033		15,001		16,885		18,988		21,008		21,997		23,864		20,785		21,436		21,860		21,939		22,159		22,169		22,828		24,041		24,653		24,802		25,612		26,910		27,865		28,806		29,124		30,188		30,238		31,204		32,355		33,316		34,272

				COM (L)				11,287		21,667		30,951		36,025		45,743		53,609		57,305		64,504		72,539		80,256		84,033		91,166		79,401		81,891		83,510		83,812		84,652		84,690		87,207		91,841		94,177		94,746		97,842		102,801		106,448		110,043		111,258		115,323		115,516		119,203		123,601		127,273		130,924

				TOTAL				32,264		62,118		89,027		105,174		133,631		156,966		168,638		190,189		214,150		237,269		249,298		270,854		238,820		247,188		253,083		255,221		258,880		260,238		268,681		283,212		291,159		294,021		304,159		319,694		331,458		343,090		347,827		360,845		362,608		374,546		388,574		400,500		412,384



		Total
Emissions
MT CO2e		SFR (Rental)		202,860		192,352		186,440		179,593		170,569		173,050		170,125		159,061		157,431		157,607		157,286		151,580		151,091		128,481		124,632		120,401		115,430		111,517		107,347		105,601		105,639		103,986		101,241		100,402		100,807		100,360		99,901		98,115		97,993		95,829		95,566		95,650		95,364		95,068

				SFR (Own-Occ)		796,451		755,193		731,984		705,102		669,672		679,413		667,931		624,491		618,092		618,781		617,521		595,119		593,198		504,431		489,318		472,707		453,191		437,829		421,456		414,601		414,752		408,261		397,484		394,191		395,779		394,024		392,224		385,211		384,732		376,235		375,203		375,531		374,410		373,246

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		56,665		53,914		52,643		51,010		48,347		49,845		49,451		46,097		46,111		46,796		47,309		45,774		46,216		37,962		36,957		35,765		34,232		33,093		31,809		31,523		32,004		31,749		30,994		31,080		31,741		32,019		32,297		31,938		32,382		31,817		32,195		32,758		33,142		33,529

				MFR (Rental, MR)		532,479		506,629		494,686		479,343		454,318		468,397		464,693		433,174		433,309		439,740		444,564		430,135		434,288		356,729		347,283		336,086		321,683		310,976		298,905		296,227		300,746		298,348		291,248		292,062		298,270		300,886		303,497		300,124		304,292		298,989		302,533		307,826		311,439		315,073

				MFR (Condo)		201,719		191,926		187,402		181,590		172,109		177,443		176,040		164,099		164,150		166,587		168,414		162,948		164,522		135,140		131,561		127,320		121,863		117,807		113,234		112,220		113,932		113,023		110,334		110,642		112,994		113,985		114,974		113,696		115,275		113,266		114,609		116,614		117,982		119,359

				COM (S)		363,256		340,546		329,497		316,299		297,514		304,430		299,476		276,371		274,150		275,991		276,750		265,273		265,635		215,027		207,335		198,676		188,190		180,088		171,288		168,193		169,373		166,483		160,904		159,951		162,078		162,129		162,166		158,864		159,766		155,461		156,019		157,502		158,055		158,602

				COM (L)		1,378,525		1,300,948		1,258,738		1,208,319		1,136,557		1,162,976		1,144,054		1,055,787		1,047,301		1,054,334		1,057,236		1,013,390		1,014,773		821,442		792,056		758,978		718,918		687,969		654,350		642,526		647,037		635,995		614,681		611,043		619,167		619,361		619,503		606,888		610,335		593,889		596,021		601,685		603,797		605,887

				TOTAL		3,531,956		3,341,508		3,241,390		3,121,256		2,949,087		3,015,554		2,971,770		2,759,080		2,740,544		2,759,835		2,769,081		2,664,218		2,669,721		2,199,212		2,129,141		2,049,933		1,953,509		1,879,278		1,798,389		1,770,890		1,783,484		1,757,845		1,706,885		1,699,372		1,720,836		1,722,763		1,724,562		1,694,835		1,704,775		1,665,486		1,672,146		1,687,566		1,694,189		1,700,764



		Electricity Emissions Factor				0.1462706153		0.1345084439		0.1277173539		0.1199937782		0.1100281062		0.1122702026		0.1088333218		0.0968754742		0.0948824996		0.0948092905		0.0942378378		0.088061144		0.0873651303		0.0636253479		0.0594924534		0.0549858762		0.0497319336		0.0455990391		0.0412170228		0.0393704664		0.0393923238		0.0376703283		0.0348272847		0.0339772156		0.0344314811		0.0340138202		0.0335961593		0.0318083283		0.0317643502		0.0296028365		0.0294342974		0.029639441		0.0294709019		0.0293023629

		Natural Gas Emissions Factor				0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307



		Projections emailed from Blake Shelide on Dec. 20, awaiting confirmation 

		PGE

		PGE Projected Emissions		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2030		2035		2040						OUTDATED

		lbs CO2e / kWh		0.576		0.579		0.603		0.584		0.58		0.598		0.43		0.397

		MTCO2e/MMBtu		0.0765504		0.0769491		0.0801387		0.0776136		0.077082		0.0794742		0.057147		0.0527613

		Calculated based on the following sources:

		Electricity generation projections: Source: PGE 2016 IRP Update, Dated March 8, 2018, Table 10, Page 106 of 110

		GHG Emissions projections: 10/5/18 email from Elysia Treanor to OGWC/Angus Duncan, "primarily based on PGE’s acknowledged 2016 IRP and 2016 IRP Update, which may differ from the emissions forecast resulting from PGE’s next IRP"



		Pacific Power

		Pacificorp Projected Emissions		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		lbs CO2e / kWh		1.331		1.354		1.354		1.248		1.243		1.267		1.363		1.45		1.384		1.41		1.317		1.256		0.397		0.404		0.404		0.325		0.329		0.167		0.176		0.218		0.22		0.229		0.185		0.199		0.2		0.201		0.204		0.205		0.207		0.208		0.222		0.241		0.281

		MTCO2e/MMBtu		0.1768899		0.1799466		0.1799466		0.1658592		0.1651947		0.1683843		0.1811427		0.192705		0.1839336		0.187389		0.1750293		0.1669224		0.0527613		0.0536916		0.0536916		0.0431925		0.0437241		0.0221943		0.0233904		0.0289722		0.029238		0.0304341		0.0245865		0.0264471		0.02658		0.0267129		0.0271116		0.0272445		0.0275103		0.0276432		0.0295038		0.0320289		0.0373449

		Calculated based on the following sources:

		Electricity generation projections: Pacificorp_2050EmissionsEstimate_2017 IRP Update - DRAFT_092418_Summary.xlsx spreadsheet

		GHG Emissions projections: Pacificorp_2050EmissionsEstimate_2017 IRP Update - DRAFT_092418_Summary.xlsx spreadsheet





						2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		PGE				0.1112022012		0.1031859009		0.0951696006		0.0871533003		0.079137		0.079137		0.070344		0.070344		0.070344		0.0715164		0.0726888		0.0738612		0.0750336		0.076206		0.0685854		0.0609648		0.0533442		0.0457236		0.038103		0.0357582		0.0334134		0.0310686		0.0287238		0.026379		0.0260859		0.0257928		0.0254997		0.0252066		0.0249135		0.0246204		0.0243273		0.0240342		0.0237411		0.023448

		Pacificorp				0.1937204808		0.1768899		0.1717566		0.1644291		0.1518258		0.1571016		0.1609119		0.1327743		0.1280847		0.1263261		0.1233951		0.1072746		0.1040505		0.0466029		0.0471891		0.046896		0.0448443		0.0454305		0.0454305		0.0442581		0.0474822		0.0466029		0.0430857		0.0442581		0.0457236		0.0451374		0.0445512		0.0407409		0.041034		0.0363444		0.0363444		0.0372237		0.0372237		0.0372237

		Blended and Weighted				0.1462706153		0.1345084439		0.1277173539		0.1199937782		0.1100281062		0.1122702026		0.1088333218		0.0968754742		0.0948824996		0.0948092905		0.0942378378		0.088061144		0.0873651303		0.0636253479		0.0594924534		0.0549858762		0.0497319336		0.0455990391		0.0412170228		0.0393704664		0.0393923238		0.0376703283		0.0348272847		0.0339772156		0.0344314811		0.0340138202		0.0335961593		0.0318083283		0.0317643502		0.0296028365		0.0294342974		0.029639441		0.0294709019		0.0293023629

		PGE Increase						-0.0080163003												0.0011724										-0.0076206										-0.00087714

				Utility Production (MWh)		Percentage of Total

		Pacific Power		52406876.5433309		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%

		PGE		70909943.137		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%

		source: 'Grid Mix + GHG Factors'

		Updated Pacific Power Projections						2019 IRP Projected Emissions 		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		Source: PAC_OR GHG Emissions Estimate_2019 IRP_FINAL						MT CO2/MWh		0.586		0.561		0.518		0.536		0.549		0.453		0.437		0.431		0.421		0.366		0.355		0.159		0.161		0.160		0.153		0.155		0.155		0.151		0.162		0.159		0.147		0.151		0.156		0.154		0.152		0.139		0.140		0.124		0.124		0.127		0.127		0.127

								MT CO2/MMBtu		0.1717566		0.1644291		0.1518258		0.1571016		0.1609119		0.1327743		0.1280847		0.1263261		0.1233951		0.1072746		0.1040505		0.0466029		0.0471891		0.046896		0.0448443		0.0454305		0.0454305		0.0442581		0.0474822		0.0466029		0.0430857		0.0442581		0.0457236		0.0451374		0.0445512		0.0407409		0.041034		0.0363444		0.0363444		0.0372237		0.0372237		0.0372237

		Updated  PGE Emissions Factors						MT CO2/MWh						0.27		0.27		0.24		0.24		0.24										0.26										0.13										0.09																				0.08

		Source: Email from Elysia Treanor pasted below						MT CO2/MMBtu						0.079137		0.079137		0.070344		0.070344		0.070344		0.0715164		0.0726888		0.0738612		0.0750336		0.076206		0.0685854		0.0609648		0.0533442		0.0457236		0.038103		0.0357582		0.0334134		0.0310686		0.0287238		0.026379		0.0260859		0.0257928		0.0254997		0.0252066		0.0249135		0.0246204		0.0243273		0.0240342		0.0237411		0.023448

								Average annual change PGE																								0.0011724										-0.0076206										-0.0023448																				-0.0002931



Building GHG Emissions Trends

Existing Buildings	
Total Emissions	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	3531955.8659639158	3309243.5565907932	3179271.2477834448	3032228.732312981	2843912.8405860928	2881923.0501721008	2814804.5083746258	2590442.1577875824	2550355.1393052088	2545684.4340672055	2531812.0933390437	2414919.5574559248	2398867.5408263374	1960391.954072631	1881953.0670007288	1796849.4063183796	1698287.6933703846	1620398.3732118066	1538150.4940395078	1502208.8423642758	1500272.2592742122	1466686.2800910571	1412864.0927056561	1395212.4876172938	1401141.9463249675	1391305.4043437752	1381472.6107247823	1347008.206654402	1343930.111051681	1302878.3936849367	1297599.602415625	1298991.8281665831	1293688.9263891568	1288379.5387307899	New Construction	
Total Emissions	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	32264.427197093431	62118.355989592892	89026.905441760624	105173.77841792208	133630.9828516749	156965.67429498385	168637.6915848917	190188.72022038224	214150.20485450319	237269.28848046623	249298.1365826434	270853.63437702914	238819.74318498239	247187.70631031462	253083.41385736089	255220.91870564566	258880.1049048547	260238.10126205196	268680.97117891733	283211.594798323	291158.70030566986	294021.28692075581	304159	.39094556973	319694.0116318519	331457.96375456773	343089.66957220703	347827.24063067348	360844.65297737211	362607.89579333999	374545.92724740726	388573.96123249398	400500.3429717744	412384.232123981	Blended Weighted Electricity Emissions Factor	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	0.14627061526363322	0.13450844386929087	0.1277173538903551	0.11999377823096258	0.11002810615695252	0.11227020257157005	0.10883332178426744	9.6875474239640658E-2	9.4882499648869537E-2	9.4809290529637574E-2	9.4237837762712828E-2	8.8061143959244303E-2	8.7365130280396372E-2	6.3625347895757259E-2	5.949245342960674E-2	5.4985876227686623E-2	4.9731933554227337E-2	4.5599039088076818E-2	4.12170227980799E-2	3.9370466445772676E-2	3.9392323772313387E-2	3.7670328331929369E-2	3.4827284684236584E-2	3.3977215627	314934E-2	3.4431481098854105E-2	3.4013820186930908E-2	3.3596159275007711E-2	3.180832833192937E-2	3.1764350155775757E-2	2.9602836476927824E-2	2.9434297388851019E-2	2.9639441036543798E-2	2.9470901948466993E-2	2.9302362860390195E-2	Natural Gas Emissions Factor	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	



Thousand MT CO2e

MT CO2e/MMBtu







EXISTING
BUILDINGS

NEW
BUILDINGS



Industrial RPS RNG

		Industrial Calculations (using Building Analysis Methods and Factors

		Baseline		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2017 - 2030 Reduction		2031 - 2050 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reduction						2017 - 2050 % Reduction

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.146		0.134		0.130		0.125		0.115		0.114		0.118		0.122		0.126		0.123		0.125		0.120		0.116		0.068		0.066		0.063		0.056		0.054		0.042		0.042		0.044		0.044		0.044		0.041		0.041		0.041		0.040		0.040		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.041												-72%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				-8%		-3%		-4%		-9%		-0%		3%		3%		4%		-3%		1%		-4%		-3%		-41%		-3%		-4%		-11%		-4%		-22%		0%		4%		-1%		0%		-7%		1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		1%		1%		4%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		598,701		549,035		533,963		513,573		468,679		468,462		481,517		497,767		516,628		502,496		509,633		489,260		476,284		278,830		269,938		259,428		230,655		221,070		173,109		173,125		180,770		179,168		179,184		166,948		168,120		166,287		164,453		163,082		161,249		159,647		157,814		158,986		161,314		168,496		319,871		110,333		430,204

		New RPS

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.146		0.134		0.130		0.118		0.100		0.093		0.088		0.084		0.079		0.069		0.062		0.052		0.044		0.021		0.016		0.012		0.007		0.003		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000												-100%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				-8%		-3%		-10%		-15%		-7%		-5%		-5%		-6%		-12%		-10%		-16%		-17%		-51%		-23%		-28%		-41%		-52%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		598,701		549,035		533,963		481,475		410,094		380,625		361,138		342,215		322,892		282,654		254,817		214,051		178,607		87,134		67,484		48,643		28,832		13,817		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		511,566		87,134		598,701

		RNG

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.053		0.053		0.053		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037												-30%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				0%		0%		-5%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-5%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-7%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		402,718		402,718		402,718		382,582		382,582		382,582		382,582		382,582		362,446		362,446		362,446		362,446		362,446		342,310		342,310		342,310		342,310		342,310		322,174		322,174		322,174		322,174		322,174		302,038		302,038		302,038		302,038		302,038		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		60,408		60,408		120,815

												-5%		-5%		-5%		-5%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-15%		-15%		-13%		-15%		-15%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%





Porttland Grid Mix+GHG Factors

		(paste into A1)																		2014				2015				2016				2017

				GHG Emissions Factors														Source: ghgemissionselectBbase, "2010-2017 - Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Electricity Use", https://www.oregon.gov/deq/aq/programs/Pages/GHG-Emissions.aspx		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Average Emissions per MMBtu (MTCO2e/MMBtu)		Total Production (MWh)		Average Emissions per MWH (MTCO2e/MWh)		Average Emissions per MMBtu (MTCO2e/MMBtu)

																		Pacific Power		13217911		0.7249999641		13119710.22		0.7394766539		12868974		0.6534937349		13200281.3233309		0.6609364749		0.1937204808		52406876.5433309		0.6947267069

				Fuel		Emissions Factor		Units										PGE		17885893		0.3824584548		18218774		0.4050171656		17280893		0.3700546808		17524383.137		0.3794002089		0.1112022012		70909943.137		0.3842326275

				Electricity		0.1512940088		MT CO2e/MMBtu										Combined																				123316819.680331		0.5161856322		0.1512940088

				Natural Gas		0.0531		MT CO2e/MMBtu

																				Utility Production (MWh)		Percentage of Total

																		Pacific Power		52406876.5433309		0.4249775228

																		PGE		70909943.137		0.5750224772

				Electricity Grid Split														Portland  Electricity Grid Split 

				Oregon 																MWh

				Fuel		% of Total		Emissions Factor		Units								Fuel 		PGE		PacifiCorp		Total (MWh) 		% of Total		Emissions Factor		Units		% of total emissions		PGE % of Total 		Emissions Factor		Units				PacifiCorp % of Total 		Emissios Factor		Units

				Hydro		40.47%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Coal		5,536,250		9,414,367		14,950,617		44.38%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu		64.6%		29.38%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.63		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Coal		31.89%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Natural Gas		5,294,633		2,501,024		7,795,657		23.14%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu		33.7%		28.10%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.17		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Natural Gas 		16.58%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Hydro		5,698,642		1,422,678		7,121,320		21.14%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				30.24%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.10		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Wind		6.49%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Wind		1,937,138		1,183,309		3,120,447		9.26%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				10.28%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.08		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Nuclear		3.25%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Nuclear		85,773		32,153		117,926		0.35%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.46%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Biomass		0.38%		0.5207										Biomass		75,442		84,046		159,488		0.47%		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.7%		0.40%		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.01		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Solar		0.27%		0										Solar 		39,354		89,346		128,700		0.38%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.21%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.01		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Geothermal		0.12%		0.00771										Geothermal		- 0		56,993		56,993		0.17%		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.2%		0.00%		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Biogas		0.12%		0.07384										Biogas		59,859		19,321		79,180		0.24%		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.3%		0.32%		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Waste		0.10%		0.04169										Waste		42,469		2,833		45,302		0.13%		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.2%		0.23%		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Petroleum		0.08%		0.07316										Petroleum		21,228		13,331		34,559		0.10%		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.1%		0.11%		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Other Biogenic		0.07%		0.10551										Other Biogenic		30,245		1,250		31,495		0.09%		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.1%		0.16%		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.07%												Other Non-Biogenic		22,340		27,264		49,604		0.15%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.12%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00				MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Landfill Gases		0.06%		0.05207										Landfill Gases 		- 0		0		- 0		0.00%		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00%		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				- 0		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Others		0.05%												Others 		- 0		0		- 0		0.00%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				- 0				MT CO2e/MMBtu

																		TOTAL 		18,843,373		14,847,915		33,691,288		100.00%								100.00%								1.00

																		% of TOTAL 		56%		44%



				PGE 		% of Total 		Emissions Factor 		Units 								PGE Market Purchases 										PGE Totals 

				Natural Gas		24.80%						4,672,313		 MWh				Hydro		1,536,807		MWh		39.86%				Natural Gas		5,294,633		28.10%

				Hydro		22.09%						4,161,835		 MWh				Coal 		1,515,061		MWh		39.29%				Hydro		5,698,642		30.24%

				Coal		21.34%						4,021,189		 MWh				Natural Gas		622,320		MWh		16.14%				Coal		5,536,250		29.38%

				Market Purchases 		20.46%						3,855,791		MWh				Nuclear		85,773		MWh		2.22%				Nuclear		85,773		0.46%

				Wind		10.28%						1,937,138		MWh				Biomass		45,966		MWh		1.19%				Wind		1,937,138		10.28%

				Biogas		0.30%						55,690		 MWh				Other Non-Biogenic 		17,570		MWh		0.46%				Biogas		59,859		0.32%

				Solar		0.21%						39,354		MWh				Petroleum 		13,562		MWh		0.35%				Solar		39,354		0.21%

				Other Biogenic		0.16%						30,245		MWh				Waste		14,554		MWh		0.38%				Other Biogenic		30,245		0.16%

				Biomass		0.16%						29,476		MWh				Biogas		4,169		MWh		0.11%				Biomass		75,442		0.40%

				Waste		0.15%						27,915		MWh						3,855,782.00								Waste		42,469		0.23%

				Petroleum		0.04%						7,666		MWh														Petroleum		21,228		0.11%

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.03%						4,770		MWh														Other Non-Biogenic		22,340		0.12%

												18,843,382																SUM		18,843,373		100.00%



				Pacific Power/PacifiCorp		% of Total 		Emissions Factor 		Units 								PacifiCorp Market Purchases 										PacifiCorp Totals 

				Coal		59.22%						8,793,652		MWh				Hydro		618,857		MWh		39.47%				Coal		9,414,367		63.41%

				Natural Gas		15.12%						2,245,165		MWh				Coal		620,715		MWh		39.59%				Natural Gas		2,501,024		16.84%

				Market Purchases 		10.56%						1,567,799		MWh				Natural Gas		255,859		MWh		16.32%				Nuclear		32,153		0.22%

				Wind		7.97%						1,183,309		MWh				Nuclear		32,153		MWh		2.05%				Wind		1,183,309		7.97%

				Hydro		5.41%						803,821		MWh				Biomass		22,301		MWh		1.42%				Hydro		1,422,678		9.58%

				Solar		0.60%						89,346		MWh				Other Non-Biogenic		9,628		MWh		0.61%				Solar		89,346		0.60%

				Biomass		0.42%						61,745		MWh				Petroleum		5,880		MWh		0.38%				Biomass		84,046		0.57%

				Geothermal		0.38%						56,993		MWh				Waste		1,869		MWh		0.12%				Geothermal		56,993		0.38%

				Biogas		0.13%						18,784		MWh				Biogas		537		MWh		0.03%				Biogas		19,321		0.13%

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.12%						17,636		MWh						1,567,799								Other Non-Biogenic		27,264		0.18%

				Petroleum		0.05%						7,451		MWh														Petroleum		13,331		0.09%

				Other Biogenic 		0.01%						1,250		MWh														Other Biogenic 		1,250		0.01%

				Waste		0.01%						964		MWh														Waste		2,833		0.02%

												14,847,915																SUM 		14,847,915		100.00%
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				Worksheet		Description

				Interactive Dashboard		The Interactive Dashboard is the user interface and likely the only worksheet utilized by most. The Dashboard allows the user to change the scale of activity for a variety of commonly understood high-benefit climate strategies by setting the activity from 0 to 100% for two time periods; 2020 - 2030 and 2030 - 2050. The user may change the values in columns C and F. As the Action settings are changed the wedge graphic will automatically update illustrating the effect on GHG emissions reductions as compared to the community climate goals (yellow dashed line on graphic). In addition to the illustrative wedge graphic - the user will see the "talking point metrics" change below the climate strategy settings. For example, a commonly discussed climate action is shifting from gasoline powered to electric vehicles. As the user changes the settings for electric vehicles the talking point metrics will automatically update to illustrate how many vehicles would need to be substituted from gasoline powered to electric during the time period. 

				Buildings Data		The Buildings Data worksheet is a summary of the results from the City of Portland's Buildings Analysis and Projections Tool. The Buildings Analysis tool was developed by Architecture 2030 in partnership with City staff and allow users to change settings specific to building-related climate strategies in order to forecast emissions reductions. Residential strategies considered in the Buildings Analysis include use of renewable electricity; use of and natural gas; implementation of Oregon's Zero Energy Building Code in new building; fuel switching from natural gas to electricity in new and existing buildings; energy efficiency retrofits in existing buildings; and a natural gas ban new non-residential buildings. City of Portland staff used this tool to estimate the GHG reduction benefits for various strategies that are used in this visualizer tool. The Buildings Data worksheet summarizes the results and shows how they are aligned with the strategies included in this visualizer tool and the Multnomah County Community GHG Inventory. Industrial building energy use is not included in the Buildings Analysis tool and therefore was modeled separately by Good Company. Also summarized on the Buildings Data worksheet.

In addition the Buildings Data worksheet includes links to resources and graphics to illustrate the relationship between climate action and equity considerations for building energy use. Maps from Energy Trust of Oregon and Oregon's Built Environment Efficiency Working Group are provided that illustrated specific census tracts within Multnomah County with high concentrations of low-income racially diverse households. Resources are also provide that highlight specific properties within Multnomah County that provide affordable housing and represent opportunities to implement energy efficiency strategies to reduce burden on vulnerable households. 

				Transportation Data		The Transportation Data worksheet is a summary of the results from PBOTs VisionsEval modeling. The State of Oregon VisionEval model was developed by Oregon Department of Transportation and downscaled by ODOT and PBOT to forecast emissions to 2050 for Multnomah County. See the Transport Data worksheet for strategy details. The Transportation Data worksheet summarizes the VE modeling results used on the Dashboard.

				Forest Carbon Storage Data		The Carbon Sequestration Data worksheet is a summary of the results from the U.S. Department of Forestry's iTree database which inventories existing carbon storage within the County and average annual sequestration rates from existing vegetation. This worksheet also include Good Company modeling calculations to estimate future potential if plantable lands were managed to maximize carbon storage. Existing and future estimates of carbon storage are included for the Portland area only and for Multnomah County. In addition the Carbon Sequestration Data worksheet includes links to resources and graphics to illustrate the relationship between climate action and equity considerations for carbon sequestration. Specifically a map is provided that overlays existing census tract tree canopy coverage with the proportion of low income households within the tract.

				Portland_GHGs_1990-2017 (unhide worksheets to view)		The Portland GHGs worksheet provides a summary of the Multnomah County community GHG inventory results for 1990 - 2018 by inventory accounting sector. 

				2030 Goal Calculation 
(unhide worksheets to view)		The 2030 Goal Calculation worksheet is used to calculate the 2030 Goal and specifically 1990 emissions using utility-specific electricity emissions factors. Utility-specific electricity emissions are used in the PBOT and Buildings analyses, but not in the communities GHG inventory which uses electricity emissions calculated using regional emissions factors. Unfortunately utility-specific factors are not readily available for 1990; therefore this sheet uses the difference between utility-specific and regional average emissions for the time period 2005 - 2017 to estimate 1990 utility-specific emissions. This calculation was needed in order to calculate the communities 2030 goal as currently written (e.g. 50% reduction in 2030 as compared to a 1990 baseline). 

				Industrial RPS RNG		Calculates baseline emissions reductions for industry use of natural gas and electricity.







Introduction
This tool was created by Good Company in partnership with Kapwa Consulting and City of Portland's Bureau of Planning and Sustainability. The purpose of this tool is to help interested parties visualize the scale of specific climate action strategies needed to meet the community's goal of Net-Zero Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions by 2050 (and a 2030 goal of 50% reduction compared to 1990 GHG emissions). Visualizer results are presented in terms of GHG reductions compared to community climate goals and also in "Action Metrics" which provide reduction equivalencies in more intuitive units (such as number of vehicles or number of homes to need to be retrofit by certain dates). These equivancies offer information to support a fair and just transition as climate actions are implemented. 

This visualizer is built upon and aligns the results from three distinct community analytical resources. These resources include 1) Multnomah County's Community Greenhouse Gas Inventory, 2) Portland Bureau of Transportation VisionEval modeling, and 3) City of Portland's Building Analysis and Projections. These resources represent recent, high quality analysis that measure and forecast community emissions based on a variety of potential actions that may be implemented between now and 2050. The resources estimate emissions reductions for various strategies, but are not prescriptive in precisely which actions are taken and how actions will be combined to reach community climate goals. That is the purpose of this tool, which combines the information from these sources and allows the user to set the scale of implementation for various actions to better understand the potential combinations of actions required to meet community climate action goals. 

The foundational resource used in this tool is the Multnomah County Greenhouse Gas Inventory. The community's GHG inventory has been conducted for calendar years spanning from 1990 - 2018 and represents the community's accounting of historic climate impacts and goal setting and therefore is the basis for future emissions forecasting in this tool. The other previously mentioned resources are based on the City of Portland geographic boundary, not Multnomah County, and therefore were adjusted per capita to align with the community's existing GHG inventory. Good Company  performed modeling for emissions sources not included in the previously described resources - specifically, industrial facility energy use and forest carbon sequestration potential within Multnomah County's plantable lands. 



Description of Tool Structure and Worksheet Details

The following table provides a summary of each worksheet included in this Excel workbook. 
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Interactive Dashboard

																																																						Year Count								3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33																								DO NOT DELETE - DATA FOR WEDGE GRAPHIC				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33																																		DO NOT DELETE - USED IN DROP DOWNS

				Interactive Dashboard - Inputs Table		Instructions

tc={00C94304-DE65-924F-8108-5F74092C96A1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    The values in column C and F, (light grey cells with black boarders), may be updated as appropriate for each Climate Strategy. 

Values may be changed for two time periods, 2020 - 2030 and 2030 - 2050. The values for the two time periods are additive with the total reduction (2020 - 2050) shown in column I. 

Some strategies have a limit, based on best currently available information, for the amount of implementation that may be achieved during the given time period. These limits are shown the columns E (2020 - 2030) and columns H (2030 - 2050). If the user input exceeds these limits the cell with highlight RED indicating that the inputs need to be adjusted to within the states limites. 																																																								2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050																								Year		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2020 - 2030 Slider Total		2020 - 2030 Total		2020 - 2030 Annual Ave		2020 - 2030 User Input		2020 - 2030 Slider Annual				2030- 2050 Slider Total		2030- 2050 Annual Ave		2020 - 2050 Total		2020 - 2050 User Input		2020 - 2050 Slider Total												Mode Shift Policies		New Gas Ban Policies

																																																						1990 Baseline								10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632																						1990 Baseline										10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632		10,523,632																																		None		No

				Climate Action Strategy		2020 - 2030 
Action Input		2030 Minimum		2030 Maximum		2030 - 2050
 Action Input		2050 Minimum		2050 Maximum		2020 - 2050 
Total Input %

tc={23BD65C3-A1E9-7540-BF4D-49892D726310}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Total Input % cannot exceed the 2050 maximum shown in column H. If the maximum is exceeded the cells in this row will highlighted in red. To remove the red - adjust the inputs to values that total less than the 2050 maximum.		Action Metric																																		2017 GHG Emissions								8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194																								2017 GHG Emissions								8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194		8,880,194																																		Pricing & Policy Alignment		Yes

																																																						0																																																																																																																																																																																																		Fuel Carbon Reduction 

				Building Baseline Reductions		31%		31%		31%		39%		39%		39%		39%		% reduction compared to building GHG emissions

tc={9E9E37AA-01BF-4B4D-82AE-9C9088526E72}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes reductions from utility integrated resource plans and energy efficiency from new construction consistent with ASHREA 90.1. Average annual growth rate (AAGR) used in Portland Buildings Analysis Tool is 1.3% for the period 2020 - 2050. 																																		Building Baseline Reductions								- 0		(177,699)		(355,399)		(533,098)		(710,797)		(888,497)		(1,066,196)		(1,243,896)		(1,421,595)		(1,599,294)		(1,776,994)		(1,809,759)		(1,842,523)		(1,875,288)		(1,908,053)		(1,940,818)		(1,973,583)		(2,006,348)		(2,039,113)		(2,071,878)		(2,104,643)		(2,137,408)		(2,170,173)		(2,202,938)		(2,235,703)		(2,268,468)		(2,301,233)		(2,333,998)		(2,366,763)		(2,399,527)		(2,432,292)																								Building Baseline Reductions								- 0		177,699		355,399		533,098		710,797		888,497		1,066,196		1,243,896		1,421,595		1,599,294		1,776,994		1,809,759		1,842,523		1,875,288		1,908,053		1,940,818		1,973,583		2,006,348		2,039,113		2,071,878		2,104,643		2,137,408		2,170,173		2,202,938		2,235,703		2,268,468		2,301,233		2,333,998		2,366,763		2,399,527		2,432,292		1,776,994		1,776,994		177,699		31		177,699				655,299		32,765		2,432,292		39		2,432,292												Programs, Projects, and Services

																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																								Strategic Electrification

				Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)		25%

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
		0%		25%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced

tc={4D2D9A1D-730D-2C44-91E1-4B0850BDC012}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all single family and all multi-family properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.																																		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)								0		(27,992)		(55,984)		(83,976)		(111,968)		(139,960)		(167,953)		(195,945)		(223,937)		(251,929)		(279,921)		(284,760)		(289,599)		(294,437)		(299,276)		(304,115)		(308,954)		(313,793)		(318,632)		(323,471)		(328,309)		(333,148)		(337,987)		(342,826)		(347,665)		(352,504)		(357,343)		(362,182)		(367,020)		(371,859)		(376,698)																								Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)								(0)		27,992		55,984		83,976		111,968		139,960		167,953		195,945		223,937		251,929		279,921		284,760		289,599		294,437		299,276		304,115		308,954		313,793		318,632		323,471		328,309		333,148		337,987		342,826		347,665		352,504		357,343		362,182		367,020		371,859		376,698		279,921		279,921		27,992		25		27,992				376,698		4,839		376,698		50		376,698												City of Portland Preferred Scenario

				.																																								2030 Emissions Reduction

				Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)		25%

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
		0%		25%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced

tc={E84D6830-C49B-AB4F-BBC5-9A8823D11314}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for commercial properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.																								from 1990 Baseline										Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)								- 0		(25,592)		(51,183)		(76,775)		(102,366)		(127,958)		(153,549)		(179,141)		(204,732)		(230,324)		(255,916)		(259,500)		(263,085)		(266,670)		(270,255)		(273,839)		(277,424)		(281,009)		(284,594)		(288,178)		(291,763)		(295,348)		(298,933)		(302,517)		(306,102)		(309,687)		(313,272)		(316,856)		(320,441)		(324,026)		(327,611)																								Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)								- 0		25,592		51,183		76,775		102,366		127,958		153,549		179,141		204,732		230,324		255,916		259,500		263,085		266,670		270,255		273,839		277,424		281,009		284,594		288,178		291,763		295,348		298,933		302,517		306,102		309,687		313,272		316,856		320,441		324,026		327,611		255,916		255,916		25,592		25		25,592				327,611		3,585		327,611		50		327,611

																																												60%

				New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%
		0%		50%		25%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between 2020 and 2050. 
		0%		50%		50%		% of GHGs reduced

tc={77809641-4A5A-F346-842E-49EF2B2FD243}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all new residential and commercial construction between 2020 and 2050. The maximum total reduction for this strategy is 50% by 2050. This wedge is meant to illustrate benefits of various code options.																																		New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)								- 0		(3,264)		(6,528)		(9,792)		(13,055)		(16,319)		(19,583)		(22,847)		(26,111)		(29,375)		(32,638)		(42,278)		(51,918)		(61,558)		(71,198)		(80,838)		(90,477)		(100,117)		(109,757)		(119,397)		(129,037)		(138,677)		(148,316)		(157,956)		(167,596)		(177,236)		(186,876)		(196,516)		(206,155)		(215,795)		(225,435)																								New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)								- 0		3,264		6,528		9,792		13,055		16,319		19,583		22,847		26,111		29,375		32,638		42,278		51,918		61,558		71,198		80,838		90,477		100,117		109,757		119,397		129,037		138,677		148,316		157,956		167,596		177,236		186,876		196,516		206,155		215,795		225,435		32,638		65,277		6,528		25		3,264				225,435		9,640		225,435		50		225,435

																																												2050 Emissions Reduction

				Renewable Electricity		80%

Microsoft Office User: User may select a value between 53% - 100%. Default value is set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 
		53%
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Comment:
    2030 Minimum based on existing utility IRPs.		100%
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Comment:
    2030 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		20%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 19 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between 2020 and 2050. Default values for 2030 and 2050 are set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 		72%
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on existing utility IRPs.		100%
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		100%		% of renewable electricity
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool set to equal the benefits for 100% renewable electricity by 2030 (based on Portland’s Climate Emergency resolution. Note that at a minimum, existing electric utility Integrated Resource Plans (IRP) indicate 72% renewable electricity in 2050 without additional action. Note that utility IRP’s indicate anticipated reductions greater than Oregon current renewable portfolio standard requirements. 																								towards a Net-Zero by 2050 Goal										Renewable Electricity								- 0		(72,899)		(145,797)		(218,696)		(291,595)		(364,493)		(437,392)		(510,291)		(583,190)		(656,088)		(728,987)		(720,112)		(711,236)		(702,361)		(693,486)		(684,611)		(675,735)		(666,860)		(657,985)		(649,110)		(640,234)		(631,359)		(622,484)		(613,609)		(604,733)		(595,858)		(586,983)		(578,108)		(569,233)		(560,357)		(551,482)																								Renewable Electricity								- 0		72,899		145,797		218,696		291,595		364,493		437,392		510,291		583,190		656,088		728,987		720,112		711,236		702,361		693,486		684,611		675,735		666,860		657,985		649,110		640,234		631,359		622,484		613,609		604,733		595,858		586,983		578,108		569,233		560,357		551,482		728,987		1,268,977		126,898		57		72,899				551,482		(8,875)		551,482		100		1,173,366

																																												96%

				Renewable Natural Gas		10%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 15% for 2030. This limit is based on existing utility integrated resource planning.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
		0%		15%		20%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 30%, but may not exceed a total of 30% between 2020 and 2050.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 

		0%		30%		30%		% emissions reduction from renewable natural gas
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for Gas GHG Factor set to “RNG”. This setting assumes a maximum of a 30% emissions reduction based on information from Northwest Natural’s 2018 integrated Resource Plan. 																																		Renewable Natural Gas								(0)		(7,261)		(14,521)		(21,782)		(29,042)		(36,303)		(43,563)		(50,824)		(58,085)		(65,345)		(72,606)		(77,177)		(81,748)		(86,319)		(90,890)		(95,461)		(100,032)		(104,603)		(109,174)		(113,746)		(118,317)		(122,888)		(127,459)		(132,030)		(136,601)		(141,172)		(145,743)		(150,314)		(154,885)		(159,456)		(164,027)																								Renewable Natural Gas								0		7,261		14,521		21,782		29,042		36,303		43,563		50,824		58,085		65,345		72,606		77,177		81,748		86,319		90,890		95,461		100,032		104,603		109,174		113,746		118,317		122,888		127,459		132,030		136,601		141,172		145,743		150,314		154,885		159,456		164,027		72,606		108,909		10,891		10		7,261				164,027		4,571		164,027		30		164,027



				Residential Electrification (existing homes)		25%		0%		100%		75%		0%		100%		100%		% of homes electrified
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Comment:
    Electrified homes are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing single family and multi-family homes																																		Residential Electrification (existing homes)								(0)		(1,348)		(2,696)		(4,045)		(5,393)		(6,741)		(8,089)		(9,437)		(10,786)		(12,134)		(13,482)		(24,228)		(34,974)		(45,720)		(56,466)		(67,212)		(77,958)		(88,704)		(99,450)		(110,196)		(120,942)		(131,688)		(142,435)		(153,181)		(163,927)		(174,673)		(185,419)		(196,165)		(206,911)		(217,657)		(228,403)																								Residential Electrification (existing homes)								0		1,348		2,696		4,045		5,393		6,741		8,089		9,437		10,786		12,134		13,482		24,228		34,974		45,720		56,466		67,212		77,958		88,704		99,450		110,196		120,942		131,688		142,435		153,181		163,927		174,673		185,419		196,165		206,911		217,657		228,403		13,482		53,928		5,393		25		1,348				228,403		10,746		228,403		100		228,403



				Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)		25%		0%		100%		75%		0%		100%		100%		% of commercial buildings electrified
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Comment:
    Electrified buildings are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing commercial buildings.																																		Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)								- 0		(1,959)		(3,919)		(5,878)		(7,838)		(9,797)		(11,756)		(13,716)		(15,675)		(17,635)		(19,594)		(31,884)		(44,174)		(56,464)		(68,754)		(81,044)		(93,334)		(105,624)		(117,914)		(130,204)		(142,494)		(154,784)		(167,074)		(179,364)		(191,654)		(203,944)		(216,234)		(228,523)		(240,813)		(253,103)		(265,393)																								Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)								- 0		1,959		3,919		5,878		7,838		9,797		11,756		13,716		15,675		17,635		19,594		31,884		44,174		56,464		68,754		81,044		93,334		105,624		117,914		130,204		142,494		154,784		167,074		179,364		191,654		203,944		216,234		228,523		240,813		253,103		265,393		19,594		78,376		7,838		25		1,959				265,393		12,290		265,393		100		265,393



				Natural Gas in New Construction		No						No								Yes or No if natural gas is used in new construction
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Reductions calculation using Architechture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool. These GHG reductions are equal to forecast natural gas use for future residential and commercial construction. 																																		Natural Gas in New Construction								- 0		(7,307)		(14,615)		(21,922)		(29,230)		(36,537)		(43,845)		(51,152)		(58,460)		(65,767)		(73,074)		(73,894)		(74,714)		(75,534)		(76,353)		(77,173)		(77,993)		(78,812)		(79,632)		(80,452)		(81,272)		(82,091)		(82,911)		(83,731)		(84,551)		(85,370)		(86,190)		(87,010)		(87,829)		(88,649)		(89,469)																								Natural Gas in New Construction								- 0		7,307		14,615		21,922		29,230		36,537		43,845		51,152		58,460		65,767		73,074		73,894		74,714		75,534		76,353		77,173		77,993		78,812		79,632		80,452		81,272		82,091		82,911		83,731		84,551		85,370		86,190		87,010		87,829		88,649		89,469		73,074		73,074		7,307		100		7,307				89,469		820		16,394		100		16,394



				Industrial Innovation
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Comment:
    Includes industrial natural gas consumption + transport gas customers		10%		0%		100%		90%		0%		100%		100%		% of GHGs reduced
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are equal to 2017 Portland community emissions for industrial natural gas (minus RNG reductions) and other industrial fuels (propane, diesel, etc.)																																		Industrial Innovation								0		(5,726)		(11,452)		(17,177)		(22,903)		(28,629)		(34,355)		(40,080)		(45,806)		(51,532)		(57,258)		(83,024)		(108,789)		(134,555)		(160,321)		(186,087)		(211,853)		(237,619)		(263,385)		(289,151)		(314,917)		(340,683)		(366,449)		(392,215)		(417,981)		(443,747)		(469,513)		(495,278)		(521,044)		(546,810)		(572,576)																								Industrial Innovation								(0)		5,726		11,452		17,177		22,903		28,629		34,355		40,080		45,806		51,532		57,258		83,024		108,789		134,555		160,321		186,087		211,853		237,619		263,385		289,151		314,917		340,683		366,449		392,215		417,981		443,747		469,513		495,278		521,044		546,810		572,576		57,258		572,576		57,258		10		5,726				572,576		25,766		572,576		100		572,576



				Transportation Baseline Reductions		23%		23%		17%		29%		17%		29%		29%		% reduction compared to transport GHG emissions																																		Transportation Baseline Reductions								- 0		(72,620)		(145,239)		(217,859)		(290,479)		(363,098)		(435,718)		(508,338)		(580,957)		(653,577)		(726,197)		(736,388)		(746,579)		(756,770)		(766,961)		(777,153)		(787,344)		(797,535)		(807,726)		(817,917)		(828,108)		(838,299)		(848,491)		(858,682)		(868,873)		(879,064)		(889,255)		(899,446)		(909,637)		(919,829)		(930,020)																								Transportation Baseline Reductions								- 0		72,620		145,239		217,859		290,479		363,098		435,718		508,338		580,957		653,577		726,197		736,388		746,579		756,770		766,961		777,153		787,344		797,535		807,726		817,917		828,108		838,299		848,491		858,682		868,873		879,064		889,255		899,446		909,637		919,829		930,020		726,197		726,197		72,620		17		72,620				203,823		10,191		930,020		29		930,020



				Transportation Policy Scenario		City of Portland Preferred Scenario														no metric - policy bundle assumption																																		Transportation Policy Scenario								0		(58,295)		(116,590)		(174,885)		(233,181)		(291,476)		(349,771)		(408,066)		(466,361)		(524,656)		(582,951)		(602,364)		(621,777)		(641,189)		(660,602)		(680,014)		(699,427)		(718,840)		(738,252)		(757,665)		(777,077)		(796,490)		(815,903)		(835,315)		(854,728)		(874,140)		(893,553)		(912,966)		(932,378)		(951,791)		(971,203)																								Transportation Policy Scenario								(0)		58,295		116,590		174,885		233,181		291,476		349,771		408,066		466,361		524,656		582,951		602,364		621,777		641,189		660,602		680,014		699,427		718,840		738,252		757,665		777,077		796,490		815,903		835,315		854,728		874,140		893,553		912,966		932,378		951,791		971,203		582,951		582,951		58,295		100		58,295				971,203		19,413		971,203		- 0		971,203



				Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.

		0%		100%		100%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		100%		% of gasoline replaced (remaining post policy scenario)
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of passenger vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and Policy Scenario. 

Reductions for this action assume electricity as likely replacement and therefore increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.																																		Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(40,734)		(81,468)		(122,203)		(162,937)		(203,671)		(244,405)		(285,139)		(325,874)		(366,608)		(407,342)		(448,076)		(488,810)		(529,544)		(570,279)		(611,013)		(651,747)		(692,481)		(733,215)		(773,950)		(814,684)																								Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		40,734		81,468		122,203		162,937		203,671		244,405		285,139		325,874		366,608		407,342		448,076		488,810		529,544		570,279		611,013		651,747		692,481		733,215		773,950		814,684		- 0		1,270,261		127,026		- 0		- 0				814,684		40,734		814,684		100		814,684



				Commercial Electric Vehicles				0%		100%				0%		100%		0%		% replacement of gasoline vehicles
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of commercial vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline. Reductions for this action increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.																																		Commercial Electric Vehicles								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																								Commercial Electric Vehicles								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0



				Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		0%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		0%		% of diesel replaced (remaining post policy scenario)
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of diesel emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and the selected Policy Scenario. 																																		Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																								Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		636,575		63,658		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		500,078		- 0		- 0



				Additional Forest Carbon Storage		10%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		90%

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		0%		100%		100%		% of plantable land forested
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Comment:
    Carbon sequestration potential for Multnomah County is provided by the US Forest Service iTree benefits calculator, which provides existing c-sequestration per acre and additional acres of plantable land. 																																		Additional Forest Carbon Storage								- 0		(4,768)		(9,537)		(14,305)		(19,074)		(23,842)		(28,611)		(33,379)		(38,148)		(42,916)		(47,685)		(69,143)		(90,601)		(112,060)		(133,518)		(154,976)		(176,434)		(197,893)		(219,351)		(240,809)		(262,267)		(283,726)		(305,184)		(326,642)		(348,100)		(369,559)		(391,017)		(412,475)		(433,933)		(455,392)		(476,850)																								Additional Forest Carbon Storage								- 0		4,768		9,537		14,305		19,074		23,842		28,611		33,379		38,148		42,916		47,685		69,143		90,601		112,060		133,518		154,976		176,434		197,893		219,351		240,809		262,267		283,726		305,184		326,642		348,100		369,559		391,017		412,475		433,933		455,392		476,850		47,685		476,850		47,685		10		4,768				429,165		21,458		476,850		100		476,850



				Remaining GHGs (post Climate Action)		4,212,891		0%		100%		454,050		0%		100%				MT CO2e																																		Remaining GHGs		0		0		0		8,880,194		8,413,464		7,946,733		7,480,003		7,013,273		6,546,543		6,079,812		5,613,082		5,146,352		4,679,622		4,212,891		4,024,949		3,837,007		3,649,065		3,461,123		3,273,181		3,085,239		2,897,297		2,709,355		2,521,413		2,333,471		2,145,529		1,957,587		1,769,645		1,581,702		1,393,760		1,205,818		1,017,876		829,934		641,992		454,050																								Remaining GHGs		0		0		0		8,880,194		8,413,464		7,946,733		7,480,003		7,013,273		6,546,543		6,079,812		5,613,082		5,146,352		4,679,622		4,212,891		4,024,949		3,837,007		3,649,065		3,461,123		3,273,181		3,085,239		2,897,297		2,709,355		2,521,413		2,333,471		2,145,529		1,957,587		1,769,645		1,581,702		1,393,760		1,205,818		1,017,876		829,934		641,992		454,050

				% Reduction from 1990 Baseline		60%						96%								% Reduction versus 1990 Baseline																																		Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)								8,880,194		8,518,356		8,156,518		7,794,681		7,432,843		7,071,005		6,709,167		6,347,329		5,985,492		5,623,654		5,261,816		4,998,725		4,735,635		4,472,544		4,209,453		3,946,362		3,683,271		3,420,181		3,157,090		2,893,999		2,630,908		2,367,817		2,104,726		1,841,636		1,578,545		1,315,454		1,052,363		789,272		526,182		263,091		0																								Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)								8,880,194		8,518,356		8,156,518		7,794,681		7,432,843		7,071,005		6,709,167		6,347,329		5,985,492		5,623,654		5,261,816		4,998,725		4,735,635		4,472,544		4,209,453		3,946,362		3,683,271		3,420,181		3,157,090		2,893,999		2,630,908		2,367,817		2,104,726		1,841,636		1,578,545		1,315,454		1,052,363		789,272		526,182		263,091		0

																																																						Average Annual Reduction								- 0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		361,838		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		263,091																								Average Annual Reduction																												361,838																																								263,091

																																								 														% Reduction from Baseline								16%		20%		24%		29%		33%		38%		42%		47%		51%		56%		60%		62%		64%		65%		67%		69%		71%		72%		74%		76%		78%		80%		81%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%																								% Reduction from Baseline		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		16%		20%		24%		29%		33%		38%		42%		47%		51%		56%		60%		62%		64%		65%		67%		69%		71%		72%		74%		76%		78%		80%		81%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%

				Action Metrics		Instructions
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Comment:
    The following table provides sense-of-scale data to illistrate the scale of action required for a given strategy to achieve the setting input in the table above. For example, the number of homes that would need to be retrofit in order to achieve energy efficiency savings. 

The following table also provides a simple means to scale the cost to of various actions to support equity policies. The user may unter a per unit cost to estimate the total capital required to support low-income households to make the transition for these strategies. See the grey cells with black boarders. Proxy values are included, but these values should be updated by local experts. 																																																2000 Baseline								12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208																								2000 Baseline								12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208		12,357,208

				Climate Action Strategy		2020 - 2030 Action						2030 - 2050 Action						2050 Total		Indicator Metric																																		% Reduction from 2000 Baseline								28%		32%		36%		39%		43%		47%		51%		55%		58%		62%		66%		67%		69%		70%		72%		74%		75%		77%		78%		80%		81%		83%		84%		86%		87%		89%		90%		92%		93%		95%		96%																								% Reduction from 2000 Baseline								28%		32%		36%		39%		43%		47%		51%		55%		58%		62%		66%		67%		69%		70%		72%		74%		75%		77%		78%		80%		81%		83%		84%		86%		87%		89%		90%		92%		93%		95%		96%

																																																						2005 Baseline								10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943																								2005 Baseline								10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943		10,641,943

				Residential Energy Efficiency 																																										s								% Reduction from 2005 Baseline								17%		21%		25%		30%		34%		38%		43%		47%		52%		56%		60%		62%		64%		66%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		76%		78%		80%		82%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%																								% Reduction from 2005 Baseline								17%		21%		25%		30%		34%		38%		43%		47%		52%		56%		60%		62%		64%		66%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		76%		78%		80%		82%		83%		85%		87%		89%		90%		92%		94%		96%

				Total Existing Homes		144,578						144,578						289,157		housing units requiring retrofit																																		2015 Baseline								8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553																								2015 Baseline								8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553		8,724,553

				Owner-Occupied		78,362						78,362						156,723																																				% Reduction from 2015 Baseline								0%		4%		9%		14%		20%		25%		30%		36%		41%		46%		52%		54%		56%		58%		60%		62%		65%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		78%		80%		82%		84%		86%		88%		90%		93%		95%																								% Reduction from 2015 Baseline								0%		4%		9%		14%		20%		25%		30%		36%		41%		46%		52%		54%		56%		58%		60%		62%		65%		67%		69%		71%		73%		75%		78%		80%		82%		84%		86%		88%		90%		93%		95%

				Renter-Occupied		66,217						66,217						132,434

				People of Color		32,080						32,080						64,160

				Low Income		17,933						17,933						35,865

				Average Cost per Weatherization		$   7,800						$   7,800						na		$ / retrofit
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Comment:
    Proxy cost entered in row 52 is based on the average Oregon cost for a weatherization retrofit based on data from Oregon Housing and Community Services. For details visit https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/170708. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 

				Cost to Retrofit Low Income Households		$   139,874,081						$   139,874,081						$   279,748,162		$ / time period



				Commercial Energy Efficiency

				Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)		19,029						19,029						38,057		commercial building requiring retrofit



				Residential Electrification

				Total Existing Homes		44,056						132,169						176,225		housing units requiring retrofit

				Owner-Occupied		33,862						101,587						135,449

				Renter-Occupied		10,194						30,582						40,776

				People of Color		9,775						9,775						19,551

				Low Income		5,464						5,464						10,929

				Average cost for heat pump installation		$   5,800						$   5,800						na		cost per housing unit
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Comment:
    Proxy cost values based on average installation costs for a two-head heat pump added to an existing natural gas system. No weatherization costs assumed. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 		

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
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Comment:
    Total Input % cannot exceed the 2050 maximum shown in column H. If the maximum is exceeded the cells in this row will highlighted in red. To remove the red - adjust the inputs to values that total less than the 2050 maximum.		

Microsoft Office User: Input a value of between 0 - 25%
						

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%
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Comment:
    Includes reductions from utility integrated resource plans and energy efficiency from new construction consistent with ASHREA 90.1. Average annual growth rate (AAGR) used in Portland Buildings Analysis Tool is 1.3% for the period 2020 - 2050. 		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may select a value between 53% - 100%. Default value is set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 
																																						% Reduction by Baseline Year

				Cost to Retrofit Low Income Households		$   31,693,828						$   31,693,828						$   63,387,656		$ (2020) / time period																								Baseline Year 2000

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

				Commercial Electrification																																								from 2000 Baseline

				Commercial Electrification		9,514						28,543						38,057		commercial buildings requiring retrofit																								66%

				Light Duty Fuel Replaced with Renewable Fuel

				Light-Duty Vehicles		200,000						390,000						590,000		number of vehicle registrations																								2050 Emissions Reduction

				Low income		10,000						19,000						28,792		number of vehicle registration for low-income households																								from 2000 Baseline

				EV marginal cost		$   5,000						$   5,000						na		cost per vehicle
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Comment:
    Proxy values in row 87 are rough values assuming a $10,000 premium for a new battery electric sedan combined with a combination of available State and Federall tax credits. This cost will vary widely depending on specific circumstances (e.g. new or used vehicle; Federal tax credit available, etc.). This value is intended to represent a rough marginal cost per electric vehicle. 		
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all single family and all multi-family properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 50%, but may not exceed a Total of 50% between 2020 and 2050. 
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Comment:
    2030 Minimum based on existing utility IRPs.		
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Comment:
    2030 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 15% for 2030. This limit is based on existing utility integrated resource planning.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for commercial properties. The tool assumes a maximum reduction of 25% by 2030 and and additional 25% by 2050 for a maximum total reduction of 50% between 2020 and 2050.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 19 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between 2020 and 2050. Default values for 2030 and 2050 are set equal to the rate required by Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. This rate was calculated using forecasts provided by local electric utilities. 

Oregon HB2021 requires utilities reduce GHG emissions from electricity 80% by 2030; 90% by 2035; and 100% by 2040. As of this writing (4/2022) the legislation is still in rulemaking and therefore subject to change. 		
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on existing utility IRPs.						
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis by selecting “% GHG Reduced” for all new residential and commercial construction between 2020 and 2050. The maximum total reduction for this strategy is 50% by 2050. This wedge is meant to illustrate benefits of various code options.		
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Comment:
    2050 maximum based on Portland’s goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2035.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 30%, but may not exceed a total of 30% between 2020 and 2050.

Oregon's Climate Protection Program requires regulated natural gas providers to supply 10% RNG/clean hydrogen by 2030 and 83% by 2050. 
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool set to equal the benefits for 100% renewable electricity by 2030 (based on Portland’s Climate Emergency resolution. Note that at a minimum, existing electric utility Integrated Resource Plans (IRP) indicate 72% renewable electricity in 2050 without additional action. Note that utility IRP’s indicate anticipated reductions greater than Oregon current renewable portfolio standard requirements. 		
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are based on the results from the Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for Gas GHG Factor set to “RNG”. This setting assumes a maximum of a 30% emissions reduction based on information from Northwest Natural’s 2018 integrated Resource Plan. 		
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Comment:
    Includes industrial natural gas consumption + transport gas customers																
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Comment:
    Electrified homes are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing single family and multi-family homes		
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Comment:
    Electrified buildings are heated and powered by renewable electricity instead of onsite fossil fuel use, for example, natural gas, propane or fuel oil. Emissions reductions are based on the modeled natural gas usage from Architecture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool for all existing commercial buildings.		
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Comment:
    R + C = Residential and Commercial Building Sectors

Reductions calculation using Architechture 2030’s Portland Buildings Analysis Tool. These GHG reductions are equal to forecast natural gas use for future residential and commercial construction. 		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Emissions reductions are equal to 2017 Portland community emissions for industrial natural gas (minus RNG reductions) and other industrial fuels (propane, diesel, etc.)		
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Comment:
    User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.						

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of passenger vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and Policy Scenario. 

Reductions for this action assume electricity as likely replacement and therefore increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of commercial vehicle gasoline emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline. Reductions for this action increase or decrease proportionately with the settings for Renewable Electricity Supply.		

Microsoft Office User: User may input a value of between 0 - 100%, but may not exceed a Total of 100% between the 2030 and 2050 input.
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Comment:
    Reductions are based on 100% of diesel emissions from Portland’s 2017 community GHG inventory minus reductions already included in the Transportation Baseline and the selected Policy Scenario. 		
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Comment:
    The following table provides sense-of-scale data to illistrate the scale of action required for a given strategy to achieve the setting input in the table above. For example, the number of homes that would need to be retrofit in order to achieve energy efficiency savings. 

The following table also provides a simple means to scale the cost to of various actions to support equity policies. The user may unter a per unit cost to estimate the total capital required to support low-income households to make the transition for these strategies. See the grey cells with black boarders. Proxy values are included, but these values should be updated by local experts. 														
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Comment:
    Carbon sequestration potential for Multnomah County is provided by the US Forest Service iTree benefits calculator, which provides existing c-sequestration per acre and additional acres of plantable land. 		
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Comment:
    Proxy cost entered in row 52 is based on the average Oregon cost for a weatherization retrofit based on data from Oregon Housing and Community Services. For details visit https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/170708. This value should be updated by local experts to reflect local conditions. 																								96%

				Cost to Transition for Low Income Households		50,000,000						95,000,000						$   145,000,000		$ (2020) / time period																								Baseline Year 2005

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

				Heavy Duty Fuel Replaced with Renewable Fuel																																								from 2005 Baseline

				Heavy-Duty Vehicles		7,000						2,000						9,000		number of vehicle registrations																								60%



				Forest Carbon Storage																																								2050 Emissions Reduction

				Plantable Land Reforested		9,918						89,258						99,176		additional acres planted																								from 2005 Baseline

																																												96%

																																												Baseline Year 2015

																																												2030 Emissions Reduction

																																												from 2015 Baseline

																																												52%



																																												2050 Emissions Reduction

																																												from 2015 Baseline

																																												95%











Portland 2050 Pathway to Net-Zero



Remaining GHGs	2020	2030	2050	8880193.8418855593	4212891.4132181332	454050.05031087436	Additional Forest Carbon Storage	0	47684.984855449853	476849.84855449857	Replace Remaining Diesel with Renewables	0	0	0	Commercial Electric Vehicles	Replace Remaining Gasoline with Renewables	0	0	814683.81527383998	Transportation Policy Scenario	-5.8207660913467407E-11	582951.41706082097	971203.44992398599	Transportation Baseline Reductions	0	726196.83815132244	930019.64539353177	Industrial Innovation	2020	2030	2050	-1.2732925824820995E-11	57257.62199218529	572576.21992185293	Natural Gas in New Construction	2020	2030	2050	0	73074.439090275511	89468.841059042679	Commercial Electrification (existing buildings)	0	19593.901803927507	265393.41208669805	Residential Electrification (existing homes)	1.8189894035458565E-12	13482.021722840622	228402.82657521195	Renewable Natural Gas	1.2732925824820995E-11	72605.803125812105	164027.44289937371	Renewable Electricity	2020	2030	2050	0	728986.92648493731	551482.0162636009	New Construction Energy Codes (R+C)	2020	2030	2050	0	32638	.451521921466	225435.00950267728	Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing buildings)	0	255915.56375594228	327610.70473356853	Residential Energy Efficiency (existing homes)	2020	2030	2050	-1.0186340659856796E-10	279920.85331452003	376698.11925053975	Building Baseline Reductions	2020	2030	2050	0	1776993.60578747	2432292.4401362631	Net-zero goal (w/2030 50% milestone)	2020	2030	2050	8880193.8418855593	5261816.1682274425	0	

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (MT CO2e)









Description of Remaining Emissions in 2050
After full implementation of all strategies considered here - there will still be a small fraction of emissions that remain based on Portland existing community GHG inventory. Remaining 2050 emissions include; 1) process emissions from waste treatment (solid waste and wastewater); and 2) fugitive refrigerant loss

It is unclear as of this writing how best to mitigate these sources of emissions with currently understanding of end-use energy needs and whether commercially available technologies can serve these needs. This should not be interpreted as a planning failure. Instead it is a humble acknowledgement that there are aspects of achieving to net-zero that require additional innovation and development. In the meantime - let's work together to focus on implementation of strategies and policies that are commercially viable right now. 



Buildings Data

		Table 1: 2017 Multnomah County Building GHGs  and Calculation of Per Capita Scaling Factor for the difference between City of Portland and Multnomah County. 

		Category		value				unit		source

		Building Analysis 2017 Baseline		3,531,956				MT CO2e		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		2017 Community GHG Invenotry (R+C only)		3,861,576				MT CO2e		2017 Community GHG Inventory - ClearPath Detailed Reports

		MC / Portland Bldg Analysis Ratio		1.09				unitless		GC Calculation

		2017 Community GHG Invenotry (RCI Baseline)		5,354,201				MT CO2e



		Table 2: City of Portland 2017, 2030, and 2050 GHGs by Fuel Type. 2030 and 2050 values show the forecast difference in emissions by energy source post implementation of reduction strategies. See Table 3 for details by strategy. 

		A2030 Building Analysis Emissions		2017 (MT CO2e)		2030 (MT CO2e)		2050 (MT CO2e)		source

		Electricity SFR Existing Building 		674,787		283,121		122,541		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity MFR Existing Building 		631,326		270,701		120,439		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity COM Existing Building 		1,416,160		612,510		279,030		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Electricity Existing Building		2,722,273		1,166,332		522,010

		Natural Gas SFR Existing Building 		324,524		313,025		294,183		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas MFR Existing Building 		159,537		157,262		151,925		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas COM Existing Building 		325,621		323,773		320,262		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Natural Gas Existing Building		809,682		794,060		766,370

		Electricity SFR New Construction				17,461		15,170		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity MFR  New Construction				64,434		86,493		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Electricity COM  New Construction				65,541		76,915		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Electricity New Construction				147,436		178,579

		Natural Gas SFR  New Construction				19,306		36,419		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas MFR  New Construction				37,433		109,105		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Natural Gas COM  New Construction				34,645		88,281		Portland Buildings Baseline & Projections Analysis

		Total Natural Gas New Construction				91,383		233,805

		Total Building Emissions		3,531,956		2,199,212		1,700,764



		Table 3: City of Portland 2017, 2030, and 2050 GHGs by Climate Action Strategy. 2030 and 2050 values show the forecast difference post implementation of reduction strategies. See Table 2 for details by energy type. 

		New Portland Summary Table (scenarios in bold)				2017 - 2030 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reduction		Toggle Selected		Notes

		Baseline				1,332,744		1,831,192				RPS - existing demolition + new construction

		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing electricity)				138,455		121,490

		Residential Energy Efficiency (existing natural gas)				117,572		223,054

		Existing Residential Energy Efficiency		Total		256,027		344,544		Up to 25% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing electricity)				153,128		139,515

		Commercial Energy Efficiency (existing natural gas)				80,943		160,131

		Existing Commercial Energy Efficiency		Total		234,071		299,646		Up to 25% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		New Construction Energy Codes (electricity)				36,859		89,289

		New Construction Energy Codes (residential natural gas)				14,185		72,762

		New Construction Energy Codes (commercial natural gas)				8,661		44,140

		New Construction Energy Codes 		Total		59,705		206,192		Up to 50% GHG Reduction by 2030, and 50% GHG Reduction by 2050

		Renewable Electricity				985,326		350,294		Up to 100% Renewable Electricity by 2030

		Renewable Natural Gas Existing Residential				52,907		66,916

		Renewable Natural Gas Existing Commercial				36,424		48,039

		Renewable Natural Gas New Residential				6,383		21,829

		Renewable Natural Gas New Commercial				3,898		13,242

		Renewable Natural Gas		Total		99,612		150,026		Up to 15% RNG by 2030, and 30% RNG by 2050

		Existing Residential Electrification				35,272		156,138		Up to 10% by 2030, and 100% by 2050

		Existing Commercial Electrification				24,283		112,092		Up to 10% by 2030, and 100% by 2050

		New Residential Natural Gas Ban				42,554		50,934		Up to 100% by 2030 or 2050

		New Commercial Natural Gas Ban				25,984		30,898		Up to 100% by 2030 or 2050

		Sub total (above reductions)				3,095,578		3,531,956



				2017 - 2030 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reductions 
(MT CO2e)

		Single Family Home Electrification				85,430

		Commercial Building Electrification		
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    2030 values is larger than 2050 in the tool. Becuase the difference is small in scale and to greatly simplify calculations - both values are set equal to the lower value = 2050.		116,186



		Table 4: Table 4 (Portland only) reduction values adjusted per capita for Multnomah County. Values in green are used in the Interactive Dashboard. 

		Multnomah County  Summary Table		2017 - 2030 Reduction		2031 - 2050 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reductions 
(MT CO2e)

		Building Baseline Reductions		1,457,123		544,966		2,002,088

		Residential Energy Efficiency		279,921		96,777		376,698

		Commercial Energy Efficiency		255,916		71,695		327,611

		Renewable Electricity Supply (New RPS)		1,077,282		-694,296		382,986

		Renewable Natural Gas		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Residential Electrification		67,410		160,993		228,403

		Commercial Building Electrification		97,970		167,424		265,393

		New Construction Energy Codes		65,277		160,158		225,435

		Natural Gas Ban		73,074		16,394		89,469

		Subtotal		3,482,881		579,230		4,062,110

		R + C Maxiumum Potential Reductions		3,384,473		477,103		3,861,576

		Industrial Baseline RPS (72% reduction by 2050)		319,871		110,333		430,204

		Industrial New RPS (100% Renewable by 2040)		191,695		-23,199		168,496

		Industrial RNG (30% Renewable by 2050)		60,408		60,408		120,815

		Industrial Innovation		190,859		381,717		572,576

		RCI Maxiumum Potential Reductions		3,636,576		514,312		5,153,668

		RCI Baseline Reductions		1,776,994		655,299		2,432,292

		Green cells used on interative dashboard

		Table 5: Table below is used to create interactive results in the Interactive Dashboard between RNG and electrification settings. 

		Residential Electrification (existing homes) - Setting from Dashboard		100%

		Commercial Electrification (existing buildings) - Setting from Dashboard		100%

		Renewable Natural Gas		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Renewable Natural Gas w/RC electrification		108,909		55,119		164,027

		Renewable Natural Gas wo/RC electrification		132,186		167,866		300,052





		2020 Percent HH Low Income

		262470		RefCase-UrbanHhPopLowInc

		2116121		RefCase-Pop_Urban

		12%

		Source: PBOT, VE Analysis 2022







Introduction to the Building Background Information
Building sector greenhouse gas reductions are modeled using Architechure2030s Excel tool titled Portland Baseline & Projections Analysis 200603. Results from the tool were captured using various setting combinations to forecast the emissions reductions for the Strategies listed in the tables beginning in F60. The values on this table and highlighted in green are used on the Interactive Dashboard as the basis for the 2030 and 2050 Action Settings. 

This worksheet is used in this calculator as the source of background information for the Building actions shown on the dashboard. 

Equity considerations and building-sector emissions reductions - Existing multifamily building energy efficiency is listed as an early action to ensure the an early focus to provide emissions and cost reductions to low-income and otherwise vulnarable community members. See the worksheet titled County Demographics for detailed statistics on number of households using various fossil fuel types by annual income and race. Additition information that mayb be useful includes the map to the right and the link to the interative GIS below the image. This resource allows for easy identification of related properties.  The Energy Trust of Oregon provided the following summary of historic energy efficiency activity in Multnomah County. 

Residential: There are 212,824 residential customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 65% (138,369) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 3,249 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 

Commercial: There are 38,057 commercial customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 51% (19,283) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 342 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 

Industrial: There are 2,634 industrial customer sites in Multnomah County. Of those, 44% (1,154) have participated in an Energy Trust program for which they had savings and/or generation. In particular, 33 sites participated in an Energy Trust renewable energy program. 





Transport Data



		Table 1: Allocation of Multnomah County GHGs to VisionEval transportation categories. Rows 21 - 26 are from Multnomah County's 2017 Community GHG Inventory. Total emissions are allocated to VisionEval categories in column B on the lower part of the table. Reductions are calculated for each scenario considered  in the PBOT analysis  in columns C - J . 

		Portland CAP - 2017 Sector-based, 2017 GHG Inventory results		2017 MT CO2e		Source

		Propane		172,182
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    Values here from Portland / MC’s 2017 GHG Inventory. See Portland GHGs worksheet.		Portland 2017 Community GHG Inventory 

		Gasoline		1,921,541

		Diesel		1,109,958

		Ethanol		12,276

		Biodiesel		28

		Total		3,215,985



		Table 2: Summary of reduction values used on the Interactive Dashboard

		Forecast Emissions Reductions, 2017 - 2050 by Action Bundle		2017 - 2030 Emissions 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2050 Emissions 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2030 Reduction (MT CO2e)		2030 - 2050 Reduction 
(MT CO2e)		2017 - 2050 Reduction 
(MT CO2e)		Source

		Existing Policies*		3,942,182		4,146,005		726,197		203,823		930,020		PBOT VisionEval (VE) Analysis

		Table 1: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs and GHG Reduction by Scenario

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction

		RefCase		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		3,095,682		2,842,259		902,918		253,423		1,156,341

		Pricing & Policy Alignment		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		2,800,600		2,363,972		1,198,000		436,628		1,634,628

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 		3,985,219		3,969,901		3,625,028		2,652,533		2,273,036		1,317,367		379,497		1,696,864

		Programs, Projects, and Services		4,003,557		3,989,090		3,888,926		3,085,014		2,822,425		904,075		262,589		1,166,664

		Strategic Electrification		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,684		3,035,231		2,477,598		963,369		557,632		1,521,002

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario		3,975,709		3,960,392		3,615,839		2,332,661		1,596,504		1,627,732		736,157		2,363,889

		Table 2: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs Scenario Reductions (minus Ref Case)

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction

		RefCase		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		3,095,682		2,842,259		902,918		253,423		1,156,341

		Pricing & Policy Alignment		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,654		2,800,600		2,363,972		295,082		183,204		478,286

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 		3,985,219		3,969,901		3,625,028		2,652,533		2,273,036		414,449		126,074		540,523

		Programs, Projects, and Services		4,003,557		3,989,090		3,888,926		3,085,014		2,822,425		1,157		9,166		10,323

		Strategic Electrification		4,013,066		3,998,600		3,898,684		3,035,231		2,477,598		60,451		304,209		364,660

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario		3,975,709		3,960,392		3,615,839		2,332,661		1,596,504		724,814		482,734		1,207,547

		Table 3: Adjustment factor Portland/MC Community Inventory and VE MC results

		Source		Transporation Emissions

				2017 (MT CO2e0

		VE Modeling		3,998,600

		Portland Community GHG Inventory		3,215,985

		Adjustment Factor		0.80

		Table 4: 2022 VisionEval Modeling - Multnomah County Road Outputs (adjusted for 2017 Portland/MC Community GHG Inventory)

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction		2030 LDV Remainder (Post Scenario)		2030 HDV Remainder  (Post Scenario)		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2050 LDV Remainder		2050 HDV 
Remainder		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 to 2050 LDV Difference		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 to 2050 HDV Difference		2030 to 2050 HDV Difference

		RefCase				3,215,985								726,197		203,823		930,020		1,631,591		858,197		66%		34%		100%		1,302,455		983,510		57%		43%		100%		89,037		190,107		101,070		3,822		1,919		(1,902)		- 0

		Pricing & Policy Alignment				3,215,985								237,328		147,347		384,675		1,389,175		863,286		62%		38%		100%		903,020		998,271		47%		53%		100%		163,478		312,765		149,287		3,744		1,695		(2,049)		- 0

		Fuel Carbon Reduction 				3,215,985								333,332		101,398		434,731		1,491,971		664,485		69%		31%		100%		1,170,782		680,452		63%		37%		100%		131,911		230,541		98,630		6,762		6,520		(242)		- 0

		Programs, Projects, and Services				3,215,985								931		7,372		8,303		1,627,895		860,963		65%		35%		100%		1,295,333		982,329		57%		43%		100%		90,172		192,294		102,122		3,780		1,937		(1,842)		- 0

		Strategic Electrification				3,215,985								48,620		244,669		293,288		1,630,420		810,749		67%		33%		100%		1,296,804		695,873		65%		35%		100%		89,397		191,843		102,446		4,542		6,286		1,744		1,744

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario				3,215,985								582,951		388,252		971,203		1,270,261		636,575		67%		33%		100%		814,684		500,078		62%		38%		100%		199,993		339,891		139,898		7,186		9,258		2,072		2,072

		None				3,215,985								0		0		0		1,631,591		858,197		66%		34%		100%		1,302,455		983,510		57%		43%		100%		89,037		190,107		101,070		3,821.70		1,919		(1,902)



		Table 4: Pathways Dashboard lookup table for scenario reduction and remaining emissions post scenario action. Post-action emissions are allocated LD and HD Fuel Substitutions

		Scenario		2010		2017		2020		2030		2050		2017 to 2030 Reduction		2030 to 2050 Reduction		2017 to 2050 Reduction		2030 LDV Remainder (Post Scenario)		2030 HDV Remainder  (Post Scenario)		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2050 LDV Remainder		2050 HDV 
Remainder		% LDV		% HDV		Total		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 LDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 LDV Vehicle Registrations		2019 Total Registrations - 2030 Scenario and LDV Settings		Total Adjusted - 2050 Policy Settings		User Setting for LDV Fuel Replacement (on Dashboard)		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2030 HDV Vehicle Resitrations		2050 HDV Vehicle Registrations		2019 Total Registrations - 2030 Scenario and LDV Settings		Total Adjusted - 2050 Policy Settings		User Setting for LDV Fuel Replacement (on Dashboard)

		City of Portland Preferred Scenario				3,215,985								582,951		388,252		971,203		1,270,261		636,575		67%		33%				814,684		500,078		62%		38%				199,993		139,898		199,993		390,069		390,069		250,171		250,171		7185.8799741573		2072.0094981134		7185.8799741573		2,072		9,663		7,591		0





Pathways Transportation Wedge Descriptions & VisionEval Assumptions
 
See spreadsheet for additional info: COP_Wedge_Only_021622.xlsx
 
Reference Case: The VisionEval Reference Case is an amalgamation of existing adopted plans, forecasts, and policies, including the 2013 Statewide Transportation Strategy, the Oregon Clean Fuels Program, the 2018 Regional Transpiration Plan’s Climate Smart Strategy, and future energy, income, population, and employment forecasts. An inventory of current conditions and conversations with relevant staff helped inform expected trajectories of reference case inputs, which in some cases were more tempered than plans and future targets. 
 
Pricing & Policy Alignment: The Pricing and Policy Alignment wedge is comprised of road and parking pricing strategies and policies including a cap on increasing freeway and arterial lane miles. The two pricing strategies included in this wedge are parking pricing, which assumes a doubling of all parking charges starting in 2025, as well as expanding parking management areas in Portland, and a VMT fee sufficient to manage demand (also known as a road user charge), which models a $0.05 per mile fee on all Portland metropolitan area roads starting in 2025 and increasing by $0.01 per year through 2050. 
 
Fuel Carbon Intensity Reduction: The Fuel Carbon Intensity Reduction wedge assumes a similar carbon intensity goal as that set forth in Executive Order No. 20-04, which amends the existing Oregon state low-carbon fuel standards and requires a reduction in the average greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per unit of fuel energy by 20% below 2015 levels by 2030 and 25% below 2015 levels by 2035. The City of Portland and the Oregon State Legislature are separately considering a renewable fuels standard (RFS) for fossil diesel sold in Portland or in the State of Oregon.
 
Programs, Projects, and Services: The Programs, Projects, and Services wedge is comprised of residential and employer TDM programs and a series of traffic operations measures, including Intelligent Transportation Systems, signals, incident response, and active traffic management. The residential TDM program assumes 5% of households in the four-county urbanized area participate in a TDM financial incentives program each year. The employer TDM program assumes that all employers with more than 50 employees implement TDM programs with financial incentives, which represents a dramatic expansion of the existing Employee Commute Options (ECO) program. TDM programs with financial incentives have demonstrated greater behavior change and VMT reduction than information-based TDM programs. The traffic operations component assumes  a region-wide increase in several intelligent transportation system (ITS) measures designed to increase driving efficiency, including incident management, traffic signal coordination, and active traffic management (ATM) of freeways. The incident response inputs assume additional resources are invested from 2025-2050 to keep pace with increasing population and VMT, yielding a greater proportion of the highway system in the region covered by incident management programs. The traffic signal coordination inputs assume a greater proportion of signals are coordinated  from 2035-2050. The Freeway ATM input assumes a slight increase in 2035 and 2040, which is then held constant through 2050. 
 
Strategic Electrification: The Strategic Electrification wedge focuses on high value electrification actions, including providing e-bike purchase incentives, increasing the percentage of passenger and goods delivery e-miles, increasing the number of and equitable access to electric vehicle chargers, and heavy truck electrification. The EV charging assumptions include a doubling of charging availability over reference case levels in group quarters and multifamily housing. The heavy truck electrification scenario assumes a heavy truck powertrain electrification rate of 25% by 2050. 
 
City of Portland Preferred Scenario: The City of Portland Preferred Scenario wedge assumes a combination of the strategies included in the above wedges.   The combination of strategies produces substantial VMT and GHG emissions reductions. The cumulative effect of the above strategies is not simply a sum of its parts as there is synergy between the component wedges. Strategies that reduce VMT in turn decrease the amount of fuel consumed and the number of vehicle miles to electrify—as such, there is less reliance on measures that reduce the fuel carbon intensity of fuel or electrify fleets to do the heavy lifting of reducing emissions. 
Executive Order No. 20-04. (2020). “Directing State Agencies to Take Actions to Reduce and Regulate Greenhouse Gas Emissions.” https://www.oregon.gov/gov/Documents/executive_orders/eo_20-04.pdf. 
Employee Commute Options (ECO) is a mandatory program for large employers (those with 100+ employees). Under Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)'s ECO Program, employers with more than 100 employees must provide commute options to employees designed to reduce the number of cars driven to work in Portland and surrounding areas. The ECO program does not require employers to implement financially-based TDM programs; however the program does require that the commute options provided by employers have the potential to reduce employee commute auto trips by 10% within three years of its baseline survey.



Forest C-Storage Data

																Source:		https://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/interactivemap/

		Geography		Description		unit		Source		2011		2020		2030		2050

		Multnomah County		Existing Carbon Storage		MT CO2e				47,828,444

		Multnomah County		Additional from Existing		MT CO2e / year						72,772		266,831		266,831

		Multnomah County		Additional from New		MT CO2e / year						0		210,019		210,019		Green cells used on interactive dashboard



		Multnomah County Categories		value		unit				Source		Notes

		Multnomah County Categories

		Total Land Area		297,986		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy Area		126,004		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy CO2e Storage		47,828,444		MT CO2e				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree		Converted from short tons to metric tons

		Canopy CO2e Storage		380		MT CO2e / acre						Calculated using iTree data

		Canopy CO2e Storage		266,831		MT CO2e / year				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Canopy CO2e Storage		2.1		MT CO2e / acre						Calculated using iTree data

		Plantable Area		99,176		acres				U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree

		Plantable CO2e Storage		37,645,105		MT CO2e						Calculated using iTree data

		Plantable CO2e Storage		210,019		MT CO2e / year						Calculated using iTree data



		Conversion Factors - Do not delete

		1		metric ton		 =		1.1		short ton

		0.9		metric ton		 =		1		short ton







																Source:		https://landscape.itreetools.org/report/dcac7b19-9d92-406d-a8e7-3b4084412b7c/mult-co-executive-summary















































Introduction to the Carbon Sequestration Background Information

Carbon sequestration is the removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and storage in trees, other vegetation, and soil. Management of these resources towards maximizing carbon storage is an opportunity towards reaching net-zero climate goals. To estimate future storage potential from existing tree canopy and plantable land the U.S. Department of Forestry tool iTree was utilized. This tool provides estimates of existing carbon storage and average annual sequestration rates as well as acres of plantable land that may be utilized for future plantings. This data is summarized below for Multnomah County as well as City of Portland. Average carbon storage for existing plantings is used to estimate future potential for plantable lands and is the basis for the reductions shown on the Interactive Dashboard. See the figure to the right that shows the geographic distribution of carbon storage within Multnomah County. 

Equity considerations and building-sector emissions reductions - The scale of existing and future potential carbon storage is often times much less in an urban environment as compared to rural areas as less plantable space is available. That said trees provide significant co-benefits in urban settings by providing shade to reduce the urban heat island effect and energy needs for summer time cooling. Near-term climate action could consider increasing tree canopy in low-income neighborhoods. The figure to the right provides a map that compares average household income by census tract and current trees. The tracts with colored yellow with the largest orange dots represent those acres with the highest proportion of low-income households and the least tree canopy. 

https://landscape.itreetools.org/report/dcac7b19-9d92-406d-a8e7-3b4084412b7c/mult-co-executive-summaryhttps://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/interactivemap/

Portland_GHGs_1990-2017

		Carbon dioxide emissions in Multnomah Co., 1990 - 2017

		Note: Figures have been revised from previous years to incorporate revised data from U.S. E.I.A., updated electricity emission coefficients provided by ICLEI,

		and estimated ethanol use.



		Total emissions (metric tons CO2-equivalent)



		Year		1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Change since previous year		Change since1990



		Residential		1,725,287		1,755,648		1,849,527		2,007,213		1,997,722		1,934,359		1,836,547		1,690,227		1,639,341		1,675,219		1,616,336		1,653,947		1,658,144		1,553,278		1,635,196		1,342,445		1,367,385		1,593,732		1,437,719		1,189,650		1,396,551		17.4%		-19%



		Commercial		1,876,596		2,042,152		2,134,542		2,393,380		2,399,566		2,285,352		2,181,299		2,035,008		2,005,587		2,067,089		2,004,971		2,024,914		1,933,092		1,891,863		1,923,245		1,574,688		1,584,840		2,009,853		2,004,309		1,579,286		1,679,696		6.4%		-10%



		Industrial		1,891,448		2,103,634		2,314,244		2,298,917		2,039,112		1,852,853		1,634,145		1,543,706		1,469,937		1,526,306		1,415,186		1,420,897		1,295,088		1,334,571		1,432,393		1,237,297		1,192,860		1,396,629		1,391,288		1,173,003		1,098,880		-6.3%		-42%



		Transportation		2,979,109		3,155,462		3,168,355		3,120,090		3,103,385		3,299,531		3,223,904		3,203,745		3,144,837		3,237,242		3,275,821		2,945,592		2,931,841		2,940,484		2,874,495		2,814,737		2,823,294		2,846,345		2,948,761		3,007,898		3,215,984		6.9%		8%

																																																																																				

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not included in total		

Diesner, Kyle: Diesner, Kyle:
Not inlcuded in total		0%		6%		6%		5%		4%		11%		8%		8%		6%		9%		10%		-1%		-2%		-1%		-4%		-6%		-5%		-4%		-1%		1%		8%

		Solid Waste		510,022		490,021		432,202		423,228		401,309		446,122		498,451		470,213		474,260		502,516		461,769		429,818		358,127		98,240		97,709		92,845		106,755		102,441		117,188		116,571		109,906		-5.7%		-78%				 = remaining sources of emissions after full implementation. See 2030 Goal Calc. worksheet for more.



		Wastewater Treatment		19,483		22,734																						14,733		14,855		14,953		17,238		17,271		18,312		17,902		16,755		17,244		2.9%		-11%



		Fugitive Emissions		35,701		76,370		125,246		132,818		138,920		143,723		145,779		148,974		153,025		163,051		174,130		186,550		198,477		184,276		183,847		191,207		168,034		173,158		184,078		183,318		182,859		-0.3%		412%



		Total		9,037,646		9,646,021		10,024,116		10,375,646		10,080,014		9,961,940		9,520,125		9,091,873		8,886,987		9,171,423		8,948,213		8,661,718		8,389,502		8,017,567		8,161,838		7,270,457		7,260,439		8,140,470		8,101,245		7,266,481		7,701,120		6.0%		-15%

		% change from 1990		0%		7%		11%		15%		12%		10%		5%		1%		-2%		1%		-1%		-4%		-7%		-11%		-10%		-20%		-20%		-10%		-10%		-20%		-14.79%

		% change from 2000								0%		-3%		-4%		-8%		-12%		-14%		-12%		-14%		-17%		-19%		-23%		-21%		-30%		-30%		-22%		-22%		-30%		-26%		50,066

										0		0%		-2%		-2%		0%		3%		5%		7%		8%		2%		1%		4%		7%		8%		12%		17%		23%		28%		33%

		This report has been generated for Portland, Oregon using ClearPath software suite from ICLEI-USA		ERROR:#REF!								 																										Total Emissons per square mile						ERROR:#REF!		16,526

						ERROR:#REF!								19%																								Total Emissons per square kilometer								6,380

										0.22%

										0.40%																								Total GPC Compliant		7,428,473		8,313,628		8,285,323		7,449,799		7,883,979

																																														Change since previous year		Change since1990

				1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017

		Multnomah Co. population		583,887		626,500		646,850		660,486		669,766		676,775		679,187		672,660		675,175		684,693		699,186		714,567		726,855		735,334		747,977		758,817		766,082		776,712		790,294		799,766		807,555		0.97%		38%

		Multnomah Co. Jobs		375,768		415,113		444,815		453,254		444,397		428,919		419,713		420,129		428,305		439,302		447,909		449,568		423,770		421,452		430,662		441,648		451,880		465,483		480,109		492,062		502,929		2.21%		34%

		Per capita emissions (metric tons CO2-equivalent)		0%		10%		18%		21%		18%		14%		12%		12%		14%		17%		19%		20%		13%		12%		15%		18%		20%		24%		28%		31%		34%



		Year		1990		1995		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Change since previous year		Change since1990



		Residential		3.0		2.8		2.9		3.0		3.0		2.9		2.7		2.5		2.4		2.4		2.3		2.3		2.3		2.1		2.2		1.8		1.8		2.1		1.8		1.5		1.7		16%		-41%



		Commercial		3.2		3.3		3.3		3.6		3.6		3.4		3.2		3.0		3.0		3.0		2.9		2.8		2.7		2.6		2.6		2.1		2.1		2.6		2.5		2.0		2.1		5%		-35%



		Industrial		3.2		3.4		3.6		3.5		3.0		2.7		2.4		2.3		2.2		2.2		2.0		2.0		1.8		1.8		1.9		1.6		1.6		1.8		1.8		1.5		1.4		-7%		-58%



		Transportation		5.1		5.0		4.9		4.7		4.6		4.9		4.7		4.8		4.7		4.7		4.7		4.1		4.0		4.0		3.8		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.8		4.0		6%		-22%



		Solid Waste		0.9		0.8		0.7		0.6		0.6		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.6		0.5		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		-7%		-84%



		Wastewater Treatment		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2%		-36%



		Fugitive Emissions		0.1		0.1		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.2		0.3		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2		-1%		270%



		Total		15.5		15.4		15.5		15.7		15.1		14.7		14.0		13.5		13.2		13.4		12.8		12.1		11.5		10.9		10.9		9.6		9.5		10.5		10.3		9.1		9.5		5%		-38%

		% change from 1990		0%		-1%		0%		1%		-3%		-5%		-9%		-13%		-15%		-13%		-17%		-22%		-25%		-30%		-30%		-38%		-39%		-32%		-34%		-41%		-38%

		% change from 2000								0%		-4%		-6%		-11%		-14%		-16%		-15%		-19%		-23%		-27%		-31%		-31%		-39%		-40%		-33%		-35%		-42%		-39%





















































































































										

John Tydlaska: John Tydlaska:
from eGrid for NWPP



2030 Goal Calculation

				1990		2000		2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		Cumulative Totals		RCI adjustment factors

		Electricity

		Res (regional electricity grid)		1,194,481		1,351,676		1,044,763		1,067,426		996,546		1,000,629		979,748		957,545		976,381		745,738		738,904		991,710		917,532		630,589		693,002		11,740,513

		Comm (regional electricity grid)		1,338,950		1,859,827		1,543,190		1,584,870		1,513,011		1,504,718		1,400,019		1,400,727		1,410,871		1,109,738		1,110,587		1,534,920		1,510,532		1,060,518		1,050,065		17,733,765

		Ind (regional electricity grid)		902,822		1,326,784		788,017		803,977		742,246		730,821		652,677		684,274		693,723		529,897		506,101		701,514		697,171		448,454		405,489		8,384,360

		Total (regional electricity grid)		3,436,253		4,538,287		3,375,969		3,456,273		3,251,802		3,236,167		3,032,445		3,042,546		3,080,975		2,385,373		2,355,591		3,228,144		3,125,235		2,139,561		2,148,556		37,858,639

		Res (electric utility specific)		1,645,880

tc={147E5C38-7D83-2B47-B770-C36CA0B89F35}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1990 values are unavailable from any State agency or utility. Proxy values for utility-specific 1990 emissions are calculated using 1990 emissions values using the regional grid average multiplied by an average utility specific / regional ratio value calculated using available data years, 2005 - 2017 		1,862,480		1,528,546		1,528,551		1,481,951		1,455,607		1,468,936		1,360,767		1,171,792		1,057,666		1,047,413		1,074,085		1,047,663		909,564		1,044,757		16,177,298		1.38

		Comm (electric utility specific)		1,955,348		2,716,014		2,358,085		2,367,451		2,367,458		2,301,675		2,198,506		2,077,734		1,804,403		1,715,480		1,731,026		1,809,298		1,848,977		1,633,391		1,684,172		25,897,656		1.46

		Ind (electric utility specific)		1,321,012		1,941,355		1,244,295		1,232,069		1,177,349		1,121,675		1,029,308		1,014,900		882,470		815,727		791,922		827,055		851,904		680,649		598,701		12,268,023		1.46

		Total (electric utility specific)		4,922,240		6,519,848		5,130,925		5,128,071		5,026,758		4,878,957		4,696,749		4,453,401		3,858,665		3,588,874		3,570,360		3,710,439		3,748,544		3,223,604		3,327,630		54,342,978		1.44

		utility specific / regional ratio		1.43		1.44		1.52		1.48		1.55		1.51		1.55		1.46		1.25		1.50		1.52		1.15		1.20		1.51		1.55		1.44

		Res (Utility specific - regional)		451,399		510,804		483,783																				130,131				351,755

		Comm (Utility specific - regional)		616,397		856,187		814,895																				338,445				634,107

		Ind (Utility specific - regional)		418,190		614,571		456,278																				154,733				193,211

		Total (Utility specific - regional)																										623,308				1,179,074

		Good Company estimate of 1990 utility-specific (market-based) emissions



		Natural gas																																Remaining Post 30% RNG

		Res natural gas																														645,856

		Comm natural gas								1,584,870		1,513,011		1,504,718		1,400,019		1,400,727		1,410,871		1,109,738		1,110,587		1,534,920		1,510,532				486,790

		Ind natural gas																														402,718		281,903

		Total natural gas																														1,535,364

		Other Fuels (stationary fuel oil, propane, kerosene, gasoline and diesel)

		Res Other																														57,694						 = Green cells used on interative dashboard

		Comm Other																														142,841						 = Yellow cells are sources of emissions after full implementation. See Portland, GHGs worksheet for more.

		Ind Other																														290,674

		Total Other																														491,208

		Total Indurstial Remaing Emissions (used in Ind Innovation)																														572,576

		Total Remaining Emissions for Mult. Cty. Post-CAP Implementation																														310,009		See Portland GHGs 1990-2017 for sources

																																144,041

		Sector-based and Goals

		1990 Sector-based GHG Total		9,037,646		10,375,646		8,886,987.06																				8,101,244.99		7,266,481.01		7,701,120.08

		1990 Sector-based GHG Total (adjusted for Market-based electricity)		10,523,632		12,357,208		10,641,943		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,724,553		7,266,481		8,880,194		Green cells used on Dashboard

		2030 Goal 50% reduction (compared to 1990)		5,261,816																												2,930,463.97

		Reductions needed in 2030 (compared to 2017)																														3,618,378

		RCI Sector-based GHG Total (adjusted for Market-based electricity)																														5,354,201		693,389.95



		Source Location-based electricity emissions, 1990 - 2017		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report				Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report

		Source Market-based electricity emissions, 2005 - 2017		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report				Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report		Kyle Diesner, ClearPath Details Report





Talking Point Statistics

		Buildings - Energy Efficiency

		Category		Multnomah County								ETO Residential Measures		HVAC		Weatherization		Water Heating

		Population		798,647		persons						2003		586		243		173

		White 		621,439		persons						2004		2,110		1,103		791

		People of Color		177,208		persons						2005		2,537		1,712		682

		People of Color 		22%		% of total  						2006		2,987		1,514		2,579

		Households		321,968		households						2007		2,392		1,805		3,057

		Single Family		212,824		households						2008		3,155		1,879		3,485

		ETO Single Family Participants		138,369		households						2009		2,840		2,271		4,872

		ETO Single Family Participants		10%		% participation for total sites						2010		1,369		3,694		6,540

		Households with Public Assistance		14,279		households						2011		1,074		4,245		6,034

		Households with Public Assistance		4%		% of total  						2012		1,325		4,981		46,231

		Owner-Occupied		54%		% of total households						2013		885		4,186		13,473

		Owner-Occupied		174,507		households						2014		832		3,034		27,176

		Renter-Occupied		46%		% of total households						2015		970		2,701		13,801

		Renter-Occupied		147,461		households						2016		1,087		1,992		12,462

		Electric Heat		43%		% of total households						2017		1,399		2,414		8,786

		Natural Gas Heat		50%		% of total households						2018		1,325		2,505		5,483

		Other Heat		6%		% of total households						2019		1,222		2,137		6,882

		Non-Residential Sites		38,057		Non-residential sites						Totals		11,488		31,889		146,868

		ETO Non-Residential Participants		51%		% participation for total sites

		ETO Multi-Family Participants		26%		% participation for total sites

		Source: 		Energy Trust of Oregon County Report: Multnomah

		Buildings - Electrification

				Housing Units		% of Total

		2017 Total		325,039

		Owner Occupied		180,276		55%

		Utility gas		126,953

		LP gas		1,846

		Electricity		41,475

		Fuel Oil		6,047

		Coal		0

		Wood		2,592

		Solar Energy		135

		Other fuel		603

		No fuel		625

		Non-Electric Subtotal		135,449		77%

		Renter Occupied		144,763		45%

		Utility gas		36,843

		LP gas		1,952

		Electricity		101,601

		Fuel Oil		1,443

		Coal		0

		Wood		904

		Solar Energy		96

		Other fuel		538

		No fuel		1,386

		Non-Electric Subtotal		40,776		23%

		Total Non-Electric		176,225		54%

		https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=tenure%20by%20race&tid=DECENNIALSF12010.H14&t=Owner%2FRenter%20%28Tenure%29



		Transportation - Electric Vehicles



		Vehicle Registrations		Passenger		TRUCK		COMMERCIAL		TRUCK+COMM SUM

		2017		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2018

		2019		590,062		6,922		9,927		16,849		2019 values used for all years

		2020		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2030		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		2050		590,062		6,922		9,927		2019 values used for all years

		Annual increase, 2017 - 2019		1.25%		1.80%		0.76%

		Low Income Share of LDH Registrations		28,795

		Source		https://www.oregon.gov/odot/dmv/pages/news/vehicle_stats.aspx



				UrbanHHDvmt		UrbanHhDvmtLowInc		% low income

		2020		38,348,342		1,983,938		5.2%

		2030		41,489,571		2,100,825		5.1%

		2050		44,255,761		1,970,943		4.5%

		Ave		124,093,674		6,055,706		4.9%

		Source		PBOT VE Raw Data		PBOT VE Raw Data























https://www.oregon.gov/odot/dmv/pages/news/vehicle_stats.aspx

A2030 Emissions Data

						2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		Existing Buildings
Electricity Emissions		SFR (Rental)		136,982		125,636		118,978		111,484		101,949		103,743		100,290		89,023		86,948		86,636		85,868		80,010		79,148		57,473		53,583		49,377		44,526		40,704		36,682		34,932		34,845		33,219		30,617		29,778		30,082		29,624		29,168		27,528		27,403		25,457		25,231		25,325		25,100		24,876

				SFR (Own-Occ)		537,805		493,262		467,119		437,697		400,262		407,305		393,751		349,516		341,367		340,141		337,129		314,129		310,745		225,647		210,371		193,861		174,816		159,808		144,016		137,147		136,804		130,423		120,208		116,910		118,104		116,306		114,516		108,079		107,587		99,947		99,060		99,430		98,546		97,665

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		45,234		41,558		39,423		37,003		33,896		34,550		33,457		29,748		29,103		29,047		28,837		26,914		26,667		19,395		18,111		16,716		15,098		13,823		12,476		11,899		11,887		11,349		10,475		10,202		10,320		10,177		10,034		9,482		9,451		8,791		8,723		8,766		8,698		8,629

				MFR (Rental, MR)		425,065		390,526		370,458		347,716		318,517		324,671		314,396		279,544		273,483		272,953		270,982		252,909		250,591		182,260		170,192		157,084		141,873		129,894		117,236		111,813		111,699		106,644		98,433		95,868		96,981		95,634		94,288		89,104		88,810		82,605		81,970		82,372		81,732		81,090

				MFR (Condo)		161,027		147,943		140,341		131,725		120,664		122,995		119,103		105,900		103,604		103,403		102,656		95,809		94,932		69,046		64,474		59,508		53,746		49,208		44,413		42,358		42,315		40,400		37,289		36,318		36,739		36,229		35,719		33,755		33,644		31,293		31,053		31,205		30,963		30,719

				COM (S)		295,346		270,065		256,326		240,726		220,641		225,041		218,058		194,014		189,938		189,706		188,477		176,042		174,568		127,072		118,761		109,711		99,179		90,891		82,115		78,395		78,398		74,931		69,239		67,512		68,377		67,511		66,644		63,062		62,938		58,622		58,254		58,625		58,256		57,888

				COM (L)		1,120,814		1,031,696		979,211		919,615		842,886		859,697		833,020		741,169		725,599		724,712		720,015		672,511		666,882		485,438		453,687		419,115		378,880		347,219		313,692		299,484		299,494		286,251		264,505		257,909		261,214		257,903		254,593		240,908		240,436		223,945		222,539		223,957		222,549		221,142

				TOTAL		2,722,273		2,500,688		2,371,855		2,225,965		2,038,814		2,078,002		2,012,074		1,788,914		1,750,042		1,746,598		1,733,965		1,618,323		1,603,534		1,166,332		1,089,178		1,005,371		908,117		831,547		750,629		716,027		715,441		683,217		630,766		614,496		621,818		613,383		604,961		571,918		570,271		530,659		526,829		529,679		525,844		522,010



		Existing Buildings
Natural Gas Emissions		SFR (Rental)		65,878		65,706		65,532		65,357		65,180		65,003		64,824		64,644		64,463		64,281		64,098		63,914		63,730		63,544		63,358		63,170		62,983		62,794		62,605		62,415		62,225		62,034		61,843		61,651		61,459		61,266		61,073		60,880		60,687		60,494		60,300		60,106		59,913		59,719

				SFR (Own-Occ)		258,646		257,968		257,285		256,597		255,904		255,207		254,505		253,799		253,089		252,374		251,656		250,935		250,209		249,481		248,749		248,014		247,276		246,536		245,793		245,048		244,301		243,552		242,800		242,048		241,293		240,538		239,781		239,023		238,264		237,505		236,745		235,984		235,224		234,464

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		11,431		11,420		11,409		11,398		11,387		11,375		11,363		11,350		11,338		11,324		11,311		11,297		11,282		11,268		11,253		11,237		11,221		11,205		11,188		11,171		11,154		11,136		11,117		11,098		11,079		11,059		11,039		11,019		10,998		10,976		10,954		10,932		10,909		10,885

				MFR (Rental, MR)		107,415		107,316		107,215		107,110		107,003		106,892		106,777		106,660		106,539		106,415		106,287		106,156		106,021		105,883		105,741		105,595		105,446		105,293		105,136		104,975		104,810		104,641		104,469		104,292		104,111		103,926		103,736		103,543		103,345		103,143		102,936		102,725		102,509		102,289

				MFR (Condo)		40,692		40,655		40,616		40,577		40,536		40,494		40,451		40,406		40,360		40,313		40,265		40,215		40,164		40,112		40,058		40,003		39,946		39,888		39,829		39,768		39,705		39,641		39,576		39,509		39,440		39,370		39,298		39,225		39,150		39,074		38,995		38,915		38,834		38,750

				COM (S)		67,910		67,527		67,499		67,472		67,443		67,415		67,386		67,356		67,326		67,296		67,265		67,234		67,202		67,170		67,138		67,105		67,072		67,038		67,004		66,969		66,935		66,899		66,863		66,827		66,791		66,753		66,716		66,678		66,640		66,601		66,562		66,522		66,482		66,442

				COM (L)		257,711		257,964		257,860		257,753		257,646		257,536		257,425		257,312		257,198		257,082		256,965		256,846		256,725		256,603		256,479		256,353		256,226		256,098		255,967		255,835		255,702		255,567		255,430		255,292		255,152		255,010		254,867		254,722		254,576		254,428		254,279		254,127		253,975		253,820

				TOTAL		809,682		808,556		807,416		806,264		805,099		803,921		802,731		801,528		800,313		799,086		797,847		796,596		795,334		794,060		792,775		791,478		790,170		788,852		787,522		786,182		784,831		783,469		782,098		780,716		779,324		777,923		776,511		775,090		773,660		772,220		770,771		769,312		767,845		766,370



		Existing Buildings
Total Emissions		SFR (Rental)		202,860		191,342		184,509		176,840		167,129		168,745		165,114		153,667		151,411		150,917		149,967		143,924		142,878		121,017		116,940		112,548		107,509		103,498		99,286		97,347		97,069		95,253		92,460		91,428		91,540		90,890		90,241		88,409		88,090		85,951		85,531		85,432		85,013		84,595

				SFR (Own-Occ)		796,451		751,230		724,404		694,294		656,166		662,512		648,256		603,315		594,456		592,515		588,785		565,063		560,954		475,128		459,120		441,875		422,092		406,344		389,809		382,195		381,105		373,974		363,008		358,958		359,397		356,843		354,297		347,102		345,852		337,451		335,804		335,414		333,770		332,129

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		56,665		52,979		50,832		48,401		45,282		45,925		44,820		41,099		40,441		40,371		40,148		38,210		37,950		30,663		29,364		27,953		26,319		25,028		23,664		23,070		23,040		22,484		21,592		21,300		21,400		21,236		21,073		20,501		20,449		19,767		19,677		19,697		19,606		19,515

				MFR (Rental, MR)		532,479		497,842		477,673		454,826		425,520		431,562		421,173		386,204		380,022		379,368		377,270		359,065		356,613		288,143		275,933		262,679		247,319		235,187		222,372		216,788		216,509		211,286		202,901		200,159		201,092		199,560		198,024		192,646		192,155		185,747		184,906		185,097		184,241		183,379

				MFR (Condo)		201,719		188,598		180,957		172,302		161,200		163,489		159,553		146,306		143,964		143,716		142,921		136,025		135,096		109,157		104,532		99,511		93,692		89,096		84,241		82,126		82,020		80,041		76,865		75,826		76,180		75,599		75,017		72,980		72,794		70,367		70,048		70,120		69,796		69,470

				COM (S)		363,256		337,592		323,825		308,197		288,084		292,456		285,443		261,370		257,265		257,002		255,742		243,276		241,771		194,242		185,898		176,816		166,250		157,929		149,118		145,365		145,332		141,830		136,102		134,339		135,168		134,264		133,360		129,740		129,578		125,223		124,815		125,147		124,739		124,330

				COM (L)		1,378,525		1,289,661		1,237,070		1,177,368		1,100,532		1,117,233		1,090,445		998,481		982,797		981,795		976,980		929,357		923,607		742,041		710,166		675,468		635,106		603,317		569,659		555,319		555,196		541,817		519,935		513,201		516,366		512,913		509,460		495,630		495,012		478,373		476,817		478,084		476,524		474,963

				TOTAL		3,531,956		3,309,244		3,179,271		3,032,229		2,843,913		2,881,923		2,814,805		2,590,442		2,550,355		2,545,684		2,531,812		2,414,920		2,398,868		1,960,392		1,881,953		1,796,849		1,698,288		1,620,398		1,538,150		1,502,209		1,500,272		1,466,686		1,412,864		1,395,212		1,401,142		1,391,305		1,381,473		1,347,008		1,343,930		1,302,878		1,297,600		1,298,992		1,293,689		1,288,380



		New Construction
Electricity Emissions		SFR (Rental)				663		1,245		1,735		2,098		2,647		3,044		3,125		3,457		3,840		4,191		4,256		4,549		3,545		3,524		3,445		3,281		3,154		2,978		2,962		3,076		3,046		2,908		2,923		3,045		3,087		3,122		3,022		3,081		2,926		2,960		3,029		3,056		3,080

				SFR (Own-Occ)				2,602		4,888		6,813		8,238		10,391		11,950		12,268		13,573		15,078		16,454		16,708		17,862		13,917		13,837		13,527		12,880		12,382		11,692		11,628		12,078		11,957		11,416		11,475		11,956		12,118		12,259		11,866		12,095		11,487		11,622		11,892		11,999		12,091				Emissions		Reduction		%Reduction

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				733		1,404		1,995		2,294		2,949		3,457		3,618		4,081		4,622		5,144		5,327		5,808		4,617		4,683		4,671		4,540		4,454		4,294		4,360		4,625		4,676		4,561		4,684		4,987		5,167		5,344		5,290		5,515		5,359		5,549		5,812		6,005		6,197

				MFR (Rental, MR)				6,893		13,194		18,743		21,557		27,711		32,486		33,998		38,348		43,437		48,336		50,059		54,583		43,383		44,007		43,898		42,659		41,858		40,349		40,972		43,458		43,944		42,859		44,018		46,867		48,558		50,220		49,711		51,827		50,360		52,145		54,617		56,427		58,235

				MFR (Condo)				2,611		4,998		7,100		8,166		10,498		12,307		12,879		14,527		16,455		18,311		18,964		20,678		16,435		16,671		16,630		16,160		15,857		15,285		15,522		16,463		16,647		16,236		16,675		17,755		18,395		19,025		18,832		19,634		19,078		19,754		20,691		21,376		22,061

				COM (S)				2,364		4,490		6,328		7,223		9,214		10,720		11,135		12,466		14,016		15,483		15,918		17,231		13,597		13,695		13,564		13,088		12,753		12,208		12,311		12,969		13,024		12,617		12,871		13,613		14,011		14,395		14,156		14,663		14,156		14,563		15,156		15,559		15,957

				COM (L)				9,030		17,151		24,175		27,591		35,199		40,953		42,537		47,623		53,545		59,147		60,809		65,825		51,943		52,316		51,816		49,999		48,719		46,636		47,031		49,543		49,755		48,200		49,170		52,004		53,524		54,992		54,078		56,014		54,077		55,634		57,900		59,440		60,958				271331		248008		48%

				TOTAL				24,895		47,370		66,890		77,168		98,607		114,918		119,560		134,075		150,995		167,066		172,040		186,536		147,436		148,733		147,552		142,607		139,178		133,442		134,786		142,212		143,050		138,798		141,816		150,226		154,861		159,358		156,956		162,829		157,443		162,228		169,098		173,862		178,579				412315		107024		21%

																																																																												519339

		New Construction
Natural Gas Emissions		SFR (Rental)				347		686		1,017		1,342		1,658		1,967		2,269		2,563		2,850		3,128		3,400		3,663		3,919		4,167		4,408		4,640		4,865		5,083		5,292		5,494		5,687		5,873		6,051		6,221		6,384		6,538		6,684		6,822		6,953		7,075		7,189		7,295		7,393

				SFR (Own-Occ)				1,361		2,692		3,994		5,267		6,511		7,724		8,908		10,063		11,188		12,282		13,347		14,382		15,387		16,361		17,305		18,219		19,102		19,955		20,777		21,569		22,329		23,059		23,758		24,426		25,063		25,668		26,242		26,785		27,297		27,777		28,225		28,641		29,026

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				202		406		614		771		971		1,174		1,380		1,590		1,802		2,018		2,236		2,457		2,682		2,910		3,140		3,374		3,611		3,851		4,094		4,339		4,589		4,841		5,096		5,354		5,615		5,880		6,147		6,418		6,692		6,968		7,248		7,531		7,817

				MFR (Rental, MR)				1,894		3,819		5,774		7,242		9,123		11,033		12,972		14,939		16,935		18,959		21,012		23,093		25,203		27,342		29,509		31,706		33,931		36,184		38,467		40,778		43,118		45,487		47,885		50,312		52,768		55,253		57,767		60,309		62,881		65,482		68,112		70,771		73,459

				MFR (Condo)				718		1,447		2,187		2,743		3,456		4,180		4,914		5,659		6,415		7,182		7,960		8,748		9,548		10,358		11,179		12,011		12,854		13,708		14,572		15,448		16,335		17,232		18,140		19,060		19,990		20,931		21,884		22,847		23,821		24,807		25,803		26,810		27,829

				COM (S)				591		1,182		1,774		2,208		2,760		3,313		3,866		4,419		4,972		5,526		6,079		6,633		7,187		7,742		8,296		8,851		9,406		9,961		10,517		11,072		11,628		12,184		12,741		13,297		13,854		14,411		14,968		15,525		16,083		16,640		17,198		17,756		18,315

				COM (L)				2,258		4,516		6,776		8,434		10,544		12,656		14,768		16,881		18,994		21,109		23,224		25,340		27,457		29,575		31,694		33,813		35,933		38,054		40,176		42,299		44,422		46,546		48,671		50,797		52,924		55,051		57,179		59,309		61,438		63,569		65,701		67,833		69,966

				TOTAL				7,369		14,748		22,137		28,006		35,024		42,047		49,077		56,113		63,156		70,204		77,258		84,318		91,383		98,455		105,532		112,614		119,702		126,796		133,895		140,999		148,109		155,223		162,343		169,468		176,597		183,732		190,871		198,016		205,164		212,318		219,476		226,638		233,805



		New Construction
Total Emissions		SFR (Rental)				1,009		1,931		2,753		3,440		4,305		5,011		5,394		6,020		6,690		7,319		7,655		8,213		7,464		7,692		7,853		7,921		8,019		8,061		8,254		8,570		8,733		8,781		8,974		9,267		9,470		9,660		9,706		9,903		9,878		10,035		10,218		10,351		10,473

				SFR (Own-Occ)				3,962		7,580		10,808		13,506		16,901		19,675		21,177		23,636		26,266		28,736		30,056		32,243		29,303		30,198		30,832		31,099		31,485		31,647		32,406		33,647		34,287		34,476		35,233		36,382		37,181		37,927		38,109		38,880		38,784		39,399		40,117		40,641		41,117

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)				935		1,810		2,609		3,065		3,920		4,631		4,998		5,671		6,425		7,161		7,563		8,266		7,299		7,593		7,812		7,914		8,065		8,144		8,454		8,964		9,265		9,402		9,780		10,341		10,783		11,224		11,437		11,933		12,051		12,517		13,060		13,536		14,014

				MFR (Rental, MR)				8,787		17,013		24,517		28,798		36,834		43,520		46,970		53,287		60,372		67,295		71,070		77,676		68,586		71,349		73,408		74,364		75,789		76,533		79,439		84,237		87,062		88,347		91,903		97,179		101,326		105,473		107,478		112,137		113,241		117,627		122,729		127,198		131,694

				MFR (Condo)				3,329		6,445		9,288		10,910		13,954		16,487		17,794		20,187		22,871		25,493		26,923		29,426		25,982		27,029		27,809		28,171		28,711		28,993		30,094		31,911		32,982		33,468		34,816		36,814		38,385		39,956		40,716		42,481		42,899		44,561		46,493		48,186		49,890

				COM (S)				2,955		5,672		8,102		9,430		11,974		14,033		15,001		16,885		18,988		21,008		21,997		23,864		20,785		21,436		21,860		21,939		22,159		22,169		22,828		24,041		24,653		24,802		25,612		26,910		27,865		28,806		29,124		30,188		30,238		31,204		32,355		33,316		34,272

				COM (L)				11,287		21,667		30,951		36,025		45,743		53,609		57,305		64,504		72,539		80,256		84,033		91,166		79,401		81,891		83,510		83,812		84,652		84,690		87,207		91,841		94,177		94,746		97,842		102,801		106,448		110,043		111,258		115,323		115,516		119,203		123,601		127,273		130,924

				TOTAL				32,264		62,118		89,027		105,174		133,631		156,966		168,638		190,189		214,150		237,269		249,298		270,854		238,820		247,188		253,083		255,221		258,880		260,238		268,681		283,212		291,159		294,021		304,159		319,694		331,458		343,090		347,827		360,845		362,608		374,546		388,574		400,500		412,384



		Total
Emissions
MT CO2e		SFR (Rental)		202,860		192,352		186,440		179,593		170,569		173,050		170,125		159,061		157,431		157,607		157,286		151,580		151,091		128,481		124,632		120,401		115,430		111,517		107,347		105,601		105,639		103,986		101,241		100,402		100,807		100,360		99,901		98,115		97,993		95,829		95,566		95,650		95,364		95,068

				SFR (Own-Occ)		796,451		755,193		731,984		705,102		669,672		679,413		667,931		624,491		618,092		618,781		617,521		595,119		593,198		504,431		489,318		472,707		453,191		437,829		421,456		414,601		414,752		408,261		397,484		394,191		395,779		394,024		392,224		385,211		384,732		376,235		375,203		375,531		374,410		373,246

				MFR (Rental, Reg. AH)		56,665		53,914		52,643		51,010		48,347		49,845		49,451		46,097		46,111		46,796		47,309		45,774		46,216		37,962		36,957		35,765		34,232		33,093		31,809		31,523		32,004		31,749		30,994		31,080		31,741		32,019		32,297		31,938		32,382		31,817		32,195		32,758		33,142		33,529

				MFR (Rental, MR)		532,479		506,629		494,686		479,343		454,318		468,397		464,693		433,174		433,309		439,740		444,564		430,135		434,288		356,729		347,283		336,086		321,683		310,976		298,905		296,227		300,746		298,348		291,248		292,062		298,270		300,886		303,497		300,124		304,292		298,989		302,533		307,826		311,439		315,073

				MFR (Condo)		201,719		191,926		187,402		181,590		172,109		177,443		176,040		164,099		164,150		166,587		168,414		162,948		164,522		135,140		131,561		127,320		121,863		117,807		113,234		112,220		113,932		113,023		110,334		110,642		112,994		113,985		114,974		113,696		115,275		113,266		114,609		116,614		117,982		119,359

				COM (S)		363,256		340,546		329,497		316,299		297,514		304,430		299,476		276,371		274,150		275,991		276,750		265,273		265,635		215,027		207,335		198,676		188,190		180,088		171,288		168,193		169,373		166,483		160,904		159,951		162,078		162,129		162,166		158,864		159,766		155,461		156,019		157,502		158,055		158,602

				COM (L)		1,378,525		1,300,948		1,258,738		1,208,319		1,136,557		1,162,976		1,144,054		1,055,787		1,047,301		1,054,334		1,057,236		1,013,390		1,014,773		821,442		792,056		758,978		718,918		687,969		654,350		642,526		647,037		635,995		614,681		611,043		619,167		619,361		619,503		606,888		610,335		593,889		596,021		601,685		603,797		605,887

				TOTAL		3,531,956		3,341,508		3,241,390		3,121,256		2,949,087		3,015,554		2,971,770		2,759,080		2,740,544		2,759,835		2,769,081		2,664,218		2,669,721		2,199,212		2,129,141		2,049,933		1,953,509		1,879,278		1,798,389		1,770,890		1,783,484		1,757,845		1,706,885		1,699,372		1,720,836		1,722,763		1,724,562		1,694,835		1,704,775		1,665,486		1,672,146		1,687,566		1,694,189		1,700,764



		Electricity Emissions Factor				0.1462706153		0.1345084439		0.1277173539		0.1199937782		0.1100281062		0.1122702026		0.1088333218		0.0968754742		0.0948824996		0.0948092905		0.0942378378		0.088061144		0.0873651303		0.0636253479		0.0594924534		0.0549858762		0.0497319336		0.0455990391		0.0412170228		0.0393704664		0.0393923238		0.0376703283		0.0348272847		0.0339772156		0.0344314811		0.0340138202		0.0335961593		0.0318083283		0.0317643502		0.0296028365		0.0294342974		0.029639441		0.0294709019		0.0293023629

		Natural Gas Emissions Factor				0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307		0.05307



		Projections emailed from Blake Shelide on Dec. 20, awaiting confirmation 

		PGE

		PGE Projected Emissions		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2030		2035		2040						OUTDATED

		lbs CO2e / kWh		0.576		0.579		0.603		0.584		0.58		0.598		0.43		0.397

		MTCO2e/MMBtu		0.0765504		0.0769491		0.0801387		0.0776136		0.077082		0.0794742		0.057147		0.0527613

		Calculated based on the following sources:

		Electricity generation projections: Source: PGE 2016 IRP Update, Dated March 8, 2018, Table 10, Page 106 of 110

		GHG Emissions projections: 10/5/18 email from Elysia Treanor to OGWC/Angus Duncan, "primarily based on PGE’s acknowledged 2016 IRP and 2016 IRP Update, which may differ from the emissions forecast resulting from PGE’s next IRP"



		Pacific Power

		Pacificorp Projected Emissions		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		lbs CO2e / kWh		1.331		1.354		1.354		1.248		1.243		1.267		1.363		1.45		1.384		1.41		1.317		1.256		0.397		0.404		0.404		0.325		0.329		0.167		0.176		0.218		0.22		0.229		0.185		0.199		0.2		0.201		0.204		0.205		0.207		0.208		0.222		0.241		0.281

		MTCO2e/MMBtu		0.1768899		0.1799466		0.1799466		0.1658592		0.1651947		0.1683843		0.1811427		0.192705		0.1839336		0.187389		0.1750293		0.1669224		0.0527613		0.0536916		0.0536916		0.0431925		0.0437241		0.0221943		0.0233904		0.0289722		0.029238		0.0304341		0.0245865		0.0264471		0.02658		0.0267129		0.0271116		0.0272445		0.0275103		0.0276432		0.0295038		0.0320289		0.0373449

		Calculated based on the following sources:

		Electricity generation projections: Pacificorp_2050EmissionsEstimate_2017 IRP Update - DRAFT_092418_Summary.xlsx spreadsheet

		GHG Emissions projections: Pacificorp_2050EmissionsEstimate_2017 IRP Update - DRAFT_092418_Summary.xlsx spreadsheet





						2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		PGE				0.1112022012		0.1031859009		0.0951696006		0.0871533003		0.079137		0.079137		0.070344		0.070344		0.070344		0.0715164		0.0726888		0.0738612		0.0750336		0.076206		0.0685854		0.0609648		0.0533442		0.0457236		0.038103		0.0357582		0.0334134		0.0310686		0.0287238		0.026379		0.0260859		0.0257928		0.0254997		0.0252066		0.0249135		0.0246204		0.0243273		0.0240342		0.0237411		0.023448

		Pacificorp				0.1937204808		0.1768899		0.1717566		0.1644291		0.1518258		0.1571016		0.1609119		0.1327743		0.1280847		0.1263261		0.1233951		0.1072746		0.1040505		0.0466029		0.0471891		0.046896		0.0448443		0.0454305		0.0454305		0.0442581		0.0474822		0.0466029		0.0430857		0.0442581		0.0457236		0.0451374		0.0445512		0.0407409		0.041034		0.0363444		0.0363444		0.0372237		0.0372237		0.0372237

		Blended and Weighted				0.1462706153		0.1345084439		0.1277173539		0.1199937782		0.1100281062		0.1122702026		0.1088333218		0.0968754742		0.0948824996		0.0948092905		0.0942378378		0.088061144		0.0873651303		0.0636253479		0.0594924534		0.0549858762		0.0497319336		0.0455990391		0.0412170228		0.0393704664		0.0393923238		0.0376703283		0.0348272847		0.0339772156		0.0344314811		0.0340138202		0.0335961593		0.0318083283		0.0317643502		0.0296028365		0.0294342974		0.029639441		0.0294709019		0.0293023629

		PGE Increase						-0.0080163003												0.0011724										-0.0076206										-0.00087714

				Utility Production (MWh)		Percentage of Total

		Pacific Power		52406876.5433309		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%		42%

		PGE		70909943.137		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%		58%

		source: 'Grid Mix + GHG Factors'

		Updated Pacific Power Projections						2019 IRP Projected Emissions 		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050

		Source: PAC_OR GHG Emissions Estimate_2019 IRP_FINAL						MT CO2/MWh		0.586		0.561		0.518		0.536		0.549		0.453		0.437		0.431		0.421		0.366		0.355		0.159		0.161		0.160		0.153		0.155		0.155		0.151		0.162		0.159		0.147		0.151		0.156		0.154		0.152		0.139		0.140		0.124		0.124		0.127		0.127		0.127

								MT CO2/MMBtu		0.1717566		0.1644291		0.1518258		0.1571016		0.1609119		0.1327743		0.1280847		0.1263261		0.1233951		0.1072746		0.1040505		0.0466029		0.0471891		0.046896		0.0448443		0.0454305		0.0454305		0.0442581		0.0474822		0.0466029		0.0430857		0.0442581		0.0457236		0.0451374		0.0445512		0.0407409		0.041034		0.0363444		0.0363444		0.0372237		0.0372237		0.0372237

		Updated  PGE Emissions Factors						MT CO2/MWh						0.27		0.27		0.24		0.24		0.24										0.26										0.13										0.09																				0.08

		Source: Email from Elysia Treanor pasted below						MT CO2/MMBtu						0.079137		0.079137		0.070344		0.070344		0.070344		0.0715164		0.0726888		0.0738612		0.0750336		0.076206		0.0685854		0.0609648		0.0533442		0.0457236		0.038103		0.0357582		0.0334134		0.0310686		0.0287238		0.026379		0.0260859		0.0257928		0.0254997		0.0252066		0.0249135		0.0246204		0.0243273		0.0240342		0.0237411		0.023448

								Average annual change PGE																								0.0011724										-0.0076206										-0.0023448																				-0.0002931



Building GHG Emissions Trends

Existing Buildings	
Total Emissions	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	3531955.8659639158	3309243.5565907932	3179271.2477834448	3032228.732312981	2843912.8405860928	2881923.0501721008	2814804.5083746258	2590442.1577875824	2550355.1393052088	2545684.4340672055	2531812.0933390437	2414919.5574559248	2398867.5408263374	1960391.954072631	1881953.0670007288	1796849.4063183796	1698287.6933703846	1620398.3732118066	1538150.4940395078	1502208.8423642758	1500272.2592742122	1466686.2800910571	1412864.0927056561	1395212.4876172938	1401141.9463249675	1391305.4043437752	1381472.6107247823	1347008.206654402	1343930.111051681	1302878.3936849367	1297599.602415625	1298991.8281665831	1293688.9263891568	1288379.5387307899	New Construction	
Total Emissions	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	32264.427197093431	62118.355989592892	89026.905441760624	105173.77841792208	133630.9828516749	156965.67429498385	168637.6915848917	190188.72022038224	214150.20485450319	237269.28848046623	249298.1365826434	270853.63437702914	238819.74318498239	247187.70631031462	253083.41385736089	255220.91870564566	258880.1049048547	260238.10126205196	268680.97117891733	283211.594798323	291158.70030566986	294021.28692075581	304159	.39094556973	319694.0116318519	331457.96375456773	343089.66957220703	347827.24063067348	360844.65297737211	362607.89579333999	374545.92724740726	388573.96123249398	400500.3429717744	412384.232123981	Blended Weighted Electricity Emissions Factor	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	0.14627061526363322	0.13450844386929087	0.1277173538903551	0.11999377823096258	0.11002810615695252	0.11227020257157005	0.10883332178426744	9.6875474239640658E-2	9.4882499648869537E-2	9.4809290529637574E-2	9.4237837762712828E-2	8.8061143959244303E-2	8.7365130280396372E-2	6.3625347895757259E-2	5.949245342960674E-2	5.4985876227686623E-2	4.9731933554227337E-2	4.5599039088076818E-2	4.12170227980799E-2	3.9370466445772676E-2	3.9392323772313387E-2	3.7670328331929369E-2	3.4827284684236584E-2	3.3977215627	314934E-2	3.4431481098854105E-2	3.4013820186930908E-2	3.3596159275007711E-2	3.180832833192937E-2	3.1764350155775757E-2	2.9602836476927824E-2	2.9434297388851019E-2	2.9639441036543798E-2	2.9470901948466993E-2	2.9302362860390195E-2	Natural Gas Emissions Factor	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	5.3069999999999999E-2	



Thousand MT CO2e

MT CO2e/MMBtu







EXISTING
BUILDINGS

NEW
BUILDINGS



Industrial RPS RNG

		Industrial Calculations (using Building Analysis Methods and Factors

		Baseline		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2017 - 2030 Reduction		2031 - 2050 Reduction		2017 - 2050 Reduction						2017 - 2050 % Reduction

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.146		0.134		0.130		0.125		0.115		0.114		0.118		0.122		0.126		0.123		0.125		0.120		0.116		0.068		0.066		0.063		0.056		0.054		0.042		0.042		0.044		0.044		0.044		0.041		0.041		0.041		0.040		0.040		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.039		0.041												-72%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				-8%		-3%		-4%		-9%		-0%		3%		3%		4%		-3%		1%		-4%		-3%		-41%		-3%		-4%		-11%		-4%		-22%		0%		4%		-1%		0%		-7%		1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		-1%		1%		1%		4%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		598,701		549,035		533,963		513,573		468,679		468,462		481,517		497,767		516,628		502,496		509,633		489,260		476,284		278,830		269,938		259,428		230,655		221,070		173,109		173,125		180,770		179,168		179,184		166,948		168,120		166,287		164,453		163,082		161,249		159,647		157,814		158,986		161,314		168,496		319,871		110,333		430,204

		New RPS

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701		598,701

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.146		0.134		0.130		0.118		0.100		0.093		0.088		0.084		0.079		0.069		0.062		0.052		0.044		0.021		0.016		0.012		0.007		0.003		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000												-100%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				-8%		-3%		-10%		-15%		-7%		-5%		-5%		-6%		-12%		-10%		-16%		-17%		-51%		-23%		-28%		-41%		-52%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%		-100%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		598,701		549,035		533,963		481,475		410,094		380,625		361,138		342,215		322,892		282,654		254,817		214,051		178,607		87,134		67,484		48,643		28,832		13,817		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		511,566		87,134		598,701

		RNG

		MT CO2e (2017 Baseline)		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718		402,718

		MT CO2e / MMBTU		0.053		0.053		0.053		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.050		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.048		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.045		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.042		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.040		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037		0.037												-30%

		AAGR (% annual reduction)				0%		0%		-5%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-5%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-6%		0%		0%		0%		0%		-7%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

		MT CO2e (EF adjusted forcast)		402,718		402,718		402,718		382,582		382,582		382,582		382,582		382,582		362,446		362,446		362,446		362,446		362,446		342,310		342,310		342,310		342,310		342,310		322,174		322,174		322,174		322,174		322,174		302,038		302,038		302,038		302,038		302,038		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		281,903		60,408		60,408		120,815

												-5%		-5%		-5%		-5%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-10%		-15%		-15%		-13%		-15%		-15%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-20%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-25%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%		-30%





Porttland Grid Mix+GHG Factors

		(paste into A1)																		2014				2015				2016				2017

				GHG Emissions Factors														Source: ghgemissionselectBbase, "2010-2017 - Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Electricity Use", https://www.oregon.gov/deq/aq/programs/Pages/GHG-Emissions.aspx		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Megawatt hour 
(MWh)		Emission per megawatt hour
(MTCO2e/MWh)		Average Emissions per MMBtu (MTCO2e/MMBtu)		Total Production (MWh)		Average Emissions per MWH (MTCO2e/MWh)		Average Emissions per MMBtu (MTCO2e/MMBtu)

																		Pacific Power		13217911		0.7249999641		13119710.22		0.7394766539		12868974		0.6534937349		13200281.3233309		0.6609364749		0.1937204808		52406876.5433309		0.6947267069

				Fuel		Emissions Factor		Units										PGE		17885893		0.3824584548		18218774		0.4050171656		17280893		0.3700546808		17524383.137		0.3794002089		0.1112022012		70909943.137		0.3842326275

				Electricity		0.1512940088		MT CO2e/MMBtu										Combined																				123316819.680331		0.5161856322		0.1512940088

				Natural Gas		0.0531		MT CO2e/MMBtu

																				Utility Production (MWh)		Percentage of Total

																		Pacific Power		52406876.5433309		0.4249775228

																		PGE		70909943.137		0.5750224772

				Electricity Grid Split														Portland  Electricity Grid Split 

				Oregon 																MWh

				Fuel		% of Total		Emissions Factor		Units								Fuel 		PGE		PacifiCorp		Total (MWh) 		% of Total		Emissions Factor		Units		% of total emissions		PGE % of Total 		Emissions Factor		Units				PacifiCorp % of Total 		Emissios Factor		Units

				Hydro		40.47%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Coal		5,536,250		9,414,367		14,950,617		44.38%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu		64.6%		29.38%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.63		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Coal		31.89%		0.0955		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Natural Gas		5,294,633		2,501,024		7,795,657		23.14%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu		33.7%		28.10%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.17		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Natural Gas 		16.58%		0.05306		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Hydro		5,698,642		1,422,678		7,121,320		21.14%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				30.24%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.10		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Wind		6.49%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Wind		1,937,138		1,183,309		3,120,447		9.26%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				10.28%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.08		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Nuclear		3.25%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu								Nuclear		85,773		32,153		117,926		0.35%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.46%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Biomass		0.38%		0.5207										Biomass		75,442		84,046		159,488		0.47%		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.7%		0.40%		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.01		0.5207		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Solar		0.27%		0										Solar 		39,354		89,346		128,700		0.38%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.21%		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.01		0		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Geothermal		0.12%		0.00771										Geothermal		- 0		56,993		56,993		0.17%		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.2%		0.00%		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.00771		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Biogas		0.12%		0.07384										Biogas		59,859		19,321		79,180		0.24%		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.3%		0.32%		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.07384		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Waste		0.10%		0.04169										Waste		42,469		2,833		45,302		0.13%		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.2%		0.23%		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.04169		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Petroleum		0.08%		0.07316										Petroleum		21,228		13,331		34,559		0.10%		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.1%		0.11%		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.07316		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Other Biogenic		0.07%		0.10551										Other Biogenic		30,245		1,250		31,495		0.09%		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu		0.1%		0.16%		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00		0.10551		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.07%												Other Non-Biogenic		22,340		27,264		49,604		0.15%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.12%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00				MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Landfill Gases		0.06%		0.05207										Landfill Gases 		- 0		0		- 0		0.00%		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00%		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu				- 0		0.05207		MT CO2e/MMBtu

				Others		0.05%												Others 		- 0		0		- 0		0.00%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				0.00%				MT CO2e/MMBtu				- 0				MT CO2e/MMBtu

																		TOTAL 		18,843,373		14,847,915		33,691,288		100.00%								100.00%								1.00

																		% of TOTAL 		56%		44%



				PGE 		% of Total 		Emissions Factor 		Units 								PGE Market Purchases 										PGE Totals 

				Natural Gas		24.80%						4,672,313		 MWh				Hydro		1,536,807		MWh		39.86%				Natural Gas		5,294,633		28.10%

				Hydro		22.09%						4,161,835		 MWh				Coal 		1,515,061		MWh		39.29%				Hydro		5,698,642		30.24%

				Coal		21.34%						4,021,189		 MWh				Natural Gas		622,320		MWh		16.14%				Coal		5,536,250		29.38%

				Market Purchases 		20.46%						3,855,791		MWh				Nuclear		85,773		MWh		2.22%				Nuclear		85,773		0.46%

				Wind		10.28%						1,937,138		MWh				Biomass		45,966		MWh		1.19%				Wind		1,937,138		10.28%

				Biogas		0.30%						55,690		 MWh				Other Non-Biogenic 		17,570		MWh		0.46%				Biogas		59,859		0.32%

				Solar		0.21%						39,354		MWh				Petroleum 		13,562		MWh		0.35%				Solar		39,354		0.21%

				Other Biogenic		0.16%						30,245		MWh				Waste		14,554		MWh		0.38%				Other Biogenic		30,245		0.16%

				Biomass		0.16%						29,476		MWh				Biogas		4,169		MWh		0.11%				Biomass		75,442		0.40%

				Waste		0.15%						27,915		MWh						3,855,782.00								Waste		42,469		0.23%

				Petroleum		0.04%						7,666		MWh														Petroleum		21,228		0.11%

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.03%						4,770		MWh														Other Non-Biogenic		22,340		0.12%

												18,843,382																SUM		18,843,373		100.00%



				Pacific Power/PacifiCorp		% of Total 		Emissions Factor 		Units 								PacifiCorp Market Purchases 										PacifiCorp Totals 

				Coal		59.22%						8,793,652		MWh				Hydro		618,857		MWh		39.47%				Coal		9,414,367		63.41%

				Natural Gas		15.12%						2,245,165		MWh				Coal		620,715		MWh		39.59%				Natural Gas		2,501,024		16.84%

				Market Purchases 		10.56%						1,567,799		MWh				Natural Gas		255,859		MWh		16.32%				Nuclear		32,153		0.22%

				Wind		7.97%						1,183,309		MWh				Nuclear		32,153		MWh		2.05%				Wind		1,183,309		7.97%

				Hydro		5.41%						803,821		MWh				Biomass		22,301		MWh		1.42%				Hydro		1,422,678		9.58%

				Solar		0.60%						89,346		MWh				Other Non-Biogenic		9,628		MWh		0.61%				Solar		89,346		0.60%

				Biomass		0.42%						61,745		MWh				Petroleum		5,880		MWh		0.38%				Biomass		84,046		0.57%

				Geothermal		0.38%						56,993		MWh				Waste		1,869		MWh		0.12%				Geothermal		56,993		0.38%

				Biogas		0.13%						18,784		MWh				Biogas		537		MWh		0.03%				Biogas		19,321		0.13%

				Other Non-Biogenic		0.12%						17,636		MWh						1,567,799								Other Non-Biogenic		27,264		0.18%

				Petroleum		0.05%						7,451		MWh														Petroleum		13,331		0.09%

				Other Biogenic 		0.01%						1,250		MWh														Other Biogenic 		1,250		0.01%

				Waste		0.01%						964		MWh														Waste		2,833		0.02%

												14,847,915																SUM 		14,847,915		100.00%
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Action Metrics:

Equivalencies that are scalable based on the user settings and offer 
information to support a fair and just transition as climate actions are 
implemented:

• Number of low-income homes for energy efficiency retrofits and electrification 
• Number of renters vs. owner occupied housing units that need retrofit and 

electrification 
• Number of units that need retrofit and electrification for people of color 
• Average costs to retrofit and electrify low-income housing units 
• Avoided vehicle trips per week and annual cost change for low-income households 
• Number of Electric vehicle registrations, including for low income, and cost to 

transition low-income households 
• Acres of plantable land for reforestation 



Low Action Scenario



High Action Scenario



Maximum Action Scenario



Climate 
Emergency 
Workplan



Pathway Analysis –
High Action 
Scenario



Climate 
Emergency 
Workplan



www.portland.gov/bps/climate-action/pathways-net-zero 
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http://www.portland.gov/bps/climate-action


VISIT US ONLINE portland.gov/bps

The City of Portland is committed to providing meaningful access. To request translation, interpretation, 
modifications, accommodations, or other auxiliary aids or services, contact 503-823-7700, Relay: 711. 

Traducción e Interpretación |  Biên Dịch và Thông Dịch |  अनुवादन तथा व्याख्या |  口笔译服务 |  
Устный и письменный перевод |  Turjumaad iyo Fasiraad |  Письмовий і усний переклад |  
Traducere și interpretariat |  Chiaku me Awewen Kapas |  翻訳または通訳 |  ການແປພາສາ ຫືຼ ການ
ອະທິບາຍ الشفھیةأوالتحریریةالترجمة  | |  Portland.gov/bps/accommodation

Kyle Diesner
Climate Action Program Coordinator
Kyle.Diesner@portlandoregon.gov

http://portland.gov/bps/cleanenergy


Climate Investment Plan 
Strategic Program Template



Climate Investment Plan - Strategic Program Template
Each Strategic Program (SP) outlined in the Climate Investment Plan will build out 
the following content as part of the design and development, creating programs 
that provide climate impact with social and racial equity-centered outcomes.

Strategic Program Description 

A high-level description of the Program including:
- Strategic Program Title 
- Two sentence max description of goals, benefit and impact, roles for partners
- 5-year budget allocation

Goals, Opportunity, and Metrics
Statement of the core opportunity that is addressed by the Strategic Program including:
- The problem or historic inequities addressed by the SP including evidence of community needs.
- Leverage, gaps in existing programs, additionality and PCEF’s role in funding.
- The measurable “units” expected as an outcome of the SP.
- Indicators to measure performance and equity impacts
- Potential for quantifiable climate benefit, in CO2e
- Impact on climate resilience for vulnerable communities



Climate Investment Plan - Strategic Program Template
Direct Benefits and Social Impact

Evaluation of who the beneficiaries of the SP will be and how that intersects with priority PCEF populations, in the 
following categories:

Direct Benefits and 
Beneficiaries

Equity and 
Accountability 
Mechanisms

Duration of Benefit Co-benefits

Partner Roles and Budget

Outline of the key roles and eligible partners in the Strategic Program, total allocations of budget resources needed to 
deliver the program.  Also include description of governance / decision making during the SP implementation period 
between partners. 

Role Type ->
(Examples:  Amend as needed)

Program 
Management

Education and 
Outreach 

Implementation Workforce  and 
Contractor Training

Description of the strengths, expertise, 
qualifications, and types of entities that are 
eligible to serve the role

Budget Allocation for each role



Climate Investment Plan - Strategic Program Template

Workforce Equity 
Describe the workforce equity opportunities and targets in the Strategic Program, including metrics, partnerships and 
opportunities for:
- Hiring PCEF workforce priority populations, and related targets specific to the SP 
- Apprenticeship standards and targets
- Contracting with firms owned by PCEF workforce priority populations
- Workforce and contractor training and capacity-building, including pathways to professional certification 
- Additional wage requirements beyond PCEF minimums 

Timeline and Implementation  

Describe the anticipated timeline for launch of the Strategic Program and key milestones 
- Identify any critical steps needed
- Identify any risks related to timing  
- Propose where in CIP implementation timeline it will launch



Regulated multi-family affordable 
housing 



Housing

• ~270,000 households in Portland, slightly 
more owner occupied than renter 
occupied

• 25,000+ unit deficit in affordable housing
• Renters are disproportionately lower 

income and BIPOC
• Median income for homeowners was $103,317, 

for renters $49,643
• Renters by race - 43% White households, 70% 

Black households, 49-61% Indigenous households, 
> 50% other communities of color households.

• More than 5,000 people unhoused in 
Multnomah county



Affordability 30-50% income to housing costs = cost burdened
50% or more income to housing cost = severely cost 
burdened



Regulated multi-family affordable housing
•Portland Housing Bureau (PHB) regulates ~15,000 affordable 
rental housing units in the city, ~70% of all regulated units and 
~11% of total rental market

•Current local funders/funding
• Portland bond- $258.4M Measure 26-179 housing bond for 1,300 new 

units; currently on track to produce over 1,850 units or exceed by 43% (all Bonds 
are committed or earmarked)

• Metro bond - Measure 26-199 for $211M for 1,475 units in Portland; over 
1290 units opened or in predevelopment and remaining funds earmarked 

• Tax Increment Financing (TIF) and Federal Funds such as CDBG and HOME
•PHB Green Building Standards set goals for energy use

• Clean energy measures often value engineered out of project scopes



Clean energy in regulated multi-family 
affordable housing
•Directive from Council for early launch of $60 million to increase 
clean energy in regulated multi-family affordable housing.

• Initiative will deliver reduced energy usage and cost, and 
improve resiliency, comfort and health for hundreds of 
households with low income.

•Partnering with City partners at Portland Housing Bureau.
•Phased approach to enable energy measures in projects 
currently well into development while allowing time for more 
stakeholder and community engagement related to future 
projects.



Known projects that may close in Phase I timeframe
Metro Funded 
Projects

Project Developer 
(Sponsor) Project Address

Target Financial 
Closing Date

Total New Reg-Aff 
Housing Units

Total Family 
Sized (2BR+)

Total 30% 
AMI

Total PSH 
Housing

Alder 9 Related NW & 
Centro Cultural 820 SE Alder St 1/9/2023 159 42 53 25

Tistilal Village NAYA 7633 N. Hereford Ave 2/2/2023 58 33 24 16

74th and Glisan -
Family only Related NW & IRCO 7450 NE Glisan Street 2/15/2023 96 63 15 0

Meridian Gardens Central City Concern 11312-11320 & 11250 
SE Division St 3/15/2023 85 0 70 65

74th and Glisan -
PSH only

Related NW & 
Catholic Charities 432 Ne 74th Ave 4/25/2023 41 0 41 41

Garden Park Innovative Housing Inc 136th SE & Powell 5/25/2023 54 42 25 25

Francis + Clare Catholic Charities &
Edlen Co 1131 SE Oak St 6/1/2023 61 0 61 61

Albina One Albina Vision Trust & Edlen 
Co 253 N Broadway 6/21/2023 94 55 32 0

PCC Killingsworth Home Forward NE 42nd Ave & 
NE Killingsworth St 10/15/2023 84 60 28 0

hollywoodHUB Bridge 4110 NE Halsey Street 2024 222 127 71 0

Subtotal 954 422 420 233



Known projects that may close after Phase I timeframe

Metro Funded Projects Project Developer 
(Sponsor) Project Address Target Financial 

Closing Date

Total New 
Regulated 
Affordable 

Housing Units

Total Family 
Sized (2BR+)

Total 30% 
AMI

Total PSH 
Housing

Alcena PCRI 120-130 NE Knott St End 2024 75 1 31 19

Barbur Apt Innovative Housing Inc 8205 SW Barbur/ 
8050 SW Capital Hill Rd Early 2025 149 99 32 0

Williams & Russell 
Affordable Housing PCRI & HDC Williams & Russell Lot End 2025 115 69 23 0

2022 MBOS Kaiser Site TBD - Jan 2023 3715 N Interstate End 2024 / 
Early 2025 60 0 20 0

2022 MBOS Strong Site TBD - Jan 2023 4931-4947 N. Williams / 
20-114 N. Alberta Early/mid 2025 75 50 10 0

2022 MBOS Portland 
Value Inn TBD - Jan 2023 10450 SW Barbur Blvd Early/mid 2025 75 35 35 15

2023 MBOS - Broadway 
Corridor TBD - 2024 Broadway Corridor Site End 2026 250 80 50 25

Subtotal 799 334 201 59



Phase I characteristics
•Eligible expenses

• Cost above current design for high efficiency water heating, space 
conditioning and ventilation. 

• Full cost for solar, storage, EV charging.
• Total award cap of 10% hard construction cost.

•Requirements
• PHB workforce and contractor equity requirements
• PHB reporting requirements
• Additional energy use modelling and post construction verification of clean 

energy measures
•Oversight and monitoring

• PCEF will review and approve proposed clean energy expenses
• PHB will provide oversight and monitoring to assure compliance



Phase II
Considerations
• Eligible expenses
• Project selection
• Requirements

Stakeholder engagement
• Affordable housing providers
• Developers
• Contractors/subcontractors
• Tenant advocates
• Funders
• Technical experts – energy engineers, architects, etc.



Committee questions and input

•Are there any questions or feedback on phase I?

•Are there opportunities or challenges that should be 
considered for phase II?

•What priorities should be elevated in thinking about 
regulated multi-family affordable housing phase II program 
design?



Report out on 12/8 ACEEE conference 
on Inflation Reduction Act



A program by City of Portland,
Bureau of Planning and Sustainability
VISIT portland.gov/bps/cleanenergy

http://portland.gov/bps/cleanenergy


Guiding Principles

Advance systems change 
that addresses historic and 

current discrimination. 
Center all disadvantaged and 

marginalized groups –
particularly Black and 

Indigenous people

Trust community knowledge, experience, 
innovation, and leadership. Honor and build on 

existing work and partnerships, while supporting 
capacity building for emerging community groups 
and diverse coalitions. Engage with and invest in 

community-driven approaches that foster 
community power to create meaningful change.

Implement transparent funding, 
oversight, and engagement processes 

that promote continuous learning, 
programmatic checks and balances, 

and improvement. Demonstrate 
achievement of equitable social, 

economic, and environmental benefit. 
Remain accountable to target 
beneficiaries, grantees, and all 

Portlanders.

Invest in people, livelihoods, places, and 
processes that build climate resilience and 

community wealth, foster healthy 
communities, and support regenerative 

systems. Avoid and mitigate displacement, 
especially resulting from gentrification 

pressures.



Modified consensus decision making process

• Proposal – put forth for consideration by Committee member
• Temperature check – each Committee member indicates how comfortable they are with making 

an affirmative decision
• Discussion – additional discussion if needed
• Amendments – Committee members can offer amendments to the original proposal
• Decision – each Committee member can 1) affirm the proposal, 2) stand aside, or 3) indicate that 

“no” they do not support the proposal. Note that standing aside is counted as a decision to affirm 
for the purposes of approving a proposal.  

The following minimum number of affirmative decisions is required for a decision to represent the 
position of the PCEF Committee. 

• When 6 or 7 Committee members are present : 5 Affirmative decisions
• When 8 or 9 Committee members are present : 6 Affirmative decisions
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